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PART I: GENERAL
This part of the book covers both basic and intermediate topics within Number
Properties. Complete Part I before_moving on to Part II: Advanced.

Chapter I
-----of-- --
NUMBER PROPERTIES

DMSIBILITY &
PRIMES
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INTEGERS
DIVISIBILITY & PRIMES STRATEGY

Integers are "whole" nll..mberS,such as 0, 1,2, and 3, that have no fractional part. Integers
can be positive (1,2,3 ... ), negative (-1, -2, -3 ...), or the number O.

The GMAT uses the term integer to mean a non-fraction or a non-decimal, The special
properties of integers form the basis of most Number Properties problern* on the GMAT.

Arithmetic Rules
Most arithmetic operations on integers will always result in an integer. &?r4Xample:

4+5=9
4 - 5=-1
4 x 5 = 20

(-2) + 1=-1
(-2) - (-3) = 1
(-2) x 3 =-6

The sum of two integers is alwa;s an integer.
The difference of twO integers is always an integer.
The product of two integers is always an integer.

However, division is different. Sometimes the result is an integer, and som~times i~ is not:

18 + 2 = 4, but 2 + 8 = _.
4

4
(-8) + 4 = -2, but (-8) + (-6) = -

3

The result of dividing two. iJl~egersis
SOMETIMES an integer.

(This result is calledthe~tieIlt.)

An integer is said to be divisible by another number if the integer can be divided .by that
number with an integer result (meaning that there is no remainder).

For example, 21 is divisible by 3 because when 21 is divided by 3, ~ integer is the result
(21 + 3 = 7) ..However, 21· is not divisible by 4 because when 21 is divided by 4. a.llon-
integer is the result (21 + 4 = 5.25).

Alternatively, we can say that 21 is divisible by 3 because 21 divided by 3 yidds 7 with zero
remainder. On the other hand, 21 is not divisible by 4. because 21 divided by 4 yields 5
with a remainder of 1.

Here are some more examples:

8+2=4

2 + 8 = 0.25
(-6) + 2=-3

(-6) + (-4) = 1.5

Therefore, 8 is divisible by 2.
We can also say that 2 is a divisor or fiu:torof8.
Therefore, 2 is NOT diVisible by 8.
Therefore, -6 is divisible by 2.
Therefore, -6 is NOT divisible by -4.

9A.anhattanGMAifprep
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Chap •. 1

It is a good idea to
memorize the rules for
divisibility by 2, 3, 4, 5,
6,8,9 and 10.

DIVISIBIUTY &·PRIMES STRATEGY

Rules of Divisibility by Certain Integers
The Divisibility Rules are important shortcuts to determine whether an integer is divisible
by 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, and 10.

An integer is divisible by:

2 if the integer is EVEN.
12 is divisible by 2, but 13 is not. Integers that are divisible by 2 are called "even" and inte-
gers that are not are called "odd." You can tell whether a number is even by checking to see
whether the units (ones) digit is 0, 2, 4, 6, or 8. Thus, 1,234,567 is odd, because 7 is odd,
whereas 2,345,678 is even, because 8 is even.

3 if the SUM of the integer's DIGITS is divisible by 3.
72 is divisible by 3 because the sum of its digits is 9, which is divisible by 3. By contrast! 83
is not divisible by 3, because the sum of its digits is 11, which is not divisible by 3.

4 if the integer is divisible by 21WICE, or if the LAST lWO digits are divisible by 4.
28 is divisible by 4 because you can divide it by 2 twice and get an integer result
(28 + 2 = 14, and 14 + 2 = 7). For larger numbers, check only the last two digits. For
example, 23,456 is divisible by 4 because 56 is divisible by 4, but 25,678 is not divisible by
4 because 78 is not divisible by 4.

5 if the integer ends in 0 or 5.
7'5 and 80 are divisible by 5, but 77 and 83 are not.

6 if the integer is divisible by BOTH 2 and 3.
48 is divisible by 6 since it is divisible by 2 (it ends with an 8, which is even) AND by 3
(4 + 8 = 12, which is divisible by 3).

8 if the integer is divisible by 2 THREE TIMFS, or if the lAST THREE digits are
divisible by 8.
32 is divisible by 8 since you can divide it by 2 three times and get an integer result
(32 + 2 = 16, 16 + 2 = 8, and 8 + 2 = 4). For larger numbers, check only the last 3 digits.
For example, 23,456 is divisible by 8 because 456 is divisible by 8, whereas 23,556 is not
divisible by 8 because 556 is not divisible by 8.

9 if the SUM of the integer's DIGITS is divisible by 9.
4,185 is divisible by 9 since the sum of its digits is 18, which is divisible by 9. By contrast,
3,459 is not divisible by 9, because the sum of its digits is 21, which is not divisible by 9.

10 if the integer ends in O.
670 is divisible by 10, but 675 is not.

The GMAT can also test these divisibility rules in reverse. For example, if you are told that
a number has a ones digit equal to 0, you can infer that that number is divisible by 10.
Similarly, if you are told that the sum of the digits of x is equal to 21, you can infer that x is
divisible by 3 but NOT by 9.

Note also that there is no rule listed for divisibility by 7. The simplest way to check for
divisibility by 7, or by any other number not found in this list, is to perform long division.

:M.anJiattanG MAT·Prep
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DIVISIBIUTY & PRIMES STRATEGY

Factors and Multiples
Factors and Multiples are essentially opposite terms.

A factor is a positive integec·that divides evenly into an integer. 1,2,4 and 8 are all the fac-
tors (also called divisors) of 8.

A multiple of an integer is formed by multiplying that integer by any integer, so 8, 16,24,
and 32 are some of the. m~ples of 8. Additionally, negative multiples are possible (-8,
-16, -24, -32, etc.), but the GMAT does not test negative multiples directly. Also, zero (O)
is·technically a multiple of every number, because that nuiriber times zero (an integer)
equals zero.

Note that an integer is always both a factor and a multiple of itself, and that ·1.is a factor of
every integer.

An easy way to find all the factors of a SMALL number is to use factor ,.us. Factor pairs
for any integer are the pairs of factors that, when multiplied together, yield that integer.

To find the factor pairs ofa number such as 72. you should start with the automatic factors:
1 and 71 (the number itself). Then, simply "walk upwards" from 1, testing to see whether
different numbers are factors ofn. Once you find a number that is a factor ofn, find its
partner by dividing 72 bythe·factor. Keep walking upwards until all factors are exhausted.

Step by step:
(I) Make a table with 2 columns labeled "Small" and "Large."
(2) Start with 1 in the small column and 72 in the large column.
(3) Test the next PQS$ible~r of 72 (which is 2). 2 is a factor of 72, so

write "2"underneach the "1" in your table. Divide 71 by 2to find
the factor pail: 71 + 2=' 36. Write "36" in the large column.

(4) Test the next possible factor of72 (which is 3). Repeat this process
until the numbers in the small and the large columns run into each
other. In this case, once we have tested 8 and found that 9 was its
paired factor, we can stop.

Small
1
2
3
4 18
6 12
8 9

Fewer Factors, More Multiples
Sometimes it is easy to. confuse factors and multiples. The mnemonic "Fewer Factors, More
Multiples" should help you remember the difference. Factors divide into an integer and are
therefore less than or equal to that integer. Positive multiples, on the otherhand, multiply
out from an integer and are therefore greater than or equal to that integer.

Any integer only has a limited number of factors. For example, there are only four factors of
8: 1, 2, 4, and 8. By contrast, there is an infinite number of multiples of an integer. For
example, the first 5 positive multiples of 8 are 8, 16, 24, 32, and 40, but you could go on
listing multiples of 8 forever.

Factors, multiples, and divisibility are very closely related concepts. For example, 3 is a factor
of 12. This is the same as saying that 12 is a multiple of 3, or that 12 is divisible by 3.

!Manhattan_AI-Prep
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Chapter 1

The GMAT can state
that x is divisible by y in
scvcraidiffel'Clltways-
learn these different
phrasings and mentally
convert them to a single
form when you sec
them!

DIVISIBILITY & PRIMES STRATEGY
On the GMAT, this terminology is often used interchangeably in order to make the prob-
lem seem harder than it actually is. Be aware of the different ways that the GMAT can
phrase information about divisibility. Moreover, try to convert all such statements to the
same terminology. For example, all of the following statements say euctly the same thing:

• 12 is divisible by 3 • 3 is a divisor of 12, or 3 is a factor of 12
• 12 is a multiple of 3 • 3 divides 12

12. . 12• "'3 15 an Integer • "'3 yields a remainder of 0

• 12 = 3n, where n is an integer • 3 "goes into" 12 evenly
• 12 items can be shared among 3

people so that each person has
the same number of items.

Divisibility and Addition/Subtraction
If you add two multiples of 7, you get another multiple of7. Try it: 35 + 21 = 56. This
should make sense: (5 x 7) + (3 x 7) = (5 + 3) x 7 = 8 x 7.

Likewise, if you subtract two multiples of 7, you get another multiple of 7. Try it:
35 - 21 = 14. Again, we can see why: (5 x 7) - (3 x 7) = (5 - 3) x 7 = 2 x 7.

This pattern holds true for the multiples of any integer N. If you add or subtract multi-
ples of N, the result is a multiple of N. You can restate this principle using any of the dis-
guises above: for instance, if N is a divisor of x and of y, then N is a divisor of x +y.

Primes
Prime numbers are a very important topic on the GMAT. A prime number is any positive
integer larger than 1 with exactly two factors: 1 and Itself In other words, a prime number
has NO factors other than 1 and itself For example, 7 is prime because the only factors of
7 are 1 and 7. However, 8 is not prime because it is divisible by 2 and 4.

Note that the number 1 is not considered prime, as it has only one factor (itself). Thus, the
first prime number is 2, which is also the only even prime. The first ten prime numbers
are 2,3,5,7, 11, 13, 17, 19,23, and 29. You should memorize these primes.

Prime Factorization
One very helpful way to analyze a number is to break it down into its prime factors. This
can be done by creating a prime factor tree, as shown to the right with the number n.
Simply test different numbers to see which ones "go into" 71without leaving a remainder.
Once you find such a number, then split 71
into factors. For example, 71 is divisible by 6,
so it can be split into 6 and 71 + 6, or 12.
Then repeat this process on the factors of 71
until every branch on the tree ends at a prime
number. Once we only have primes, we stop,
because we cannot split prime numbers into
two smaller factors. In this example, 71 splits
into 5 total prime factors (including repeats): 2 x 3 x 2 x 2 x 3.

72
»<>:

12
/1'\

2 2 3

6
/'\

2 3

!ManliattanGMAT*Prep
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DIVISIBIUTY& PRIMES STRATEGY
Prime factorization is an extremely important tool to use on the GMAT. One reason is that
once we know me prime factors of a number, we can determine ALL the factors of that
number, even large numbers. The factors can be found by building all the possible products
of the prime factors.

On the GMAT, prime factorization is useful for many other applications in addition to enu-
merating factors. Some other situations in which you might need to use prime factorization
include the following:

(1) Determining whether one number is divisible by another number
(2) Determining the greatest common factor of two numbers
(3) Reducing fractions
(4) Finding the least common multiple of two (or more) numbers
(5) Simplifying square roots
(6) Determining the exponent on one side of an equation with integer constraints

Prime numbers are the building blocks of integers. Many problems require variables to be
integers, and you can often solve or simplify these problems by analyzing primes. A simple
rule to remember is this: if the problem states or assumes that a num~ is an integer,
you MAY need to use prime factorization to solve the problem.

Factor Foundation Rule
The GMAT expects you to know the factor foundation rule: if" is a facto •.of b, and b is
a factor of c, then " is a factor of c. In other words, any integer is divisible by all of.its fac-
tors-and it is also divisible by all of the FACTORS of its factors.

For example, if72 is divisible by 12, then 72 is also divisible by.all the factors of 12 (1, 2, 3,
4,6, and 12). Written another way, if 12 is a factor of 72, then all the factors of 12 are also
factors of 72. The Factor Foundation Rule allows us to conceive of factors as building blocks
in a foundation. 12 and 6 are factors, or building blocks, of72 (because 12 x 6 builds 72).

The number 12, in turn, is built from its own factors; for
example, 4 x 3 builds 12. ThUs.cif 12 is part of the Jounda-
tion of 72 and 12 in turn rests on the foundation built by
its prime factors (2, 2, and 3), then 72 is also built on the
foundation of 2, 2, and 3.

72
6 12

3 3
Going further, we can build almost any factor of 72 out of
the bottom level of the foundation. For instance, we can see that 8 isa factor of 72, because
we can build 8 out of the three 2'5 in the bottom row (8= 2 x 2 x 2).

We say almost any factor, because one of the factors cannot be built out of the building
blocks in the foundation: the number 1. Remember that the number 1 is not prime,.but it
is still a factor of every integer. Except for the number 1, every factor of 72 can be built out
of the lowest level of 72 building blocks.

9datl.liatta:ILGMAT~Ptep
tWe new standard
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Chapter 1

Every inrcger larger than
1 has a unique prime
factorization.

DIVISIBIUTY & PRIMES STRATEGY

The Prime Box
The easiest way to work with the Factor Foundation Rule is with a tool called a Prime Box.
A Prime Box is exactly what its name implies: a box that holds all the prime factors of a
number (in other words, the lowest-level building blocks). Here are prime boxes for n. 12,
and 125:

72 12 125

5, 5, 52, 2, 2,
3,3

2,2,3

Notice that we must repeat copies of the prime factors if the number has multiple copies of
that prime factor. You can use the prime box to test whether or not a specific number is a
factor of another number.

Is 27 a factor of 72?

72
27 = 3 x 3 x 3. But we can see that n only has nYQ 3's in its prime
box. Therefore we cannot make 27 from the prime factors ofn.
Thus, 27 is not a factor of n.2, 2, 2,

3,3

Given that the integer n is divisible by 3, 7, and 11, what other numbers
must be divisors of n?

n

••• •

Since we know that 3, 7, and 11 are prime factors of n, we know that
n must also be divisible by all the possible products of the primes in
the box: 21, 33, 77, and 231.

3,7,11,
;>

Without even knowing what n is, we have found 4 more of its
factors: 21, 33, 77, and 231.

Notice also the ellipses and question mark (" ... ?") in the prime box of n. This reminds us
that we have created a partial prime box of n. Whereas the COMPLETE set of prime fac-
tors ofn can be calculated and put into its prime box, we only have a PARTIAL list of
prime factors of n, because n is an unknown number. We know that n is divisible by 3, 7,
and 11, but we do NOT know what additional primes, if any, n has in its prime box.

Most of the time, when building a prime box for a VARIABLE, we will use a partial prime
box, but when 'building a prime box for a NUMBER, we will use a complete prime box.

:ManliattanG MAT'Prep
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DIVISIBIUTY & PRIMES STRATEGY Chapter.l

Greatest Common Factor and Least Co~mon Multiple
Frequently on the GMAT, you may have to find the Greatest Common Factor (GCF) or
Least Common MlJ,ltiple (LCM) of a set of two or more numbers.

Greatest CollUllon Factor (GCF): the largest divisor of two or more integers .
.Least CoI'DlllOlJMultiple (LCM): the smallest multiple of two or more integers.

It is likely that you already know how to find both the GCF and the LCM. For example,

when you reduce the fraction .2.. to i, you are dividing both the numerator (9) and
12 4

denominator (12)by 3, which is the GCF of9 and 12. When you add together the frac-

1 1 1 1 1 1 15 10 6. 31
tions "2+3"+5 ' you convert the fractions to thirtieths: "2+3"+5 = 30 +30 + 30 = 30 .

Why thirtieths! The reason is that 30 is the LCM of the denominators: 2, 3, and 5.

FINDING GCF AND LCM USING VENN DIAGRAMS
One way that you can visualize the GCF and LCM of two numbers is by placing prime
factors into a Venn diagram-a diagram of circles showing the overlapping and non-over-
lapping elements of two sets, To find the GCF and LCM of two numbers using a Venn
diagram, perform the following steps: 30 24

(1) Factor the numbers into. primes.
(2) Create a Venn diagram.
(3) Place each common factor, including copies

of common factors appearing more than
once, into the shared area of the diagram
(the shaded region to the right).

(4) Place the remainirtg(non-c;:ommon) factors
into the non-shared areas.

The Venn diagram above illustrates how to determine the GCF and LCM of 30 and 24. The
GCF is the product of primes in the maiapping .regi.on:2 x 3 = 6. The I.CM is the prod-
uct of AIL primes in the diagram: 5 x 2 x 3 x 2 x 2 = 120.

compute the GCFand LCM of 12 and 40 using the Venn diagram approach.

The prime factorizations of 12 and 40 are 2 x 2 x 3 and 2 x 2 x 2 x 5, respectively:
12 40

The only common factors of 12 and 40 are two 2's.
Therefore, we place two 2's in the shared area of the 2, 2, 3
Venn diagram (on the next page) and remove them
from BOTH prime factorizations. Then, place the
remaining factors in the zones belonging exclusively
to 12 and 40. These two outer regions must have 110 L..- ..J L.. ~

primes in common!

2, 2, 2,
5

:ManliattanG.MAT'rep
the' new standard
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Chapter 1

The product of the
shared primes is the
GeE The product of all
the primes (counting
shared.primes just once)
is the LCM.

DIVISIBIUlY & PRIMES STRATEGY

12 40
The GCF of 12 and 40 is therefore 2 x 2 = 4, the
product of the primes in the shaftd ara. (An easy

way to remember this is that the "common factors"
are in the "common area.")

The LCM is 2 x 2 x 2 x 3 x 5 = 120, the product
of all the primes in the diagram.

Note that if two numbers have NO primes in common, then theirGCF is 1 and their LCM is
simply their product. For example, 35 (= 5 x 7) and 6 (= 2 x 3) have no prime numbers in
common. Therefore, their GCF is 1 (the common factor of ali positive integers) and their
LCM is 35 x 6 = 210. Be careful: even though you have no primes in the common area, the
GCF is not 0 but 1.

35 6

Remainders
The number 17 is not divisible by 5. When you divide 17 by 5, using long division, you get
a remainder: a number left over. In this case, the remainder is 2.

3
5fT7

-15

2

We can also write that 17 is 2 more than 15, or 2 more than a multiple of 5. In other

words, we can write 17 = 15 +2 = 3 x 5 + 2. Every number that leaves a remainder of 2 after
it is divided by 5 can be written this way: as a multiple of 5, plus 2.

On simpler remainder problems, it is often easiest to pick numbers. Simply add the desired
remainder to a multiple of the divisor. For instance, if you need a number that leaves a
remainder of 4 after division by 7, first pick a multiple of7: say, 14. Then add 4 to get 18,
which satisfies the requirement (18 = 7 x 2 + 4).

9rf.anfiat.tanG MAT'Prep
the new standard
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IN ACTION DIVISIBIUTY & PRIMES PROBLEM SET Chapter 1

Problem Set
For problems #1-12, use one or more prime boxes, if appropriate, to answer each question: YES,
NO, or CANNOT BE DETERMINED. If your answer is CANNOT BE DETERMINED, use
two numerical examples to show how the problem could go either way. All variables in problems #1
through #12 are assumed to be integers unless otherwise indicated.

1. If a is divided by 7 or by 18, an integer results. Is ~ an integer?

2. If 80 is a factor of t, is 15 a factor of r?

3. Given that 7 is a factor of nand 7 is a factor of p, is -n + p divisible by 7?

4. Given that 8 is not a factor of g, is 8 a factor of 2g?

5. If j is divisible by 12 and 10, isj divisible by 24?

6. If 12 is a factor of xyz, is 12 a factor of xy?

7. Given that 6 is a divisor of rand r is a factor of 5, is 6 a factor of 5?

8. If 24 is a factor of hand 28 is a factor of k, must 21 be a factor of hk?

9. If 6 is not a factor of d, is 12d divisible by 6?

10. If k is divisible by 6 and 3k is not divisible by 5, is k divisible by 10?

11. If 60 is a factor ofu, is 18 a factor of u?

12. If 5 is a multiple of 12 and t is a multiple of 12, is 75 + 5t a multiple of 12?

Solve Problems #13-15:

13. What is the greatest common factor of 420 and 660?

14. What is the least common multiple of 18 and 24?

15. A skeet shooting competition awards prizes as follows: the first place winner receives
11 points, the second place winner receives 7 points, the third place finisher receives 5
points, and the fourth place finisher receives 2 points. No other prizes are awarded.
John competes in the skeet shooting competition several times and receives points
every time he competes. If the product of all of the paints he receives equals 84,700,
how many times does he participate in the competition?

9danfiattanG MAT·Prep
the new standard 21
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IN ACTION ANSWER KEY

1. YES:
a

2,3, 3"
7 I

, 000 0

DIVISIBIUTY &. PRIMES SOLUTIONS Chapter 1

If a is divisible by Tand by 18, its prime factors include 2,3,3, and 7, as
indicated by the prime box to the left. Therefore, any integer that can be
constructed as a product of any of these prime factors is also a factor of a.
42 = 2 x 3 x 7. Therefore, 42 is also a factor of a.

r
2. CANNOT BE DETERMINED:

2, 2, 2,
2, 5, 000 ?

If r is divisible by 80, its prime factors include 2, 2, 2, 2, and 5, as
indicated by the prime box to the left. Therefore, any integer that can be
constructed as a product of any of these prime factors is also a factor of r.
15 = 3 x 5. Since the prime factor,3 is not in the prime box, we cannot determine
whether 15 is a factor of r. A3 numerical examples, we could take r= 80, in which
case 15 is NOT a factor of r, or r = 240, in which case 15IS a factor of r.

3. YES: If2numbers are both multiples of the same number, then their SUM is also a multiple of that same
number. Since n and p share the common factor 7, the sum of n and p must also be divisible by 7.

4. CANNOT BE DETERMINED:
2g

2, g
In order for 8 to be a factor of2g, we would need two more 2's in
the prime box. By the Factor Foundation Rule, g would need to be
divisible by 4; We know thatgis not divisible by 8, but there are
certainly integers that are divisible by 4 and not by 8, such as 4, 12,
20, 28, etc. However, while we cannot conclude that g is not divisi-
ble by 4, we cannot be certain that g is divisible by 4, either. A3
numerical examples, we could take g = 5, in which case 8 is NOT
a factor of 2g, or g = 4, in which case 8 IS a factor of 2g.

(not 2,
2,2)

j
5. CANNOT BE DETERMINED:

jj

2, 2, 3,
Ifj is divisible by 12 and by 10, its prime
factors include 2,2,3, and 5, as
indicated by the prime box to the left.
There are only TWO 2's that are definite-
ly in the prime factorization of j, because
the 2 in the prime factorization of 10

may be REDUNDANT-that is, it may be the SAME 2 as one of the 2's itt the prime factorization of 12.

I... .
2, 5, 2, 2, 3,

5, 000 ?I....

24 = 2 x 2 x 2 x 3. There are only two 2's in the prime box of j; 24 requires three 2's. Therefore, 24 is not nec-
essarily a factor of j.

A3 another way to prove that we cannot determine whether 24 is a factor ofj, consider 60. The number 60 is
divisible by both 12 and 10. However, it is NOT divisible by 24. Therefore,} couldequai60, in which case it is
not divisible by 24. Alternatively,j could equail20,in which case it IS divmiNe by 24.

fMannattan(iM,AT*prep
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Chapter 1 DIVISIBIliTY &. PRIMES SOLUTIONS IN ACTION ANSWER KEY
6. CANNOT BE DETERMINED:

xyz xy

2, 2, 3,
~

••••

If xyz is divisible by 12, its prime factors include 2, 2,
and 3, as indicated by the prime box to the left. Those
prime factors could all be factors of x and y, in which
case 12 is a factor of xy. For example, this is the case
when x = 20, Y = 3, and z = 7. However, x and y could'

'-- --1 'be prime or otherwise not divisible by 2, 2, and 3, in
which case xy is not divisible by 12. For example, this is the case when x = 5, y = II, and z = 24.

....

7. YES: By the Factor Foundation Rule, if 6 is a factor of r and r is a factor of s, then 6 is a
factor of s.

8. YES:
hk

h k
2, 2, 2, 2, 2,
3, ooo? 7, 000 ?

By the Factor Foundation Rule, all the factors of both h and k must be
factors of the product, hk. Therefore, the factors of hk include 2, 2, 2, 2,
2,3, and 7, as shown in the combined prime box to the left. 21 = 3 x 7.
Both 3 and 7 are in the prime box. Therefore, 21 is a factor of hk.

9. YES:
ru

12 d

2, 2, not 2
3 not 3

The fact that d is not divisible by 6 is irrelevant in this case. Since 12 is divisible by
6, 12d is also divisible by 6.

10. NO:
3k

3

3
k

2,3
not 5

We know that 3k is not divisible by 5. Since 5 is prime, and 3 is not divisible by 5,
we can conclude that k is not divisible by 5. If k is not divisible by 5, it cannot be
divisible by 10, because 10 has a 2 and a 5 in its prime factorization.

11. CANNOT BE DETERMINED: '

2, 2, 3,
5, 000 ?

If u is divisible by 60, its prime factors include 2, 2, 3, and 5, as indicated by the
prime box to the left. Therefore, any integer that can be constructed as a product of
any of these prime factors is also a factor of u. 18 = 2 x 3 x 3. Since there is only one
3 in the prime box, we cannot determine whether or not 18 is a factor of u. As
numerical examples, we could take u = 60, in which case 18 is NOT a factor of u, or
u = 180, in which case 18 IS a factor of u.

24
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IN ACTION ANSWER KEY DIVISIBIUTY & PRIMES SOLUTIONS Chapter 1

12. Yes:
If s is a multiple of 12, then so is 7s.
If t is a multiple of 12, then so is 5t.
Since 7sand 5t are both multiples of 12, then their sum (7s + 5t) is also a multiple of 12.

13.60:
420

14.72:

18 24

420 = 2 x 2 x 3 x 5 x 7.
660=2x2x3x5x 11.
The greatest common factor is the
product of the primes in the shared factors ONLY:
22 x 31 X 51 = 2 x 2 x 3 x 5 = 60.

18 = 2 x 3 x 3.
24 = 2 x 2 x 2 x 3.
The least common multiple is the product of all the primes
in the diagram:
3 x 2 x 3 x 2 x 2 = 72.

15. 7: Notice that the values for scoring first, second, third, and fourth place in the competition are all
prime numbers. Notice also that the PRODUcr of all of the scores John received is known. Therefore, if
we simply take the prime factorization of the product of his scores, we can determine what scores he
received (and how many scores he received).

84,700 = 847 x 100 = 7 x 121 x 2 x 2 x 5 x 5 = 7 x 11 x 11 x 2 x 2 x 5 x 5.

Thus John received first place twice (11 points each), second place once (7 points each), third place twice
(5 points each), and fourth place twice (2 points each.) He received a prize 7 times, so he competed 7
times.

9danliattanG MAT·Prep
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ODDS & EVENS STRAtEGY

ODDS & EVENS
Even numbers are integers that are divisible by 2. Qdd,numbers are integers that are not
divisible by 2. All integers are either even or odd.

Evens: 0, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12... Odds: 1. 3. 5.7. 9. 11...

Consecutive integers alternate between even and odd: 9. 10. 11. 12, 13 .
0, E,O, E. 0 .

Negative integers are also either even or odd:

Evens: -2. -4, -6, -8. -10. -12... Odds: -1, -3, -5, -7, -9, -11. ..

Arithmetic Rules of Odds & Evens
The GMAT tests your knowledge of how odd and even numbers combine through addi-
tion, subtraction, multiplication, and division. Rules for adding, subtracting, multiplying
and dividing odd and even numbers em be derived by simply picking numbers and testing
them out. While this is cenainly a valid strategy, it also pays to. memorize the followin~ rules
for operating with odds and evens, as they are extremely useful for certain GMAT math
questions.

Addition and Subtraction;
Add or subtract 2 odds or 2 evens. and the result is EVEN; 7 + 11= 18 and 8 + 6 = 14
Add or subtract an odd with an even, and the result is ODD. 7 + 8 = 15

Multiplication:
When you multiply integers, if ANY of the integers is 3 x 8 x 9 x 13 = 2,808
even, the result is EVEN.
Likewise. if NONE of the integers is even, then the result is ODD.

If you multiply together several even integers, the result will be divisible by higher and
higher powers of 2. This result should make sense from our discussion of prime factors.
Each even number will contribute at least one 2 to the factors of the product.

For example, if there are TWO even integers in a set of integers being multipled together,
the r'esult will be divisible by 4. 2 x 5><6 = 60 (divisible by 4)

If there are THREE even integers in a set of integers being multipled together, the result
will be divisible by 8. 2 x 5 x 6 x 10 l: 600 (divisible by 8)

To summarize so far:

Odd z Even = ODD
Odd z Odd = EVEN
Even::!: Even = EVEN

Odd x Odd = ODD
Even x Even = EVEN (and divisible by 4)
Odd x Even = EVEN

:ManliattanQMA]]Prep
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Chapter 2

Remember that 2 is the
ONLY even prime
number.

ODDS & EVENS STRATEGY
Division:
There are no guaranteed outcomes in division, because the division of two integers may not
yield an integer result. There are several potential outcomes, depending upon the value of
the dividend and divisor.

Divisibilin: of Odds 8c.Evens

Even? Odd? Non-Integer?

Even -;-Even
../ ../ ../

Example: 12 -;-2 = 6 Example: 12 -i- 4 = 3 Example: 12 -;-8 = 1.5

Even -;-Odd
../

X
../

Example: 12 -;-3 = 4 Example: 12 -;- 5 =.2.4

Odd -;-Even X X
../

Example: 9 -;-6 = 1.5

Odd -;-Odd X
../ ../

Example: 15 -;- 5 = 3 Example: 15 -;-25 = 0.6

An odd number divided by any other integer CANNOT produce an even integer. Also, an
odd number divided by an even number CANNOT produce an integer, because the odd
number will never be divisible by the factor of 2 concealed within the even number.

The Sum of Two Primes
Notice that all prime numbers are odd, except the number 2. (All larger even numbers are
divisible by 2, so they cannot be prime.) Thus, the sum of any two primes will be even
("Add two odds ',' ."), unless one of those primes is the number 2. So, if you see a sum of
two primes that is odd, one of those primes must be the number 2. Conversely, if you know
that 2 CANNOT be one of the primes in the sum, then the sum of the two primes must be
even.

If a and b are both prime numbers greater than 10, which of the following
CANNOT be true?

I. ab is an even number.
II. The difference between a and b equals 117.
III. The sum of a and b is even.

(A) I only
(B) I and II only
(C) I and III only
(0) II and III only
(E) I, II and III

5l1annattanGMAT*Prep
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ODDS & EVEN,S STRATEGY
Since a and b are both prime numbers greater than 10, they must both be odd. Therefore ab
must be an odd number, so Statement I cannot be true. Similarly, if a and bare both odd,
then a - b cannot equal 117 (an odd number). This difference must be even. Therefore,
Statement II cannot be true. Finally, since a and b are both odd, It + b must be even, so
Statement III will always be true. Since Statements I and II CANNOT be true, but
Statement III IS true, the correct answer is (B).

Try the following Data Sufficiency problem. {If you are not fiuniliar at all with the Data
Sufficiency format, see pages 267-270 of the OJficitdGuidefor GMAT &view, 12th edition.
You inay also refer to Chapter 8 of this guide, "Strategies for Data Sufficiency.")

If x > 1, what is the value ofinteger x?

(1) There are x unique factors of x.
(2) The sum of x and any prime number larger than x is odd.

Statement (1) tells us that there are x unique factors of x. In order for this to be true,
EVERY integer between 1 and x, inclusive, must be a factor of x. Testing numbers, we can
see that this property holds for 1 and for 2, but not for 3 or for 4. In fact, this property does
not hold for any higher integer, because no integer x above 2 is divisible by x-I. Therefore,
x = 1 or 2. However, the original problem stem told us that x > 1, so x must equal 2.
SUFFICIENT.

Statement (2) tells us that x plus any prime number larger than x is odd. Since x > 1, x must
equal at least 2, so this includes only prime numbers larger than 2. Therefore, the prime
number is odd, and x is even. However, this does not tell us which even number x could be.
INSUFFICIENT. The correct answer is (A): Statement (1) is sufficient to answer the ques-
tion, but Statement (2) is insufficient.

Testing Odd & Even Cases
Sometimes multiple variables can be odd or even, and you need to determine the implica-
tions of each possible scenario. In that case, set up a table listing all the possible odd/even
combinations of the variables, and determine what effect that would have on the question.

If a, b, and c are integers and ab + c is odd, which of the fol/owing must be
true?

I. a + c is odd
II. b + c is odd
III. abc is even

(A) I only
(B) II only
(C) III only

(0) I and III only
(E) II and III only

Here; a, b and c could all possibly be odd or even. Some combinations of Odds & Evens for
a, b and c will lead to an odd result. Other combinations will lead to an even result. We
need to test each possible combination to see what the result will be for each. Set up a table,
as on the next page, and fill in the possibilities.
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ODDS & EVENS STRATEGY

Scenario a b c ab+c
1 ODD ODD ODD OxO+O=E
2 ODD ODD EVEN OxO+E=O
3 ODD EVEN ODD OxE+O=O
4 ODD EVEN EVEN OxE+E=E
5 EVEN ODD ODD ExO+O=O
6 EVEN ODD EVEN ExO+E=E
7 EVEN EVEN ODD ExE+O=O
8 EVEN EVEN EVEN ExE+E=E

Scenarios 2, 3, 5 and 7 yield an odd result, and so we must focus only on those scenarios.
We can conclude that Statement I is false (Scenario 3 yields a + c = EVEN), Statement II is
false (Scenario 5 yields b + c = EVEN), and Statement III is true (all 4 working scenarios
yield abc = EVEN). Therefore, the correct answer is (C).

9danliattanG MAT·Prep
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IN ACTION ODDS & EVENS PROBLEM SET Chapter 2

Problem Set
For questions #1-15, answer each question ODD, EVEN, or CANNOT BE DETERMINED. Try
to explain each answer using the rules you learned in this section. All variables in problems #1-15
are assumed to be integers unless otherwise indicated.

1. . If n is odd, p is even, and q is odd, what is n + p + q?

2. If' is a prime number greater than 2, and 5 is odd, what is '5?

3. If t is odd, what is t4?

4. If u is even and w is odd, what is u + uw?

5. Ifx + y yields an odd integer, what is x?

6. Ifa + b is even, what is ab?

7. If c, d, and e are consecutive integers, what is cde?

8. Iff and 9 are prime numbers, what isf + g?

9. Ifh is even, j is odd, and k is odd, what is k(h +j)?

10. Ifm is odd, what is m2 + m?

11. Ifn, p, q, and, are consecutive integers, what is their sum?

12. If t = 5 - 3, what is 5 + t?

13. If u is odd and w is even, what is (UW)2 + u?

14. Ifxy is even and z is even, what is x + z?

15. Ifa, b, and c are consecutive integers, what is a + b + c?
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IN ACTION ANSWER KEY ODDS & EVENS SOLUTIONS Chapter 2

1. EVEN: 0 + E = 0.0 + 0 = E. If in doubt, try plugging in actual numbers: 7 + 2 + 3 = 12 (even).

2. ODD: 0 x 0 = O. If in doubt, try plugging in actual numbers: 3 x 5 = 15 (odd).

3. ODD: 0 x 0 x 0 x 0 = O. If in doubt, try plugging in actual numbers: 3 x 3 x 3 x 3 = 81 (odd).

4. EVEN: uw is even. Therefore, E + E = E.

5. CANNOT BE DETERMINED: There are no guaranteed outcomes in division.

6. CANNOT BE DETERMINED: If a + b is even, a and b are either both odd or both even. If they are
both odd, ab is odd. If they are both even, ab is even.

7. EVEN: At least one of the consecutive integers, e, d, and e, must be even. Therefore, the product ede
must be even.

8. CANNOT BE DETERMINED: If either for g is 2, then f +g will be odd. Iff and g are odd primes, or
iff and g are both 2, then f + g will be even.

9. ODD: h + j must be odd (E + 0 = 0). Therefore, k(h +J) must be odd (0 x 0 = 0).

10. EVEN: m2 must be odd (0 x 0 = 0). m2 + m, therefore, must be even (0 + 0 = E).

11. EVEN: If n, p, q, and r are consecutive integers, two of them must be odd and two of them must be
even. You can pair them up to add them: 0 + 0 = E, and E + E = E. Adding the pairs, you will see that
the sum must be even: E + E = E.

12. ODD: If s is even, then t must be odd. If s is odd, then t must be even. Either way, the sum must be
odd: E + 0 = 0, or 0 + E = O. (Try plugging in real numbers: if s = 2, t = 5, or if s = 3, t = 6.)

13. ODD: (UW)2 must be even. Therefore, E + 0 = o.

14. CANNOT BE DETERMINED: If xy is even, then either x or y (or both x and y) must be even.
Given that z is even, x + z could be 0 + E or E + E. Therefore, we cannot determine whether x + z is odd
or even.

15. CANNOT BE DETERMINED: If a, b, and e are consecutive, then there could be either one or two
even integers in the set. a + b + e could be 0 + E + 0 or E + 0 + E. In the first case, the sum is even; in
the second, the sum is odd.
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POSITIVES &. NEGATIVES STRATEGY

POSITIVES & NEGATIVES
Numbers can be either positive or negative (except the number 0, which is neither). A
number line illustrates this idea:

-5 -4 5-3 4-1 o 1 2 3

Negative numbers are all to the left of zero. Positive numbers are all to the right of zero.

Note that a variable (such as x) can have either a positive or a negative value, unless there is
evidence otherwise. The variable x is not necessarily positive, nor is •..x necessarily negative.

Absolute Value: Absolutely Positive
The absolute value of a number answers this question: How fu away is .., nwaber &om
o on the numlH;r li.oe? For example, the number 5 is exactly 5 units away from 0, so the
absolute value of 5 equals 5.M;tthematically, we write this using the symbol for absolute
value: 151= 5. To find the absolute value of -5, look at the number line above: -5 is also
exactly 5 units away from O. Thus, the absolute value of -5 equals 5, or, in mathematical
symbols, I-51 = 5. Notice that absolute value is always positive, because it disregards the
direction (positive or negative) .from which the number approaches 0 on th~ number. line.
When you interpret a number in an absolute value sign, just think: Absolutely Positive!
(Except, of course, for 0, because I0 I = 0, which is the smallest possible absolute value.)

On the number line above, note that 5 and -5 are the same distance from 0, which is locat-
ed halfway between them. In .general, if two numbers are opposites of each other, then they
have the same absolute value, and 0 is halfway between. If x = -y, then we have either

.•I I I .~.
xO y

III I I I ~
y 0 x

(We cannot tell which variable is positive without more information.

A Double Negative == A Positive
A double negative occurs when a minus sign is in front of a negative number (which already
has its own negative sign). For example:

What is 7 - (-3)?

Just as you learned in English class, two negatives yield a positive:

7 - (-3) = 7 + 3 = 10.

This is a very easy step to miss, especially when the double negative is somewhat hidden.

What is 7 - (12 - 9)?

Many people will make the mistake of computing this as 7 - 12 - 9 = -14. However,
notice that the second term in the expression in parentheses has a double negative.
Therefore, this expression should be calculated as 7 - 12 + 9 = 4.
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POSITIVES & NEGATIVES STRATEGY

Multiplying & Dividing Signed Numbers
When you multiply or divide two numbers, positive or negative, follow one simple rule:

If Signs are the Same, the answer's poSitive
but if Not, the answer is Negative.

7 x 8 = 56 & (-7) x (-8) = 56
(-7) x 8 = -56 & 7 x (-8) = -56

56 + 7 = 8 & -56 + (-8) = 7
56 + (-7) = -8 & -56 + 8 =-7

This principle can be extended to multiplication and division by more than two numbers.
For example, if 3 numbers are multiplied together, the result will be positive if there are
NO negative numbers, or TWO negative numbers. The result will be negative if there are
ONE or THREE negative numbers.

Wecan~swnmarizethis pattern as follows. When you multiply or divide a group of nonzero
numbers, the result will be positive if you have an EVEN number of negative numbers. The
result will be negative if you have an ODD number of negative numbers.

Consider the following Data Sufficiency problem.

Is the product of all of the elements in Set S negative?

(1) All of the elements in Set S are negative.
(2) There are 5 negative numbers in Set S.

This is a tricky problem. Based on what we have learned so far, it would seem that Statement
(2) tells us that the product must be negative. (5 is an odd number, and when the GMAT
says "there are 5" of something, you CAN conclude there are EXACfLY 5 of that thing.)
However, if any of the elements in Set 5equals zero, then the product of the elements in
Set 5will be zero, which is NOT negative. Therefore Statement (2) is INSUFFICIENT.

Statement (1) tells us that all of the numbers in the set are negative. If there are an even num-
ber of negatives in Set 5, the product of its elements will be positive; if there are an odd num-
ber of negatives, the product will be negative. This also is INSUFFICIENT.

Combined, we know that Set 5 contains 5 negative numbers and nothing else. SUFFI-
CIENT. The product of the elements in Set 5must be negative. The correct answer is (C).

Testing Positive & Negative Cases
Some Positives & Negatives problems deal with multiple variables, each of which can be
positive or negative. In these situations, you should set up a table listing all the possible
positive/negative combinations of the variables, and determine what effect that would have
on the question. For example:

If ab> 0, which of the following must be negative?

(A) a+b (8) lal+b (C) b-a (0) E..
b

a(E) --
b
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POSITIVES & NEGATIVES STRATEGY
One way to solve problems such as this one is to test numbers systematically. In this exam-
ple, we can test each of the four possible positive/negative combinations of a and b to see
whether they meet the criteria established in the question. Then we eliminate any that do
not meet these criteria. Finally, we test each of the remaining combinations in each of the
answer choices. You can use a chart such as the one below to keep track of your work:

Criterion: A B C D E

ab>O a+b lal+b b-a a a- --
b b

+,+
a=3 YES POS POS POS POS (NEG)
b=6
-,+

a=-3 NO
b=6
- ,-

a=-3 YES NEG NEG NEG POS (NEG)
b=-6
+,-
a=3 NO
b=-6

Notice that if more than one answer choice gives you the desired result for all cases, you can
try another pair of numbers and test those answer choices again.

Another approach to this problem is to determine what you know from the fact that ab> O.
If ab> 0, then the signs of a and b must both be the same (both positive or both negative).

This should lead you to answer choice (E), since -: must be negative if a and b have the

same sign.
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IN ACTION rosmves & NEGATIVES PROBLEM SET

Problem Set
Solveproblems #1-5.

1. Evaluate 21x - yl + [z + w] ifx = 2, Y = 5, z = -3, and w = 8.

2. Simplify 66 -:-(-33) x 1-91

3. -30 18-9
Simplify - - --

5 -3

4. S' I'fy 20 x (-7)
Imp I -35 x (-2)

When is [x - 41 equal to 4 - x?5.

In problems #6-15, decide whether the expressiondescribed is POSITIVE, NEGATIVE, or
CANNOT BE DETERMINED. If you answer CANNOT BE DETERMINED, give numerical
examples to show how the problem could be either positive or negative.

6. The product of 3 negative numbers

7. The quotient of one negative and one positive number

8. xy, given that x < 0 and y '* 0

9. [x] X y2, given that xy '* 0

10. x . h d .- -:- Z, given t at x, y, an z are negativey .

lobi
b ' given that b < a < 011.

12. -41 d I,given that d,* 0

13. rst . h 0- , given t at r < 5 < < W < tw

14. h4iCm2
, given that k < 0 and hm '* 0

15. -x
(-y)(-z) , given that xyz > 0
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IN ACTION ANSWER KEY rosmves & NEGATIVES SOWlIONS Chapt~r3

1. 11: 21x - YI + Iz + wI= 212 - 51+ 1-3 + 81= 21-31 + 151= 2(3) + 5 = 11. Note that when you deal with
more complicated absolute value expressions, such as Ix .....,lin this example, you should NEVER change
individual signs to "+" signs! For instance, in this problem Ix - ,I= 12 - 51, not 12+ 51.

2. -18: In division, use the Same Sign rule. In this case, the signs are not the same. Therefore, 66 ~(-33)
yields a negative number (-2). Then, multiply by the absolute value of -9, which is 9. To multiply -2 x 9,
use the Same Sign rule: the signs are not the same, so the answer is negative. Remember to apply division
and multiplication from left to right: first the division, then the multiplication.

3. -3: This is a two-step subtraction problem. Use the Same Sign rule forhoth steps. In the first step, the
signs are different; therefore, the answer is negative. In the second step, the signs are again different. That
result is negative. The final answer is -6 - (-3) = -3.

4. -2: The sign of the first product, 20 x (-7), is negative (by the Same Sign rule). The sign of the second
product, -35 x (-2), is positive (by the Same Sign rule). Applying the Same Sign rule to the final division
problem, the final answer must be negative.

5. x S 4: Absolute value brackets can only do one of two things to the expression inside of them: (a) leave
the expression unchanged, whenever the expression is 0 or positive, or (b) change the sign of the whole
expression, whenever the expression is 0 or negative. (Notice that both outcomes occur when the expres-
sion is zero, because "negative 0" and "positive 0" are equal.) In this case, the sign of the whole expression
x - 4 is being changed, resulting in -(x - 4) = 4 - x. This will happen only if the expression x - 4 is 0 or
negative. Therefore x - 4 s 0, or x S 4.

6. NEGATIVE: The product of the first two negative numbers is positive. A positive times a negative is negative.

7. NEGATIVE: By the Same Sign rule, the quotient of a negative and a positive number must be negative.

8. CANNOT BE DETERMINED: x is negative. However" could be either positive or negative.
Therefore, we have no way to determine whether the product Xl is positive or negative.

9. POSITIVE: Ixl is positive because absolute value can never be negative, and x '# 0 (since Xl '# 0). Also, l
is positive because l will be either positive x positive or negative x negative (and, '# 0). The product of
two positive numbers is positive, by the Same Sign rule.

10. NEGATIVE: Do this problem in two steps: First, a negative number divided by a negative number
yields a positive number (by the Same Sign rule). Second, a positive number divided by a negative number
yields a negative number (again, by the Same Sign rule).

11. NEGATIVE: a and b are both negative. Therefore, this problem is a positive number (by the definition
of absolute value) divided by a negative number. By the Same Sign rule, the answer will be negative.

12. NEGATIVE: You do not need to know the sign of d to solve this problem. Because d is within the
absolute value symbols, you can treat the expression Idl as a positive number (since we know that d'# 0).
By theSame Sign rule, a negative number times a positive number yields a negative number.

13. POSITIVE: rand s are negative; w and t are positive. Therefore, rst is a positive number. A
positive number divided by another positive number yields a positive number.
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Chapter 3 POsmVES & NEGATIVES SOLUTIONS IN ACTION ANSWER KEY

14. NEGATIVE: Nonzero numbers raised to even exponents always yield positive numbers. Therefore, h4
and m2 are both positive. Because k is negative, II is negative. Therefore, the final product, h411m2, is the
product of two positives and a negative, which is negative.

15. NEGATIVE: Simplifying the original fraction yields: ...:::...
. yz

If the product xyz is positive, then there are two possible scenarios: (1) all the integers are positive, or (2)
two of the integers are negative and the third is positive. Test out both scenarios, using real numbers. In the
first case; the end result is negative. In the second case, the two negative integers will essentially cancel each
other out. Again, the end result is negative. .

46
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CONSECUTIVE INTEGERS STRATEGY

CONSECUTIVE INTEGERS
Consecutive integers are integers that follow one after another from a given starting point,
without skipping any integers. For example, 4, 5, 6, and 7 are consecutive integers, but 4,
6, 7, and 9 ate not. There are many other types of consecutive patterns. For example:

Consecutive Even Integers: 8, 10, 12, 14
(8, 10, 14, and 16 is incorrect, as it skips 12)

Consecutive Primes: H, 13, 17, 19
(11,1.3, 15, and 17 is wrQng, as 15 is not
prime)

Evenly Spaced Sets
To understand consecutive integers, we should first consider sets of consecutive integers
evenly spaced sets. These are sequences of numbers whose values go up or down by, the
same amount (the increment) from one item in the sequence to the next. For instance, the
set {4, 7, 10, 13, 16} is evenly spaced because each value increases by 3 over the previous
value.

Sets of consecutive multiples are special cases of evenly spaced sets: aUof the values in the
set are multiples of the increment. For example, {12, 16,20, 24} is a set 6fconsec1.ltive mul-
tiples because the values increase from one to the next by 4, and each element is a multiple
of 4. Note that sets of consecutive multiples must be composed of integC1J.

Sets of consecutive integeJ:s are special cases of consecutive multiples: all of the values in
the set increase by 1, and aU integers are multiples of 1. For example, {l2, J3, 14, 15, 16} is
a set of consecutive integers because the values increase from one to the next by 1, and each
element is an integer.

The relations among evenly spaced sets, consecutive
multiples, and consecutive integers are.displayed
in the diagram to the right:

• All sets of consecutive integers are
sets of consecutive multiples.

• All sets of consecutive multiples
are evenly spaced sets.

• All evenly spaced sets are fully
defined if the following 3
parameters are known:

Evenly
Spaced
Sets:

(1) The smallest (first) or largest
(last) number in the set

(2)The increment (always 1 for con-
secutive integers)

(3) The number of items in the set.
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CONSECUTIVE INTEGERS STRATEGY

Properties of Evenly Spaced Sets
The following properties apply to all evenly spaced sets.

(1) The arithmetic mean (average) and median are equal to each other. In other words,
the average of the elements in the set can be found by figuring out the median, or
"middle number."

What is the arithmetic mean of 4, 8, 12, 16, and 20?

In this example we have 5 consecutive multiples of four. The median is the 3rd largest, or
12. Since this is an evenly spaced set, the arithmetic mean (average) is also 12.

What is the arithmetic mean of 4, 8, 12, 16, 20, and 24?

In this example we have 6 consecutive multiples of four. The median is the arithmetic
mean (average) of the 3rd largest and 4th largest, or the average of 12 and 16. Thus the
median is 14. Since this is an evenly spaced set, the average is also 14.

(2) The mean and median of the set are equal to the average of the FIRST and LAST
terms.

What is the arithmetic mean of 4, 8, 12, 16, and 20?

In this example, 20 is the largest (last) number and 4 is the smallest (first). The arith-
metic mean and median are therefore equal to (20 + 4) -+ 2 = 12.

What is the arithmetic mean of 4,8,12,16,20, and 24?

In this example, 24 is the largest (last) number and 4 is the smallest (first). The arith-
metic mean and median are therefore equal to (24 + 4) -+ 2 = 14.

Thus for all evenly spaced sets, just remember: the average equals (First + Last) -+ 2.

(3) The sum of the elements in the set equals the arithmetic mean (average) number in
the set times the number of items in the set.

This property applies to all sets, but it takes on special significance in the case of evenly
spaced sets because the "average" is not only the arithmetic mean, but also the median.

What is the sum of 4, 8, 12, 16, and 20?

We have already calculated the average above; it is equal to 12. There are 5 terms, so
the sum equals 12 x 5 = 60.

What is the sum of 4,8,12,16,20, and 24?

We have already calculated the average above; it is equal to 14. There are 6 terms, so
the sum equals 14 x 6 = 84.
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Counting Integers- Add One Before You Are Done
How many integers are there from 6 to 10? Four, right? Wrong! There are actually five
integers from 6 to 10. Count them and you will see: 6, 7,8,9, 10. It is easy to forget that
you have to include (or,in GMAT lingo, be induaive of) extremes. In this case, both
extremes (the numbers 6 and 10) must be counted. When you merely subtract (10 - 6 = 4),
you are forgetting to include the first extreme (6), as it has been subtracted away (along -
with 5, 4, 3, 2, and 1).

Do you have to methodically count each term in a long consecutive pattern? No. Just
remember that if both extremes should be counted, you need to add one before you are
done.

How many integers are there from 14 to 765, inclusive?

765 - 14, plus 1, yields 752.

Just remember: for consecutive integers, the formula is (Last - First + 1).

This works easily enough if you are.dealing with consecutive integers. Sometimes, however,
the question will ask about consecutive multiples. For example, "How many multiples of
4 ..." or "How many even numbers ..." are examples of sets of consecutive multiples.

In this case, if we just subtract the largest number from the smallest and add one, we will be
overcounting. For example, "All of the even integers between 12 and 24" yields 12, 14, 16,
18,20,22, and 24. That is 7 even integers. However, (Last - First+ 1) would yield
(24 - 12 + 1) = 13, which is too large. How do we amend this? Since the items in the list
are going up by increments of 2 (we are counting only the even numbers), we need to
divide (Last - First) by 2. Then, add the one before you are done:

(Last - First) + Increment + 1 = (24 - 12) + 2 + 1 = 6 + 1 = 7.

Just remember: for consecutive multiples, the formula is (Last - First) + Increment + 1.
The bigger the increment, the smaller the result, because there is a larger gap between the
numbers you are counting.

Sometimes, however, it is easier to list the terms of a consecutive pattern and count them,
especially if the list is short or if one or both of the extremes are omitted.

How many multiples of 7 are there between 100 and 150?

Here it may be easiest to list the multiples: 105, 112, 119, 126, 133, 140, 147. Count the
number of terms to get the answer: 7. Alternatively, we could note that 105 is the first
number, 147 is the last number, and 7 is the increment:

Number of terms = (Last - First) + Increment + 1 = (147 - 105) + 7 + 1 = 6 + 1 = 7.
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CONSECUTIVE INTEGERS STRATEGY

The Sum of Consecutive Integers
Consider this problem:

What is the sum of all the integers from 20 to 100, inclusive?

Adding all those integers would take much more time than you have for a GMAT problem.
Using the rules for evenly spaced sets mentioned before, we can use shortcuts:

(1) Average the first and last term to find the precise "middle" of the set:
100 + 20 = 120 and 120 + 2 = 60.

(2) Count the number of terms: 100 - 20 = 80, plus 1 yields 81.
(3) Multiply the "middle" number by the number of terms to find the sum:

60 x 81 = 4,860.

There are a couple of general facts to note about sums and averages of evenly spaced sets
(especially sets of consecutive integers):

• The average of an odd number of consecutive integers (1, 2, 3, 4, 5) will always be
an integer (3). This is because the "middle number" will be a single integer.

• On the other hand, the average of an even number of consecutive integers (1, 2, 3,
4) will never be an integer (2.5), because there is no true "middle number."

• This is because consecutive integers alternate between EVEN and ODD numbers.
Therefore, the "middle number" for an even number of consecutive integers is the
AVERAGE of two consecutive integers, which is never an integer.

Consider this Data Sufficiency problem:

Is k2 odd?
(1) k - 1 is divisible by 2.
(2) The sum of k consecutive integers is divisible by k.

Statement (1) tells us that k - 1 is even. Therefore, k is odd, so k2 will be odd.
SUFFICIENT.

Statement (2) tells us that the sum of k consecutive integers is divisible by k. Therefore, this
sum divided by k is an integer. Moreover, the sum of k consecutive integers divided by k is
the average (arithmetic mean) of that set of k integers. As a result, Statement (2) is telling us
that the average of the k consecutive integers is itself an integer:

(Sum of k integers) .~---~---'- = (Average of k Integers) = Integer
k

If the average of this set of consecutive integers is an integer, then k must be odd.
SUFFICIENT.

The correct answer is (0). EACH statement ALONE is sufficient.
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Products of Consecutive Integers and Divisibility
Can you come up with a series of 3 consecutive integers in which rione of the integ~rs is a
multiple of 3? Go ahead, try it! You will quickly see that any set of 3 consecutive integers
must contain one multiple of 3. The result is that the product of any set of3 consecutive
integers is divisible by 3.

lx2x@=6
2 x@x4=24
@x4x5=60

4 x 5 x@= 120
5 x~x7= 210
@x7x8=336 .

According to the Factor Foundation Rule, every number is divisible by all the factors of its
factors. If there is always a multiple of 3 in a set of 3 consecutive integers, the product of 3
consecutive integers will always be divisible by 3. Additionally, there will always be at least
one multiple of 2 (an even number) in any set of 3 consecutive integers. Therefore,the
product of 3 consecutive integers will also be divisible by 2. Thus, the product of 3 consecu-
tive integers will always be divisible by 3! = 3 x 2 x 1 = 6.

The same logic applies to a set of 4 consecutive integers, 5 consecutive integers, and any
other number of consecutive integers. For instance, the product of any set of 4 consecutive
integers will be divisible by 4! = 4 x 3 x 2 x 1 = 24, since that set will always contain one
multiple of 4, at least one multiple of 3, and another even number (a multiple of 2).

This rule applies to any number of consecutive integers: The product of Ie consecutive
integers is always divisible by Ie factorial (k!).

Sums of Consecutive Integers and Divisibility
Find the sum of any 5 consecutive integers:

4 + 5 + 6 + 7 + 8 = 30
13 + 14 + 15 + 16 + 17 = 75

Notice that both sums are multiples of 5.
In other words, both sums are divisible by 5.

We can generalize this observation. For any set of consecutive integers with an ODD
number of items, the sum of all the integers is ALWAYS a multiple of the number of
items. This is because the sum equals the average times the number of items. For an odd
number of integers, the average is an integer, so the sum is a multiple of the number of
items. The average of {13, 14, 15, 16, 17} is 15, so 15 x 5 = 13 + 14 + 15 + 16 + 17.

Find the sum of any 4 consecutive integers:

1 +2 + 3 +4 = 10
8 + 9 + 10 + 11 = 38

Notice that NEITHER sum is a multiple of 4.
In other words, both sums are NOT divisible by 4.

For any set of consecutive integers with an EVEN number of items, the sum of all the
items is NEVER a multiple of the number of items. This is because the sum equals the
average times the number of items. For an even number of integers, the average is never an
integer, so the sum is never a multiple of the number of items. The average of {8, 9, 10, II}
is 9.5, so 9.5 x 4 = 8 + 9 + 10 + 11. That is, 8 + 9 + 10 + 11 is NOT a multiple of 4.
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CONSECUTIVE INTEGERS STRATEGY

Consecutive Integers and Divisibility
You can use prime boxes to keep track of factors of consecutive integers. Consider the fol-
lowing problem:

If x is an even integer, is x(x + l)(x + 2) divisible by 4?

x(x + l)(x + 2) is the product of 3 consecutive integers, because x is an integer. If there is
one even integer in a series of consecutive integers, the product of the series is divisible by
2. If there are two even integers in a series of consecutive integers, the product of the series
is divisible by 4. Set up prime boxes:

If x is even then x + 2 is even, so 2 is a factor of
x(x + l)(x + 2) twice. Therefore, the product 2 x 2 = 4 is a
factor of the product of the series. The answer to the question
given above is "Yes."

x+ 1 x+ 2

22
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Problem Set
Solve these problems using the rules for consecutive integers.

1. How many primes are there from 10 to 41, inclusive?

2. If x, y, and z are consecutive integers, is x + Y + z divisible by 3?

3. What is the sum of all the positive integers up to 100, inclusive?

4. Will the average of 6 consecutive integers be an integer?

5. In a sequence of 8 consecutive integers, how much greater is the sum of the last four
integers than the sum of the first four integers?

6. If the sum of a set of 10 consecutive integers is 195, what is the average of the set?

7. How many terms are there in the set of consecutive integers from -18 to 33, inclusive?

8. Find the sum of 5 consecutive integers whose average is SO.

9. If r, 5, and t are consecutive positive multiples of 3, is rs: divisible by 27, 54, or both?

10. Is the sum of the integers from 54 to 153, inclusive, divisible by l00?

11. List at least six factors of the product of 3 consecutive even integers.

12. If the sum of the last 3 integers in a set of 6 consecutive integers is 624, what is the
sum of the first 3 integers of the set?

13. What is the average of 11 consecutive integers whose sum is -286?

14. If a, b, c, and d are consecutive integers such that a < b < c < d, is d + a > b + c?

15. If the sum of the last 3 integers in a set of 7 consecutive integers is 258, what is the
sum of the first 4 integers?
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IN ACTION ANSWER KEY CONSecUTIVE INTEGERS SOLUTIONS Chapter 4
1. 9: The primes from 10 to 41, inclusive, are: 11,13, 17, 19,23,29,31,37, and,41. Note that the
primes are NOT evenly spaced, so you have to list them and count them manually.

2. YES: For any odd number of consecutive integers, the sum of those integers is divisible by the number
of integers. There are 3 consecutive integers (x,} and z), so the rule appliC$ in this case.

3.5,050: There are 100 integers from 1 to 100, inclusive: (100 - 1) + 1. (Remember to add one before
you are done.) The number exactly in the middle is 50.5. (You can find the middle term by averaging the
first and last terms of the set.) Therefore, multiply 100 by 50.5 to find the"swn of all the integers in the
set: 100 x 50.5 = 5,050.

4. NO: For any set of consecutive integers with an EVEN number of items, the sum of all the items is
NEVER a multiple of the number of items. For example, if we pick 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9:

4 + 5 + 6 + 7 + 8 + 9 =_,39 = 6 5
66·

5. 16: Think of the set of 8 consecutive integers as follows: n, (n + 1), (n + 2), (n + 3), (n + 4), (n + 5),
(n + 6), and (n + 7).

First, find the sum of the first 4 integers:

n + (n + 1) + (n + 2) + (n + 3) = 4n + 6

Then, find the sum of the next 4 integers:

~+~+~+~+~+~+~+n=~+n

The difference between these two partial sums is:

(4n + 22) -:-(4n + ~= 22 - 6 = 16

Another way we could solve this algebraically is to line up the algebraic expressions for each number SO that
we can subtract one from the other directly:

Sum of the last 4 integers:
Less the sum of the first 4 integers:

(n + 4) + (n + 5) + (n + 6) + (n + 7)
- [n + (n + 1) + (n + 2) + (n + 3)]

4 + 4 + 4 + 4 = 16

Yet another way to see this outcome is to represent the 8 consecutive unknowns with 8 lines:

- - - -i- - --

Each of the first 4 lines can be matched with one of the second 4 lines, each of which is 4 greater:

1+4 +4 +4 +4-~-- - -

So the sum of the last 4 numbers is 4 x 4 = 16 greater that the sum of the first 4.
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Finally, you could pick numbers to solve this problem. For example, assume you pick 1, 2, 3, 4,5,6, 7,
and 8. The sum of the first four numbers is 10. The sum of the last four integers is 26. Again, the differ-

ence is 26 - 10 = 16.

Sum. 1956.19.5: Average = . In this problem, we have -- = 19.5 as the average.
# of terms 10

7.52: 33 - (-I8) = 51. Then add one before you are done: 5! + 1 = 52.

8. 250: Sum = Average x # of terms: 50 x 5 = 250. The fact that the integers are consecutive is not impor-
tant in this problem.

9. BOTH: Because r, s, and t are all multiples of 3, the product
rst must have THREE 3's as factors. Additionally, at least one of the
integers must be even, so the product will have a 2 as a factor,
because every other multiple of 3 is even (for example, 3, 6, 9, 12,
etc.). 27 = 3 x 3 x 3 can be constructed from the known prime fac-
tors and is therefore a factor of the product rst. 54 = 2 x 3 x 3 x 3
can also be constructed from the known prime factors and therefore
is also factor of the product rst.

r s t

3 33

10. NO: There are 100 integers from 54 to 153, inclusive. For any even number of consecutive integers,
the sum of all the integers is NEVER a multiple of the number of integers. Thus, the sum of the integers
54 to 153 will not be divisible by 100. .

11. (Any six of the following ten factors are acceptable}-I, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8,
12, 16, 24, and 48:
Because we are dealing with 3 consecutive even numbers, the product must
have THREE 2's as prime factors. Additionally, at least one of the numbers
MUST be divisible by 4, because we are dealing with consecutive even
numbers. Therefore, at least one of the numbers has an additional 2 as a
prime factor.

Furthermore, at least one of the integers must be divisible by 3, because
there are three consecutive even numbers. Therefore the product will have a 3
as a prime factor.

222

2
All told, we know that the product will have at least four 2's and a 3. As we learned in Chapter 1, there are
(4 + 1)(1 + 1) = 10 different factors of24 x 3. Those 10 factors are enumerated in the answer above.

Of course, you could also pick numbers to solve this problem. For example, 2, 4, and 6. The product of
these 3 numbers is 48, and any 6 of the 10 factors of 48 will suffice.

12. 615: Think of the set of integers as n, (n + 1), (n + 2), (n + 3), (n + 4), and (n + 5).
(n + 3) + (n + 4) + (n + 5) = 3n + 12 = 624. Therefore, n = 204.
The sum of the first three integers is: 204 + 205 + 206 = 615.
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IN ACTION ANSWER KEY CONSECUTIVE INTEGERS SOLUTIONS Chapter 4
Alternativdy, another way we could solve this algebraically is to line up the algebraic expressions for each
number so that we can subtract one from the other directly:

Sum of the last 3 integers:
Less the sum of the first 3 integers:

(n + 3) + (n + 4) + (n + 5)
- [n + (n + 1) + (n + 2)]

3+ 3+ 3=9
Thus the sum of the last 3 numbers is 9 greater than the sum of the first 3 numbers, so the sum of the first
3 numbers is 624 - 9 = 615.

Visusally, we can represent the 6 consecutive unknowns with 6 lines:

"\ -_T
T

Sum = 624
Average = 624 + 3 = 208

_ 2!!.2 ...--- 20a ~, ,
T

Sum = Average x 3
= 205 x 3 = 615.

Sum -286
13. -26: Average = # f . In this problem, we have -- = -26 as the average.

o terms 11

14. NO: Think of the set of integers a, b, c, and d as n. (n + 1), (n + 2), and (n + 3). Substituting these
expressions into the inequality, you get: "Is (n + 3) + n > (n + 1) + (n + 2)?" This can be simplified: "Is 2n
+ 3 > 2n + 3?" These expressions are equal; neither is greater than the other.

15.330: Think of the set of integers as n, (n + 1), (n + 2), (n + 3), (n + 4), (n + 5), and (n + 6).
(n + 4) + (n + 5) + (n + 6) = 3n + 15 = 258. Therefore, n = 81. The sum of the first four integers is 81 +
82 + 83 + 84 = 330.

Alternately: the sum of the first four integers is 4n + 6. If n = 81, then 4n + 6 = 4(81) + 6 = 330.
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EXPONENTS
The mathematical expression 43 consists of a base (4) and an exponent (3).

The expression is read as "four to the third power." The base·(4)is multiplied by itse1fas
many times as the power requires (3).

Thus 43 = 4 x 4 x 4 = 64.

Two exponents have-special names: the exponent 2 is called the square, and the exponent 3
is called the cube.

52can be read as five to the second power, or as five squared (52 = 5 x 5 = 25).
53 can be read as five to the third power, or as five cubed (53= 5 x 5 x 5 =125).

Wow, That Increased Exponentially!
Have you ever heard the expression: "Wow, that increased exponentially!"? This phrase cap_
tures the essence of exponents. When a positive number greater than 1 increases exponen-
tially, it does not merely increase; it increases a whole lot in a short amount of time.

An important property of exponents is that the greater the exponent, the &,6ter the rate of
increase. Consider the following progression:

51= 5
52= 25
53 = 125
54= 625

Increased by 20
Increased by 100

Increased by 500

The important thing to remember is that, for positive bases bigger than 1, the greater the
exponent, th~ faster the rate of increase.
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All About the Base

THE SIGN OF THE BASE
The base of an exponential expression may be either positive or negative. With a negative
base, simply multiply the negative number as many times as the exponent requires.

For example:

(_4}2 = (-4) x (-4) = 16 (_4)3 = (-4) x (-4) x (-4) = -64 .

Consider this problem:

IfX2 = 16, is X equal to 4?

Your initial inclination is probably to say yes. However, x may not be 4; it may be -4. Thus,
we cannot answer the question without additional information. We must be told that x is
positive in order to affirm that x is 4. Beware whenever you see aneven exponent on the
test.

THE EVEN EXPONENT IS DANGEROUS: IT HIDES THE SIGN OF THE BASE!
One of the GMAT's most common tricks involves the even exponent. In many cases, when
an integer is raised to a power, the answer keeps the original sign of the base.

Examples:
32 = 9
(positive base,
positive result)

(_3)3 = -27
(negative base,
negative result)

33 = 27
(positive base,
positive result)

However, any base raised to an even power will always result in a positive answer. This is
because even if the underlying base is negative, there will be an EVEN number of negative
signs in the product, and an even number of negative signs in a product makes the product
positive.

Examples:
32 = 9
(positive base,
positive result)

(_3)2 = 9
(negative base,
positive result)

(_3)4 = 81
(negative base,
positive result)

Therefore, when a base is raised to an even exponent, the resulting answer may either keep
or change the original sign of the base. Whether x = 3 or -3, x2 = 9. This makes even expo-
nents extremely dangerous, and the GMAT loves to try to trick you with them.

Note that odd exponents are harmless, since they always keep the original sign of the base.
For example, if you have the equation x3 = 64, you can be sure that x = 4. You know that x
is not -4 because (_4)3would yield -64.
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A BASE OF 0, 1. or -1
• An exponential expression with a base of 0 always yields 0, regardless of the exponent.
• An exponential expression with a base of 1 always yields 1, regardless of t,b.eexponent,
• An exponential expression with a base of -1 yields 1when the exponent is even, and

yields -1 when the exponent is odd.

For example, 03 = 0 x .0 x 0 = 0 and 04 = 0 X 0 X 0 X 0 = O.
Similarly, 13 = 1 x 1 x 1 = 1 and 14= 1 x 1 x 1 x 1 = 1.
Finally, (_1)3= (-1) x (-1) x (-1) = -1, but (_1)4= (-1) x (-1) x (-1) x (-1) = 1.

Thus, if you are told that x6 = x7 = xiS, you know that x must be either 0 or 1. Do not try
to do algebra on the equation. Simply plug 0 and 1 to check that the equatfon makes sense.
Note that -1does not fit the equation, since (_1)6:: 1, but (_1)7 =-1.

Of course, if you are told that x6 = x8 = xiO, x could be 0, 1 or -1. Anyone of these three
values fits the equation as given. (See why even exponents are so dangerous?)

A FRACTIONAL BASE
When the base of an exponential expression is a positive proper fraction (in other words, a frac-
tion between 0 and 1), an interesting thing occurs: as the exponent increases, the value·of the
expression decreases!

N . th 3 9 27 I' .. fra' donce at - > - > -. ncreastng powers cause posinve cnons to ecrease.
4 16 64

We could also distribute the exponent before multiplying. For example:

Note that, just like proper fractions, decimals between 0 and 1 decrease as their exponent
increases:

(0.6)2 = 0.36 (O.W = 0.0625 (0.1)' = 0.00001

A COMPOUND BASE
When the base of an exponential expression is a product, we can multiply the base together and
then raise it to the exponen,t, OR we can distribute the exponent to each number in the base.

OR. (2xs1=2'xS3=8x125=I,OOO

You cannot do this with a sum, however. You must add the numbers inside the parentheses
first.

5WttnhattanGMA~[Ptep
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EXPONENTS STRATEGY

All About the Exponent

ADDING EXPONENTS
When we multiply terms with the same base, we add the exponents. For example:

34x 32= 3(4+2)= 36

~x~=0x3x3x~x0x~=1

Rule: When multiplying two terms with the same base, combine exponents by adding.

SUBTRACTING EXPONENTS
When we divide terms with the same base, we subtract the exponents. For example:

36 + 32= 3(6-2)= 34

36 + 32= (3 x 3 x 3 x 3 x 3 x 3) + (3 x 3) = 34

Rule: When dividing two terms with the same base, combine exponents by subtracting.

NESTED EXPONENTS
A base raised to "nested" exponents means that the base is raised to one exponent, usually
inside parentheses, and then that value is raised to another exponent.

For example: (32)4

When we apply two exponents in a row to one base, we multiply the exponents.

(32)4 = (32)(32)(32)(32)

= (3 x 3)(3 x 3)(3 x 3)(3 x 3)
=3x3x3x3x3x3x3x3=~
= (3)2X4

Rule: When raising a power to ~ power, combine exponents by multiplying.

THE SIGN OF THE EXPONENT
An exponent is not always positive. What happens if the exponent is negative?

-1 1 1 1 1 42 6 -3 1 1
5 = 51" = "5 4-2 = 1 = = 1 (-2) = (_2)3 = - "8

42

Very simply, negative exponents mean "put the term containing the exponent in the denomi-
nator of a fraction, and make the exponent positive." In other words, we divide by the base a
certain number of times, rather than multiply. An expression with a negative exponent is the
reciprocal of what that expression would be with a positive exponent. When you see a nega-
tive exponent, think reciprocal!
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EXPONENTS STRA'VEGY

AN EXPQNENT QF 1
Any base raised to the exponent of 1 keeps the originall>ase •.This is fairly intuitive.

31
= 3 41

= 4 (-6)1 =-6 (- i)1 = ~t
However, a fact thatis not always obvious is that any number that does not have an apo_
nent implicitly has an exponent of 1.

3 x 34 =?

In this case, just pretend that the "3" term has an exponent of 1 and proceed as before.

Likewise, 3 x 3"=31 X 3" = 3(1+..,= 3.•.•.1

Rule: When you see a base without an exponent, Write in an exponent of 1.

AN EXPONENT OF 0
By definition, any nonzero base raised to the 0 power yields 1. This may not seem intuitive.

3() = 1 4° = 1 (_6)° = 1 ( - ~)o= 1

To understand this fact, think of division of a number by itself, which is one way a zero
exponent could occur.

3
7

== 3(7-7) = 3°= 1
37

When we divide 37 by itself, the result equals 1. Also, by applying the subtraction rule of
exponents, we see that 37 divided by itself yields 3°.Therefore, 3° MtJST equal 1.

Note also that 0° is indeterminate and never appears on the GMAT. Zero is the ONLY
number that, when raised to the zero power, does not necessarily equal 1.

Rule: Any nonzero base raised to the power of zero (e.g. 3°) is equal to 1.

FRACTIONAL EXPONENTS
Fractional exponents are the link between exponents and roots, which are discussed in the
next chapter. Within the exponent fraction, the numerator tells us what power to raise the
base to, and the denominator tells us which root to take. You can raise the base to the
power and take the root in EITHER order.

What is 25%?

The numerator of the fraction is 3, so we should raise 25 to the 3rd power. The denomina-
tor is 2, so we need to take the square root of2~P. Note that we can rewrite 253 as (52?:

25% ~ J253 = ~(52)3 = 53 = 125. We can also write 25% = (52 'f = 52Xi=53 = 125.

Fractional cxponen,. are
the link between exp0-

nents and roou: the
numerator tells what

power to raise the base
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EXPONENTS STRATEGY

Rules of Exponents
There are many ways to combine exponents, as we have already seen. For each rule, you
should memorize both the algebraic rule and an example expression that you can imitate
to simplify more complicated expressions.

Many of the numerical examples look very different from the algebraic rules from which they
are derived. For instance, knowing that x" •y" = (xyt may not help you recognize that 24•34

= 64• In fact, it could be easy to make a mistake by combining the expression incorrectly:

INCORRECI': 24.34 = 6(4+4)= 68

INCORRECI': 24.34 = (2+3)(4+4)= 58

Again, 24•34= (2 X 3)4= 64 is correct.

Follow the examples to simplify harder problems. For instance, let us say you need to factor
103 into primes. Doing so with the rule x" •y" = (xy)" can be intimidating, but following
the numerical example 24. 34= 64 would allow you to conclude easily that 103= 53.23. (In
this case, we are applying the exponent rule in reverse. We are breaking the expression down
into factors, while in the numerical example, we are combining them. You need to be able
to go in either direction when manipulating exponential expressions.)

Exponent Rule Examples

a b a+b c3
• c5 = c8 35.38 = 313

X ·X =x 5(5j = 51(5j = 5"+1

II· b" = (ab)" 24.34 = 64 125 =210 .35

II

~=~=2-6
10

X (II-b) X 7v: -=x211 26 x3

(~J= ::
COJ _10

6
6 ~: =(%J = (j)5- --=5

2 26

(ax)' = a'" = (a')" (32)4 = 3204= 38 = 34-2= (34)2

-II 1
(~J2 =(~J =*

-4 2
X =- 2x =-x" X4

xn = tW = (if;J
27~ =ifii4 =(iffij =34 =81

~ 1% 3=x 5 =x

aX+aX +a" = 3a" 34 + 34 + 34 = 3 •34 = 35

3"+ 3" + 3" = 3 •3"= 3"+1

This last property applies in other situations. For example, 23+ 23= 2(23) = 24, and
4" + 4" + 4" + 4" = 4(4") = 4"+1.
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Simplifying Exponential Expressions
Now that you have the basicsdown for workins with bases and exponents, what about work-
ing with multiple exponential expressions at the same time? If two {or more)cqx>nential
terms in an expression have a base in common or an exponent in common, you can often
simplify the expression. (In this section, by "simplify;' we mean "reduce toone term.")

WHEN em YQU SIMPLIFY EXPONENTIAL EXPRESSIONS?
(1) You can only s~pIi,fy cqx>nential expr~ions that are linked bym.,ultiplication or

division. You cannot simplify expressions linked by addition or subtraction
(although in some cases, you can factor them and otherwise manipulate them),

(2) You.can simplify exponential expressions linked bymtil'tiplication Or division if they
have either a base otan exponent in common.

HOW CAN YQU SIMPLIFYTHEM?
Use the exponent rulesc described earlier. If you forget these rules, you. can derive them on
the test by writing out the example exponential expressions.

Use the rules outlined above to simplify the expressions in the right column:

We can simplify all the expressions in the right-hand column to a single term, because the
terms are multiplied or divided. The expressions in the left-hand column cannot be simpli-
fled, because the terms are added or subtracted. However, they can be factored whenever
the base is the same. For example, 74 + 76 can be factored because the two terms in the
expression have a factor in common. What factor exactly do they have in common? Both
terms contain r. If we factor 74 out of each term, we are Id'twith 74(72 + 1) = 74(50).

The terms can ALSO be factored whenever the exponent is the same and the terms contain
something in common in the base. For example, 34 + 124 can be factoredliCause
124= (2 x 2 x 3)4. Thus both bases contain 3\ and the factored expression is 34{1 + 44).

Cha.pter 5
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EXPONENTS STRATEGY

On the GMAT, it generally pays to factor exponential terms that have something in com-

mon in the bases.

If x = 420 + 42~ + 4
22

, what is the largest prime factor of x?

All three terms contain 420, so we can factor the expression: x = 420{4° + 41 + 42). Therefore,
x = 420(1 + 4 + 16) = 420(21) = 420{3 x 7). The largest prime factor of x is 7.

Common Exponent Errors
Study this list of common errors carefully and identify any mistakes that you occasionally
make. Note the numerical examples given!

INCORRECT CORRECT

{x +y)2 = x2 +l ? (x +y)2 = x2 + 2xy +l
(3 + 2)2 = 32 + 22 = 13 ? (3 + 2)2 = 32 + 2(3)(2) + 22 = 25

a"·b' = (ab)"+' ? Cannot be simplified further
24.35 = (2·3t+5 ? (different bases and different exponents)

a"·a' = a'" ? a"·a' = a"+'
54.53 = 512? 54.53 = f

(a")' = a("+1J? (a")' = a'"
(t)3 = 77 ? {t)3 = i2

a" + a' = a"+J? Cannot be simplified further

x3 + x2 = x5? (addition and different exponents)

a"+a"=?? a" + a"= 2a"
2" + 2" = 22%? 2" + 2" = 2{2") = 2"+1

a.a"=?? " ,,+1a·a =a
5.5Z = 25z ? 5.5z = 5Z+1

-;=;?
_x2 cannot be simplified further

-42 = 16?
_42 = -16

:1:1 :1Compare: (-%) = % and (-4) = 16

a·b" = (a·b)" ? Cannot be simplified further
2.34 = {2·3)4 ?

!M.anliattanG MAT·Prep
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IN ACTION EXPONENTS PROBLEM SET Chapter 5

Problem Set
Simplify or otherwise reduce the following expressions using the rules of exponents.

1.
2.

3.

4.

s.

6.

7.

8.

Solve the following problems.

9. Does 02 + 04= 06 for a" values of o?

10. x3 < x". Describe the possible values of x.

11. If X4 == 16, what is Ix I?

12.

13.

14.

15. If r3 + I r 1= 0, what are the possible values of r?

9danliattanG MAT·Prep
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IN ACTION ANSWER KEY EXPONENTS SOLUTIONS Chapter 5
1. 1132: Remember that a negative exponent yields the reciprocal of the same expression with a

1 1
Positive exponent 2-5 = - = -. 25 32

5. 49: ~ = r:' = 72 = 49

6. 2,560,000: 84(54)= 404 = 2,560,000

7. -12: 24 X72
5

- 24 = 2(4+5-7)_ 24 = 22 - 24 = 22(1 _ 22) = 4(1- 4) = -12.
2

8.4,177: ~: + (42)3 = 34 + 46 = 81 + 4,096 = 4,177

9. NO: Remember, you cannot combine exponential expressions linked by addition.

10. Any non-zero number less than 1: As positive proper fractions are multiplied, their value
decreases. For example, (112)3 < (112)2. Also, any negative number will make this inequality true. A nega-
tive number cubed is negative. Any negative number squared is positive. For example, (-3)3< (-3f The
number zero itself, however, does not work, since 03 = 02•

11. 2: The possible values for x are 2 and -2. The absolute value of both 2 and -2 is 2.

12. NO: An integer raised to an odd exponent retains the original sign of the base. Therefore, if/is posi-
tive, y is positive.

13. YES: b and a are both positive numbers. Whether c is positive or negative, c4 is positive. (Recall that
any number raised to an even power is positive.) Therefore, the product a2 b3c4 is the product of 3 positive
numbers, which will be positive.

4 1 l x .; .7 .7-8 -i 1
1 . -: T = -7- = .I =Y =-

y (() y y

15.0,-1: If r3 + Irl = 0, then r3 must be the opposite of I rl. The only values for which this would be
true are 0, which is the opposite of itself, and -1, whose opposite is 1.
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In This Chapter ...

• A Square Root Has Only One Value
• Roots and Fractional Exponents

• Simplifying a Root
• Imperfect vs. Perfect Squares
• Simplifying Roots of Imperfect Squares
• Estimating Roots of Imperfect Squares

• Properties of Roots

• Common Root Errors
• Memorize: Squares and Square Roots

• Memorize: Cubes and Cube Roots
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ROOTS STRATEGY Chapter 6

ROOTS
A root (also called a radical) is the opposite ofan exponent, in a sense.

~ is an expression that answers the question: What number, when multiplied by itself
three times, will yield 64?

The answer is 4, because 4 x 4 x 4 = 64 . Thus ~ = 4. We can say that 4 is the cube
root of64.

The most common type of root is a square root: V64. Notice that a square root is so com-
mon that it is written without the small 2 on the outside of the radical symbol. The expres-
sion V64 means: What number, when multiplied by itself, will yield 64? The answer is 8,
because 8 x 8 = 64. Thus, the square root of 64 is 8.

A Square Root Has Only One Value
Unlike even exponents, which yield both a positive and a negative solution, roots have only
one solution. For example:

If Ji =x, what is x?

In the above example, x = 2, since (2)(2)= 4. While it is true that (-2)(-2) = 4, the GMAT
follows the standard convention of mathematics. When we take an even root (a square
root, a 4th root, a 6th root, etc.), a radical sign means ONLY the nonnegative root of a
number. Thus, the number 2 is the only solution for x. -2 is NOT a solution for this prob-
lem. When you see a square root symbol on the GMAT, think only the positive root. (In
contrast, when you decide to unsquare an equation with even exponents, you must consider
both positive and: negative solutions. For instance, the equation x2 = 4 haS two solutions:
x = 2 and x:; -2.) .

For odd roots (cube root, 5th root, 7th root, etc.), the root will have the same sign as the
base.

If ~ =x, what is x?

The correct answer is -3, because (-3)(-3)(-3) = -27.

Note that there is no solution for the even root of a negative number. No number, when
multiplied an even number of times, can possibly be negative .

Rule: Even roots only have a posit:M value. .J4:; 2, NOT ±2.

A root can only have a negative value if (1) it is an odd root and (2) the base of the root is

negative. For example, ~-27:;-3.

94anFiattatGMAt[,rep
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ROOTS STRATEGY

Roots and Fractional Exponents
As we discussed in the previous chapter, fractional exponents are the link between roots and
exponents. Within the exponent fraction, the numerator tells us what power to raise the
base to, and the denominator tells us which root to take. You can raise the base to the
power and take the root in EITHER order.

What is 216X'?

The numerator of the fraction is 1, so we should not raise the base to any power. The
denominator is 3, so we need to take the 3rd (cube) root of2161

• In order to determine that
root, we should break. 216 into prime factors:

216 = 3 x 3 x 3 x 2 x 2 x 2 = 63•

The 3rd root of216 is 6, so 216'x = ifil6 = 6.

(1)-~
What is 8 ?

Because the exponent is negative, we must take the reciprocal of the base of (i-) and

change the exponent to its positive equivalent. Then we must take the 3rd (cube) root to the
4th power:

(1)-% 4/ 3W bin) 48" = 813 = "18' = \v8 = 2 = 16

You should know how to express fractional exponents in terms of roots and powers, but you
should also know how to express roots as fractional exponents. The resulting expression may
be much easier to simplify. Just remember that a root becomes the denominator of a frac-
tional exponent.

Express ffx as a fractional exponent.

To transform the expression into fractional exponents, you should transform the individual
roots into exponents. The square root is equivalent to an exponent of 1/2, and the fourth

root is equivalent to an exponent of 114. Therefore, this expression becomes ~Jif ' or

xYs . Note that this is equivalent to ~.
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Simplifying a Root
Sometimes there ate two numbers inside the radical sign. In order to simplify this type of
root, it is often helpful to split up the numbers into two roots and then solYe.At otlier
times, the opposite is true: you have two roots that you would like to simplify by combin-
ing them under one radical sign.

WHEN CAN YOU SIMPUEY ROOTS?
You can only simpHfy roots by combining or separating them in multiplication and divi-
sion. You cannot combine or separate roots in addition or subtraction.

HOW CAN YOU SIMPUFY THEM?
When multiplying roots, you can split up a larger product into its separate factors. Creating
two separate radicals and simplifying each one individually before multiplying can save you
from having to compute large numbers. Similarly, you can also simplify two roots that are
being multiplied together into a single root of the product. Forexample:

~25x16 =£5 xM =5x4 =20

.J5Ox.J18 = ~50x 18 = J900 = 30

Notice in the second example that by combining the roots first, we found a perfect sq'¥lIe
under the radical. Thus, we could simply take the square root of that number, rather than
having to deal with multiple radicals in an intermediate step towards the sqlution.

Division of roots works the same way. You can split a larger quotient into the dividend and
divisor. You can also combine two roots that are being divided into a single root of the quo-
tient. For example:

VI44 + 16 = v'i44 + v'l6 = 12 + 4 = 3vn + VB = vn + 8 = V9 = 3

The GMAT may try to trick you into splitting the sum or difference of twO numbers inside
a radical into two individual roots. Also, the GMAT may try to trick you lnto combining
the sum or difference of two roots inside one radical sign. Remember that.,.,u may oaly
separate or combine the product or qg.ot:ient of two roots. You cannot separate or co••..
bine the mol or difference of two roots. For example:

INCORRECT:
CORRECT:

v'16+9 = v'l6 + \1'9= 4 + 3 = 7?
v'16+9 = V25 = 5

Imperfect vs. Perfect Squares
Not all square roots yield an integer. For example: \1'52 does not yield an integer answer
because. no integer multiplied by itself will yield 52. The number 52 is an example of an
imperfect square, because its square root is not an integer.
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ROOTS STRATEGY

Simplifying Roots of Imperfect Squares
Some imperfect squares can be simplified into multiples of smaller square roots. For an
imperfect square such as Vs2, we can rewrite Vs2 as a product of primes under the radical.

Vs2 = \1'2 x 2 x 13

We can simplify any pairs inside the radical. In this case, there is a pair of 2's.

Since ~ = v'4 = 2, we can rewrite Vs2 as follows:

Vs2 = \1'2 x 2 x 13 = 2 x V13

This is often written as 2V13. Let us look at another example:

Simplify -Iii.

We can rewrite vn as a product of primes: vn = \1'2 x 2 x 2 x 3 x 3.
Since there are a pair of 2's and a pair of 3's inside the radical, we can simplify them.
We are left with: m= 2 x 3 x V2 = 6 \12.

Estimating Roots of Imperfect Squares
If you have to estimate the root of an imperfect square, there are a couple of considerations
to make. First, if you have a simple square root-that is, a square root without a coefficient
in front-then you can estimate it by figuring out the two closest perfect squares on either
side of it. For example:

Estimate JSi.
The first step is to find the closest perfect squares square roots that you do know. We know
that v'49 = 7 and v'64 = 8. Thus we can estimate that Vs2 is between 7 and 8. A good
estimate might be 7.1 or 7.2. (Notice that we estimated the number to be closer to 7 than
to 8, because Vs2 is closer to v'49 than it is to \1'64.)

If you want to estimate a square root that is multiplied by a coefficient, then you could sim-
ply estimate the square root itself (as above) and then multiply that estimate by the coeffi-
cient. However, you can often get a more accurate estimate by combining the coefficient
with the root.

Estimate 4JS.

Using the fact that .J5 is between 2 and 3, and then multiplying by 4, yields an estimate
between 8 and 12-a large margin of error. Instead, combine the root and the coefficient:

Because .J8O is slightly less than ~, we know that .J8O is slightly less than 9, or about

8.9.
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Proper ties of Roots
... _... . -

Several properties of roots govern how roots can be manipulated and simplified. For'eac:h
rule, you should memorize both the algebraic rule and an example expression that you
can imitate to simplify more complicated expressions.

Property of Roots Numerical Examples

{/;-l 1~f!=J2 {[i6 -~-\18-2ii-- y ifi _3"2- -

{/;.1Y=~ JlO ...[s =$0 if2449 = ifil6 = 6

25% =..[i§ = 53 = 125

tW = (fj;J = xn 49-Yz =_1_=!..[497
<[;lS = XIYs = x3

Common Root Errors
Separate errors involving the manipulation of roots are commonly made. You should study
these errors carefully and determine whether you occasionally make these errors. Otherwise,
you may find yourself trying to performing illegal manipulations on roots.

INCORREeI' CORREeI'
..

~x+ y =.,fx+.[i? ~x + Y cannot be simplified .
.J4+9 = ../4+.J9= 2+3= 5? .J4+9 =.J13

~x-y=.,fx-JY? ~x - y cannot be simplified .
.J25-4 = 55 -../4 = 5- 2 = 3? .J1.5- 4 =Jii

tW =x·-b? tW=xn
<fi!i = 220-5 = 2'5 ? <fi!i =2~ =24
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ROOTS STRATEGY

Memorize: Squares and Square Roots
You should memorize the following squares and square roots, as they often appear on the
GMAT.

e=l VI= 1
1.42= 2 Vi = 1.4
1f=3 V3 = 1.7
2.252 = 5 Y5= 2.25
22= 4 V4=2
32= 9 V9=3
42= 16 vl6=4
52= 25 v'i5 = 5
62= 36 v36=6
72 = 49 V49=7
82= 64 \1'64=8

92= 81 Vs1=9
102= 100 \1100= 10
112= 121 Vi21 = 11
122= 144 v'i44= 12
132= 169 V169= 13
142= 196 v'i%= 14
152= 225 v'i25 = 15
162 = 256 v'i56 = 16
202= 400 v'4OO = 20
252 = 625 V625 = 25
302= 900 v900 = 30

Memorize: Cubes and Cube Roots
You should memorize the following cubes and cube roots, as they often appear on the
GMAT.

13= 1 ~=1
23= 8 ~=2
33= 27 ~=3
43= 64 V'64 = 4
53= 125 ~=5
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IN ACTION ROOTS PROBLEM SET Chapter 6

Problem Set
1. For each of these statements, indicate whether the statement is TRUEor FALSE:

(a) If x2 = 11, then x = .JU.
(b) If x3 = 11, then x= ~.

(c) If X4 = 16, then x = 2.

(d) If XS = 32, then x = 2.

Solve or simplify the following problems, using the properties of roots.

2. ~

3. V18+V2

4. v7s

5. 27~

6. (:Jy.
7. V63+V28

8. v'2O x Vs

9. "V'1OO - 36

10. Estimate V60 to the nearest tenth.

11. v'2OQ X v'sO, assuming a is positive.

12. 10vU + 2\/3

13. ~

14. V xV + 3xV, assuming x and yare positive.

15. VO.OO81
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IN ACTION ANSWER KEY ROOTS SOLUTIONS Chapter 6

1. (a) FALSE: Even exponents hide the sign of the original number, because they always result in a positive

value. If x2 = 11, then Ixl=.Jli. Thus x could be either .Jli or -Jii.
(b) TRUE: Odd exponents preserve the sign of the original expression. Therefore, if x3 is positive, then x

must itself be positive. If x3 = 11, then x must be ~.
(c) FALSE: Even exponents hide the sign of the original number, because they always result in a positive
value. If x4 = 16, then x could be either 2 or -2.
(d) TRUE: Odd exponents preserve the sign of the original expression. Therefore, if x5 is positive, then x
must itselfbe positive. If x5 = 32, then x must be 2.

2. 2: The cube root of 8 is the number that, when multiplied by itself three times, yields 8.

3. 3: ViS + v2 = V9 = 3

4. 5V3: v7s = V2s x Y3 = 5V3

5. 81: 27% = ifii4 = (ifi71 = 34 = 81

( ) -~
6.3: 8\ =811. =~ =3

7. 50: v'63+ v'2s = ('V9x 0) + (,\14 x 0) = 30 + 20 = 50

8. 10: V20 x v'5 = \1'20 x 5 = v'iOo = 10

9.4: ~100 - 36 = \0/64 = 4

10.7.8: 60 is in between two perfect squares: 49, which is 72
, and 64, which is 82

• Note that 60 is quite
close to 82

• Therefore, a reasonable estimate for v'6O is 7.8.

11.10a:v2Oax~=~= lOa

10(\1'4 x Y3} 20Y3
12. 10: 10m + 2Y3 = 2V3 = 2V3 = 10

13. -I: Since (-1)(-1}(-1) = -1, the cube root of -1 is -1. (Cube roots can be negative numbers.)

14. 29vY: Notice that we have two terms under the radical that both contain ;;. We can add like terms
together if they are under the same radical: \1'; + 3;; = \1'(1+3};'; = ~ Now, factor out all
squares and isolate them under their own radical sign: ~= v'4 x W x Yl x Vy= 2xyVy. {Note
that since x and y are positive, W = x and Vj= y.}

15.0.09: Since (0.09)(O.09)= 0.0081, \1'0.0081 = 0.09. You can also rewrite 0.0081 as 81 x 10-4:
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A Note About PEMDAS: Order Qf Op~21tions
On the GMAT, you need to know the correct ordetof operations when siftlptifying an
expression. The correct order of operations is: fmntheses-Exponents-(MUltiplication-
QivisionHAddition"'Subtraction). MUltiplication anddivisioll are in parentheses because
they are on the SAME level of priority. The same is true of addition and subtraction.

simplify5+ (2 x 4 + 2)2 -17(-4) 1 + 18 + 3 x 5 - 8.

p= PARENTHESFS. First, perform all the
operations that are INSIDE parentheses. Note
that in terms of order of operations, absolute
value signs areequivalen.t to parefttheses. In this
expression, there are twO groups of parentheses:

In the first group, there are two operations to
perform, mulriplication and addition. Using
PEMDAS, we see that multiplication must come
before addition.

In the second group, there is only one operation:
multiplication. We do this and then we find the
absolute value.

Now our original expression looks like this:

E = EXPONENTS. Secon.d,take care of any
exponents in the expression. Our expression only
has one exponent.

Now our expression looks like this:

(2 x 4 + 2) and 17(-4) 1

(2 x 4 +2) = (8 + 2) = 10

17(-4)1=1-28t= 28

5+ 1«r.-18 + 18+ 3 x 5-:.8

5 + 100 - 28 + 18 + 3 x5 - 8

M&D - MULTIPliCATION & DOOSION. Next, 18 + 3 x 5
we perform all the multiplication and division. It is
important to note that multiplication does NOT
necessarily come before division. A group of multipli-
cation and division operations must be performed
from left to right. The division symbol (+) is rare on
the GMAT, but you should be familiar with it nonetheless.

Now our expression reads:

A&S - ADDITION & SUBIRACDON. Lastly, we
perform all the addition and subtraction. It is
important to note here again that addition does NOT
necessarily come before subtraction. A group of addi-
ion and subtraction operations must be performed
from left to right.

After performing PEMDAS, we arrive at our answer:

"-f-J
6 x5=30

5 + 100-28 +30-8

5 + 100 - 28 + 30 - 8
105 - 28 + 30 - 8
77+30-8
107- 8

99

5\lannattanGMAT·prep
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Chapter 7

Be sure to distribute the
subtraction all the way
through each term in a
subtracted expression.

90

PEMDAS STRATEGY

Subtraction of Expressions
One of the most common errors involving orders of operations occurs when an expression
with multiple terms is subtracted. The subtraction must occur across EVERY term within
the expression. Each term in the subtracted part must have its sign reversed. For example:

x - (y - z) =x - y + z
x - (y + z) = x - y - z
x - 2(y - 3z) = x - 2y + 6z

(note that the signs of both y and -z have been reversed)
(note that the signs of both y and z have been reversed)
(note that the signs of both] and -3z have been reversed)

What is Sx - [y - (3x - 4y)]?

Both expressions in parentheses must be subtracted, so the signs of each term must be
reversed for EACH subtraction. Note that the square brackets are just fancy parentheses,
used so that we avoid having parentheses right next to each other.

5x - (y - (3x - 4y)] =
5x- (y- 3x+ 4y) =

5x - y + 3x - 4y = 8x - 5y

Fraction Bars as Grouping Symbols
Even though fraction bars do not fit into the PEMDAS hierarchy, they do take precedence.
In any expression with a fraction bar, you should pretend that there are parentheses
around the numerator and denominator of the &action. This may be obvious as long as
the fraction bar remains in the expression, but it is easy to forget if you eliminate the frac-
tion bar or add or subtract fractions.

x-l 2x-l
Simplify: ----2 3

The common denominator for the two fractions is 6, so multiply the numerator and
denominator of the first fraction by 3, and those of the second fraction by 2:

Treat the expressions 3x - 3 and 4x - 2 as though they were enclosed in parentheses!
Accordingly, once you make the common denominator, actually put in parentheses for these
numerators. Then reverse the signs of both terms in the second numerator:

(3x-3)-(4x-2) 3x-3-4x+2 -x-l x+l= =--=---
6 6 6 6

9dannattanG MAT·Prep
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IN ACTION PEMDAS PROBLEM SET Chapter 7

Problem Set
1. Evaluate -3x2, -3x3, 3x2, (-3X)2, and (-3X)3 if x = 2, and also if x = -2.

2. Evaluate (4+12+3-18)-[-11-(-4)].

3.' Which of the parentheses in the following expressions are unnecessary and could thus
be removed without any change in the value of the expression?

(a) _(52) - (12 - 7)
(b) (x+ y) - (w+z) - (0 x b)

4. Evaluate -1-13 - (-17)1.

5 [
4+8 ]Evaluate - [4 +8 +2 - (-6) 1

2-(-6)

6. Simplify: x - (3 - x).

7. Simplify: (4 - y) - 2(2y - 3).

8. Solve for x: 2(2 - 3x) - (4 + x) = 7.

9. Solve for x: x( x- 5X;6)=0.

4z-7
Solve for z: -- = -5.

3-2z
10.

!ManliattanGMAT·Prep
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IN ACTION ANSWER KEY PEMQAS SOlim:ONS Cllapter 7
1. Hx- 2: . Hx=-2:

-3} = -3(4) =-12
-3x' = -3(8) = -24

3} = 3(4)= 12
(-3X)2 = (_6)2 = 36
(-3X)3 = (-6)3 = ....216

-3} = -3(4) = .•.12
-3x' = -3(-8) = 24' ,

3} = 3(4)= 12
(-3X)2 = 62 = 36
(-3X)3 = 63 = 216

Remember that exponents are evaluated before multiplication! Watch not only the order of operations, but also
the signs in these problems.

2. -3: (4+12+3-18)-[-11-(-4)]=, \
(4+4 -18)-(-11 +4) = division before addition/subttaction

~ ~
(-10)-(-7) = subtraction of negative = addition

"-10+ 7 = -3 arithmetic-watch the signs!

3. (a): The parentheses around S' are unnecessary, because this exponential is perfonnF before the negation
(which counts as multiplying by -1) and before the subtraction. The other parentheses are necessary, because
they cause the right-hand subtraction to be performed before the left-hand"Sllbtraction.Without them, the two
subtractions would be performed from left to right.

(b): The first and last pairs of parentheses are unnecessary. The addition is performed before the neighboring
subtraction by default, because addition and subtraction are performed from left to right. The multiplication is
the first operation to: be performed, S9 the right-hand parentheses are c9mpletely unll¢!:essary.The middle par,.
entheses are {lecessary to ensure that the addition is performed before the subtraction that comes to the left. of it.

4. -4: -1-13-(-17)1=

-1-13+171=
-141=-4 subtraction of negative = addition

arithmetic

Note that the absolute value CANNOT be made into 13+ 17.You must peiform theatithmetic inside group-
ing symbols FIRST, whether inside parentheses or inside absolute-value bars: THEN. you can remove the group-
ing symbols.

atanliattanGMAt\Rrep
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Chapter 7 PEMDAS SOLUTIONS IN ACTION ANSWER KEY

subtraction of negative = addition

fraction bar acts as a grouping symbol

arithmetic

---=-- arithmetic
222

6. 2x - 3: Do not forget to reverse the signs of every term in a subtracted expression.
x - (3 - x) = x - 3 + x = 2x - 3

7. -5y + 10 (or 10 - 5y): Do not forget to reverse the signs of every term in a subtracted expression.
(4 - y) - 2(2y - 3) = 4 - y - 4y + 6 = -5y + 10 (or 10 -:-5y)

8. -1: 2(2 - 3x) - (4 + x) = 7
4-6x-4-x=7

-7x=7
x= -1

9. x = {6, -I}: Distribute the multiplication by x. Note that, when you cancel the x in the denominator, the
quantity 5x + 6 is Implicitly enclosed in parentheses!

(x - 6)(x + 1) = 0

x2
- (5x + 6) = 0

x2 -5x-6=0

x= 6 or-l

Note also that the value 0 is impossible for x, because x is in a denominator by itself in the original equation.
We are not allowed to divide by O. Do not look at the product in the original equation and deduce that x = 0 is
a solution.

10.4/3:
4z-7--=-5
3-2z

4z - 7 = -5(3 - 2z)
4z - 7 = -15 + 10z
8 =6z
z= 8/6 = 4/3

94
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DATA SUFFICIENCY STRATfGY Cbapter 8

Rephrasing
Data sufficiency problems involve an element of disguise, in which the mathematical content
and Informatioa are obscured in some way. Therefore, your first task in solving a data suffi.
ciency problem.ts to rephrase the question and/or the statements whenever possible.

In problems that deal with number properties, you can often rephrase the question to incor-
porate familiar rules, such as the ones you have studied in this strategy guide ..For example:

If P is an integer, is :a an integer?

(1) Sp . .
18 ISan Integer.

(2) 6P. .
18 ISan Integer.

(A) Statement (1) ALONE is sufficient, but statement (2) alone is not sufficient.
(B) Statement (2) ALONE is sufficient, but statement (1) alone is not sufficient.
(C) BOTH statements TOGETHER are sufficient, but NEITHERstatement ALONE is

sufficient.
(D) EACH statement ALONE is sufficient.
(E) Statements (1) and (2) together are NOT sufficient.

If 1!.... is an integer, this means that p is DMSIBLE by 18. Thus, this question is asking
18 .

whether p is divisible by 18.

The prime factorization of 18is 3x 3 x 2. In order for the integer p to be divisible by 18, it
must be divisible by two 3's and a 2. Using the prime box strategy explained earlier inthis
guide, we can rephrase the question as follows:

Are there two 3's and a 2 in the prime box of p~

Now, we can rephrase each statement.

Statement (1) can be restated as 5p is divisible by 18, or by
two 3's and a 2. A double prime box, as shown to the right, allows
you to separate the factors of a larger product.

The coefficient of 5 does not provide ANY of the necessary primes to be divisible by 18 (in
other words, it does not have any 3's or 2's as factors). Therefore, in order for 5p to be divisi-
ble by 18, P must be divisible by two 3's and a 2. Thus, statement (1) can be rephrased:

There are (at least) two 3's and a 2.in the prime box of p.

This is sufficient to answer the question.

!M.anliattanG.MATtprep
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Chapter 8
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DATA SUFFICIENCY STRATEGY
Statement (2) can be restated as 6p is divisible by 18 or by
two 3's and a 2. A double prime box, as shown to the right,
allows you to separate the factors of a larger product.

The coefficient of 6 provides two of the necessary primes to be
divisible by 18 (6 has a factor 00 and a factor of2). Therefore, in order for 6p tobe divisi-
ble by 18, P must be divisible by one 3. While there may be additional primes in the prime
box of p, statement (2) only guarantees one 3 in p's prime box. Thus, statement (2) can be
rephrased:

There is (at least) one 3 in the prime box of p.

This is not sufficient to answer the question. Thus, the answer to this data sufficiency prob-
lem is (A): Statement (1) ALONE is sufficient, but statement (2) alone is not sufficient.

Another way to solve this problem is to test numbers (discussed later in this section): think
of the smallest possible value of p that fits each statement. For Statement (1), the smallest

value of p such that ?1.8 is an integer is 18. The next number for which 5P8 is an integer is
11·

36. Therefore, it seems that p needs to be a multiple of 18 to fit the criteria of the state-
ment, so the statement is sufficient. However, for Statement (2), p could equal 18, but it

could also equal 3. In either case, ~: is an integer. Therefore, p does not have to be a mul-

tiple of 18, so Statement (2) is not sufficient. Again, the correct answer is (A): Statement (1)
ALONE is sufficient.

The preceding problem tests your knowledge of divisibility. However, the mathematical
content being tested is disguised. Rephrasing allows you to remove that disguise and to
demonstrate your knowledge of number properties. Let us look at another example:

If x is a positive integer, is x3
- 3x2 + 2x divisible by 4?

(1) x = 4y + 4, where y is an integer
(2) x = 2z + 2, where z is an integer

Rephrase the question by factoring:

x3 - 3x2 + 2x = x(x2
- 3x + 2) = x(x - l)(x - 2)

This series represents three consecutive integers: x - 2, x-I, and x. Therefore, the question
is really asking:

Is the product of three consecutive integers, x - 2, x-I, and x, divisible by 4?

9rf.anliattanG MAT·Prep
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DATA SUFFICIENCY STRATEGY
One way that the product of 3 consecutive. integers will. be divisible by 4 ~. if 2 of those
integers are even. For this to be the case in the product above, the first and..last of the consec-
utive integers (x - 2 and x) must be even.

Thus, an even better rephrasing may be this:

Is x even?

Note: It is possible that x is not even and the product is still divisible by 4. This would be
the case if the middle integer, x-I, is a multiple of 4. We might incorporate this possibility
separately by adding a second part to our rephrased question as follows:

Is x even? OR Is x-I a multiple of 4?

However, the GMAT rarely requires you to consider such complicated, multi-part questions
with non-overlapping scenarios. You might think that the GMAT would love to write such
questions, testing one possibility with Statement (1) and the other possibility with Statement
(2). However, the statements cannot contradict each other. In other words, ·you cannot have
something like these two statements:

(1) x is even.
(2) x-I is a multiple of 4.

Thus, you typically only have to worry about the simpler question.

Now let us rephrase the statements.

Statement (I) tells us that x = 4y + 4, where y is an integer.

Since y is an integer, 4y must be a multiple of 4. Adding another 4 to a m..uupte of 4.QleafiS
that the result will also be a multiple. of 4. Thus, x is.a multiple of 4, which means ~t x is
even.

Statement (1) can be rephrased as follows: x is even. This is sufficient to answer our
rephrased question,

Statement (2) tells us that x = 2z + 2, where z is an integer.

Since z is an integer, 2z must be a multiple of 2. Adding another 2 to a multiple of 2 means
that the result will also be a multiple of 2. Thus, x is a multiple of 2, which means that x is
even.

Statement (2) can be rephrased as follows: x is even. This is sufficient to answer our
rephrased question.

Therefore, the answer to this data sufficiellq problem is (D): EACH statement ALONE is
sufficient. The second possibility (that x-I might be a multiple of 4) wasn.ever tested. This
outcome is typical.

9J.anJiattanGMAT·prep
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Chapter 8
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DATA SUFFICIENCY STRATEGY

Types of Data Sufficiency Problems: Value vs. Yes/No
There are two types of data sufficiency problems:

(1) VALUE: These questions require you to solve for one numerical value:

What is the value of x + y?
How old is Vera?
In what year we~e the most rabbits born?

The information in the statements can be considered sufficient if it allows you to find a
single number to answer the question. If the information yields more than one value, the
information is insufficient.

(2) YES/NO: These questions require you to give a simple yes or no answer:

Is n divisible by 177
Is x + y prime?
Is y<O?

The information in the statements can be considered sufficient if it allows you to conclu-
sively answer YES or NO. If the answer is MAYBE, the information is insufficient.

As you rephrase Data Sufficiency questions, never tum a YeslNo question into a Value
question. The reason is that you can answer many YeslNo questions about a number with-
out knowing exactly what the value of the number is. For example, if we know that x is
greater than 10, we can answer the question, "Is x positive?" without knowing exactly what
the value of x is.

Testing Numbers
Another strategy that is helpful for solving data sufficiency problems that deal with number
properties is to test numbers. As you test numbers, try to prove that the statements are
NOT SUFFICIENT. That is, try to find examples that yield multiple answers to a VALUE
question or that make the answer to a YES/NO question MAYBE. If you can do this, you
can conclude that the statement or statements are NOT SUFFICIENT. Here is an example:

If n is an integer and n3 is between 1 and 100, inclusive,
what is the value of n?

(1) n = 2k + 1, where k is an integer.
(2) n is a prime number.

In this problem, we are working with a small list of possibilities: integers
whose cubes are between 1 and 100. The only integers that meet this criteria
are 1,2,3, and 4, as shown in the box to the right. The simplest way to
solve this problem is to use the information given in each statement to test
this list. If the information eliminates all but one value, it is sufficient; if it
yields multiple values, it is not sufficient.

13 = 1
23 = 8
33 = 27
43= 64

:M.anftattanG MAT·Prep
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Statement (1) tells us that n can be any odd number. Thegene.ralex~~o.. for aneveg.
integer is 2k, where Ie is any integer; the general expression for an odd integer is 2k + 1.
Therefore, of the four values on the list, n could be 1 or3. Since statement (1) yieldS two
possible values, it is NOT sufficient to answer the question.

Statement (2) tells us that n is a prime number, so n could be either 2 or 3. Statement (2)
yields two possible values, so it is NOT sufficient either.

If we look at both statements together, n must be equal to 3, the Intersection of the two
statements. Statement (1) eliminates the possibility that n is 2-or 4. State.rri.~ht(2) elimi-
nates the possibility that n is 1 or 4. We are left with only one value: n must be equal to 3.

The answer to this data sufficiency problem is (C): BOTH statements TOGETHER are
sufficient, but NEITHER statement ALONE is sufficient.

Test Smart Numbers
When testing numbers, you should berrying to prove thestatement insuffkient.So, be sure
to try fractions, negatives, and zero, unless you are spedflWly told in the question that the
variables have constraints: they represent only integers, only positive numbers, only: nonzero
numbers, etc.

When you are using a number-testing strategy, try your best to find numbers that yield
multiple answers for a Value question, or a MAYBE ansWer for a YESINO question. If you
can do so, you have proven the statement insufficient. If you cannot do so, and you have
picked numbers wisely, it is likely that the statement is sufficient. If you have exhausted
ALL possibities in your search, you can be more certain that the statement is sufficient.

lsi! -s 2x?

(1) x > 0
(2)x <3

Without diving into algebra theory, we can think through this problem by picking num-
bers. For example, Statement (1) says that x > O. By picking x =1 and x = 5, we can see that
Statement (1) is not sufficient because we get different answers to the question (12 is less
than 2 x 1, but 52 is greater than 2 x 5). INSUFFICIENT.

Similarly, for Statement (2), we can pick numbers to prove insufficiency. Let us pick x = 1
and x = -3 (remember, x does not have to be positive because we are notexpliciclytold in
the question that x must be positive). We can see that e is less than 2 x 1, .bu,t(-3)2 is
greater than 2 x (-3). INSUFFICIENT.

Combining the statements, x must be between 0 and 3. Is this sufficient? The only integers
that fit both statements are x = 1 and x = 2. In both cases, x2 is less.than or equal to. lx.
HOWEVER, there is no restriction in this problem demanding that x be an integer.
Therefore, we need to test non-integers as well. If we pick x = 2.5, for example, we get x2 =
6.25 and 2x = 5. Thus, x2 will be greater than 2x if x is a non-integer between 2 and 3.
INSUFFICIENT. The correct answer is (E): Statements (1) and (2) TOGETHER are NOT
sufficient.
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Chapter 8

The two data sufficien-
cy statements always
provide TRUE informa-
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statements cannot con-
tradict each other.

DATA SUFFICIENCY STRATEGY

The Statements Never Contradict Each Other
A final strategy is to use the fact that the two statements in a data sufficiency problem will
never contradict each other, as previously noted.

If Y and n are positive integers, is yn divisible by 7?

(1) n2
- 14n + 49 = 0

(2) n + 2 is the first of three consecutive integers
whose product is 990.

Statement (1) can be factored: n2
- 14n + 49 = (n - 7)(n - 7) = 0, so n = 7. Since n = 7

andy is an integer, yn must be divisible by 7. Statement (1) is sufficient to answer the ques-
tion: YES, yn is divisible by 7.

Statement (2) tells us that the product of (n + 2), (n + 3), and (n + 4) is equal to 990. If we
test numbers, we find that the three consecutive integers whose product is 990 are 9, 10,
and 11. (The fact that 990 is close to 1000 should provide a hint that the three numbers

should be close to 10, which is ~I,OOO.)

Now let us say that we incorrectly identify n as 9, the first of the three consecutive integers.
If n = 9, then we do not know whether yn is divisible by 7. MAYBE it is (if y is divisible by
7) or MAYBE it is not (if y is not divisible by 7). We conclude that statement (2) is not suf-
ficient to answer the question.

Thus, we would identify the answer to this data sufficiency question as (A): Statement (1)
ALONE is sufficient, but statement (2) alone is not sufficient.

But wait! Take a look again at the information we derived from each statement. Statement
(1) told us that n = 7, while statement (2) told us that n = 9. This is not possible because
the two data sufficiency statements on the GMAT always provide TRUE information. The
two statements cannot contradict each other.

Whenever you find that your two statements contradict each other, it means that you have
made a mistake! What mistake did we make in the logic above?

Our mistake here was in statement (2). We forgot that n + 2 (not n) is the first of the three
consecutive integers. Thus, n + 2 = 9, which means that n = 7. Now statement (2) no
longer contradicts statement (1). Knowing that n = 7 means thatyn must be divisible by 7.
Thus, statement (2) IS in fact sufficient to answer the question.

Using the principle that the two data sufficiency statements cannot contradict each other,
we caught our mistake. The correct answer is actually (D): EACH statement ALONE is
sufficient.
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DATA SumCIENCY REPHRASING EXAMPLES C.h'ter.8ap-

Rephrasing: Challenge Short Set
In Chapter 9 and Chapter 13, you will find lists of NUMBER PROPERTIES problelllS that have appeared
on past official GMAT exams. These lists refer to problems fu,m three books published by the Graduate
Management Admission Council- (the organization that develops the official GMAT exam):

The Official Guide for GMAT Review, ]2th Edition
The Official Guide for GMAT Quantitative Review
The Official Guide for GMAT Quantitative Review, 2nd Edition
Note: The two editions of the Quant Review book largely overlap. Use one OR the other. The questions
contained in these three books are the property of The GraduateManagernent Admissiori' Council, which
is not affiliated in any way with Manhattan GMAT.

As you work through the Data Sufficiency problemsin these lists, be sure tef·focus on NphrltSing. If possi-
ble, try to rephraseeach question into its simplest form before looking at the two statements. In order to
rephrase, focus on figuring out the specific information that is absolutely necessary to answer the question.
After rephrasing the question, you should also try to rephraseeach of the.two'Statemetlts, if possible.
Rephrase each statement by simplifying the given information into its most basic form.

In order to help you practice rephrasing, we have taken a set of generally difficult Data Sufficiency prob-
lems on The Official Guide problem list (these are the problem numbers list~finthe"Challenge Short Set"
on page 177) and have provided you with our own sample rephrasings for each question and statement. In
order to evaluate how effectively you are using the rephrasing strategy, you can compare your rephrased
questions and statements to our own rephrasings that appear below. Questi~ and statements that are sig-
nificandy rephrased appear in bold.

You should attempt to do the Official Guide problems prior to reading our sample rephrasings. Also note
that for many questions, the rephrasing that you come up with may differ slightly from \\that is written in
this text. That does not necessarily mean that your rephrasing is incorrect; some questions can be rephrased
in multiple ways. But be sure to note any problems in which your rephrasing led to an incorrect answer.
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Chapter 8 DATA SUFFICIENCY REPHRASING EXAMPLES

Rephrasings from The Official Guide For GMAT &view, 12th Edition
The questions and statements that appear below are only our r~hrasing.r. The original questions and state-
ments can be found by referencing the problem numbers below in the Data Sufficiency section of The
Official Guide for GMAT &view, 12th Edition (pages 272-288). '

76. Is any of the variables m; p, or t even?

(1) t+m=even
Either t and m are both even, or they are both odd.

(2) t- m = even
Either t and m are both even, or they are both odd.

82. Is 5 a factor of either x or y?

(1) 3 is a factor of x:

(2) 5 is a factor of y.

90. Do t and 12 share any prime factors?
Is 2 or 3 a factor of If

(1) t= 2k + 3m = 2 x 3 x integer + 3m = 3x (2x x integer + 3)
t is a multiple of 3

(2) t = 2k + 3m = 2k + 3 x 3 x integer
t could be a multiple of 2 or 3

106. Is either x or y even?

(1) x and yare consecutive integers.
One of the variables is even, and the other is odd.

(2) x= y x even
x=even

128. Is n divisible by m?

(1) 3n is divisible by m

(2) 13n is divisible by m

104
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DATA SUFFICIENCY REPHRASING EXAMPLES

166.
1 1

Is -<--?
IOn 100

Isn>2?

(1) n > 2

(2) (1I10)n X (l110rl < 1/10
(1/10)nx 10 < 1110

(1I10)n < 11100
IlIOn < 11102

n>2

170. Is the product of consecutive integers (n + l)n(n - 1) divisible by 4?
OR: Are there 2 even integers in the set of consecutive integers (n + 1), n, (n - I)?
OR: (Best) Is n odd?

(1) n is an even number plus 1
nis odd

(2) n(n + 1) is divisible by 6.
Either n OR n + 1is even.

171. What is the tens digit of positive integer x?
No meaningful rephrasing can be done to the question.

(I) x = 100m + 30 where m is a nonnegative integer

(2) x = lIOn + 30 where n is a nonnegative integer

172. Are x and y different (one even and one odd)?

(1) x and z are the same (either both even or both odd)

(2) y and z are diJferent (one even and one odd)

:Manfia·ttanG.MAT:Preo
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Chapter 8 DATA SUFFICIENCY REPHRASING EXAMPLES

Rephrasings from The Official Guide for GMAT Quantitatiw RMew, 2nd Edition
The questions and statements that appear below are only our rephrasings. The original questions and state-
ments can be found by referencing the problem numbers below in the Data Sufficiency section of The
Official Guide for GMAT Quantitative Review, 2nd Edition (pages 152-163). First Edition numbers are
included in parentheses. Problems unique to one edition are so indicated.

3. How many factors does n have?
(3.)

(1) n

p, q n has only 2 factors other than 1 and n: p and q.
Since p and q are prime, there are no other factors.
Thus, n has 4 factors.

(2) n has the same number of factors as 8; thus, n has 4 factors.

31. Is x a perfect square?
(116.)

(1) 2Vx is an integer
Therefore, x is a perfect square.

(2) V3x is not an integer.

(2) p is divisible by 2 (OR, P is even). p = 2,4,6, 8, 12, or 24.

p q
1 24
2 12
3 8
4 6
6 4
8 3
12 2
24 1

45. If p x q = 24, what number is p?
(45.)

(1) q is divisible by 6; thus, q equals 24, 12, or 6. p = 1, 2, or 4.

54. What is the value of xP-IJ?
(53.)

(l)p-q=O

(2) x= 3

64. Is y divisible by 3?
(63.)

(1) y

2, 2, ~....

(2) y

2, 3, ~
••••
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DATA SUfFICIENCY REPHRASING EXAMPLES

78. IspodcR
(75.)

(1) P is odd.
(2) p is odd.

79. 2nd Edition only

(Any integer)"",itiveinteg<r= Integer (e.g., 25, (-3)3, etc.)

(1) anypower = 1 (= Integer)

Is n a positive integer, or is m equal to H

(1) If n is positive, then m can be any integer (e.g., 24 = 16, 2-4 = 1/16).
If n is negative, then m must be an even integer (e.g., (_2)4 = 16, (_2)-4 = 1116).

(2) If m is a positive integer, then n can be any integer (e.g., 24 = 16, (_2)3 = -8).
If n = 1, then m can be any integer (e.g., r2 = e = 1).

81. Is x a positive proper fraction (a &action between zero and one)~
(78.)

(1) x<-1 OR x > 1
x is NOT a positive proper fraction.

(2) x>-1
x MAY or MAY NOT be ,apositive proper fraction.

82. 2nd Edition only

Let n be the original number of books.
n + 10,= integer, so n = a multiple of 10 (that is, 10,20,30,40, ... )

(n + 10) + 12 = integer, so n + 10 = a multiple of 12
Find multiples of 12 among the multiples of 10.

n + 10 = 60, 120, 180,240, (multiples of both 12 and 10)
so n = 50, 110, i70, 230, These are the only possible values of n.

Which of these numbers (50, 110, 170, etc.) is n~

(1) n < 96
(2) n> 24

86. Is m=n+ H
(82.)

(1) m - 1 = (n + 1) + 1
m-l=n+2
m=n+3

OR m ~ 1 = (n + 1) - 1
m-l=n
m=n+1

Chapter 8
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Chapter 8 DATA SUFFICIENCY REPHRASING EXAMPLES

Note that m = n + 3 contradicts the original question, and is therefore impossible. Discard
this possibility.Thus, m = n + 1.

(2) m is divisible by 2.

87. Is n divisible by 7?
(83.)

(1) n=2k+3

(2) 2k - 4 = 7x, where x is an integer

90. There is little rephrasing you can do in this problem. Testing numbers is the best strategy.
(86.)

113. Is el a perfect square?
(108.)

(1) el is a perfect square.

(2) v'd is a perfect square; therefore, el is a perfect square.

115. Axe there three 2'5 and one 3 in the prime box for n?
(110.)

(1) There are at least two 2'5 in the prime box.

(2) There is at least one 2 and at least one 3 in the prime box.

(111. 1st Edition only)
There is little rephrasing you can do in this problem. Testing numbers is the best strategy.
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OFFICIAL GUIDE· PROBLEM SETS: PART I Chapter 9

Practicing with REAL GMAT Problems
Now that you have completed Pan I of NUMBER PROPERTIES it is time to test your skills on problems
that have actually appeared on real GMAT exams Over the past several years.

The problem sets that follow are composed of questions from three books published by the Graduate
Management Admission Council- (the organization that develops the official GMAT exam):

The Official Guide for GMAT Review, 14th Edition
The OffiCial Guide for GMATQuantitative Review
The Official Guidefor GMAT Quantitative Review, 2nd Edition
Note: The two editions of the Quant Review book largdy overlap. Use one. OR the other.

These books contain quantitative questions that have appeared on past official GMAT exams . (The ques-
tions contained therein are the property of The Graduate Management~ion Council, which is not
affiliated in any way with Manhattan GMAT.)

Although the questions in the Official Guides have been "retired" (they will not appearon.future official
GMAT exams), they are great practice questions.

In order to help you practice effectivdy, we have categorized every problem in The Official Guides by topic
and subtopic. On the following two pages, you will fmd two categorized lists:

(1) Problem Solving: Lists EASIER Problem Solving Number Properties questions contained in
The OffiCial Guides and categorizes them by subtopic.

(2) Data Sufficiency: Lists EASIER Data Sufficiency Number Properties ~tions contained in
The Official Guides and categorizes them by subtopic.

The remaining Official Guide problems are listed at the end of Pan II of this book. De not forget about
the Part II list!

Each book in Manhattan GMAT's 8-book strategy series contains its own OfficialGttiJe·lists that pertain
to the specific topic of that particular book. If you complete all the practice .ptoblem500Qtained on the
Official Guide lists in each of the 8 Manhattan GMAT strategy books, you will have cOmpleted every single
question published in The Official Guides.
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OFFICIAL GUIDE PROBLEM SOLVING SET: PART I

Problem Solving: Part I
from The Official Guitk for GMAT &vitw, 12th Edition (pages 20-23 & 152-185), The Official
Guide for GMAT Quantitativt &view (pages 62-85), and The Official Guide for GMAT
QJJantitative &vitw, 2nd Edition (pages 62-86).

Note: The two editions of the Quant Review book largely overlap. Use one OR the other.

Solve each of the following problems in a notebook, making sure to demonstrate how you arrived
at each answer by showing all of your work and computations. If you get stuck on a problem, look
back at the NUMBER PROPERTIES strategies and content contained in this guide to assist you.

Note: Problem numbers preceded by "D" refer to questions in the Diagnostic Test chapter of
The Official Guide for GMAT Reuieu; 12th Edition (pages 20-23).

GENERAL SET - NUMBER PROPEIITIES

Divisibility & Primes
12th Edition: 3, 7, 23, 36, 72, 82, 87, 107, 110, 159, D18, D23
Quantitativt Reuieto: 98, 102, 103, 109, 122
OR 2nd Edition: 78, 98,109,122

Odds & Evens
12th Edition: 40

Positives & Negatives
12th Edition: 22, 29, 50
QJJantitative &view: 15,53 OR 2nd Edition: 17,55

Consecutive Integers
12th Edition: 85, 116, 157, D2
Quantitative Reuieur: 9 OR 2nd Edition: 11

Exponents & Roots
12th Edition: 11,32,46,51,54,73, 164, D17
Quantitativt Reoieu» 34, 45, 64, 81, 97, 117, 145, 147
OR 2nd Edition: 36, 47, 86, 97

Remember, there are more Official Guide problems listed at the end of Part II.
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OFFICIAL GUIDE DATA SUFFICIENCY SET: PART I Chapter 9

Data Sufficiency: Part I
from The Official Guide for GMAT Review, ir Edition (pages 24-26 & 272-288), The Official
Guide for GMAT Quantitative Review (pages 149-157), and The Official Guide flrGMAT
Quantitative Review, 2nd Edition (pages 152-163).

Note: The two editions of the Quant Review book largely overlap. Use one OR the other.

Solve each of the following problems in a notebook, making sure to demonstrate how you arrived
at each answer by showing all of your work and computations. If you get stuck on a problem, look
back at the NUMBER PROPERTIES strategies and content contained in this guide to assist you.

Practice REPHRASING both the questions and the statements. The majority of data sufficiency
problems can be rephrased; however, if you have difficulty rephrasing a problem, try testing num-
bers to solve it. It is especially important that you famiUarize yourself with the directions for data
sufficiency problems, and that you memorize the 5 fixed an.swer choices that accompany all data
sufficiency problems.

Note: Problem numbers preceded by "0" refer to questions in the Diagnostic Test chapter of
The Official Guide for GMAT Review, 12th Edition (pages 24-26).

GENERAL SET - NUMBER PROPERTIES

Divisibility & Primes
12th Edition: 16,66,82,90,026,042
Quantitative Review: 3, 7, 13, 16,33,39,45,63
OR 2nd Edition: 3, 16, 39, 45, 64, 70

Odds & Evens
12th Edition: 6, 12, 17,24,73,76
Quantitative Review: 75 OR 2nd Edition: 78

Positives & Negatives
iz« Edition: 69, 159
Quantitative Review: 76, 94, 101 OR 2nd Edition: 11,24,98, 105

Consecutive Integers
12th Edition: 65, 108
Quantitative Review: 20 OR 2nd Edition: 20

Exponents & Roots
12th Edition: 169,044
Quantitative Review: 18,53, 73, 78, 98
OR 2nd Edition: 18,54,76,81

Remember, there are more Official Guide problems listed at the end of Part II.
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PART II: ADVANCED
This part of the book covers various advanced topics within Number Properties.
This advanced material may not be necessary for all students. Attempt Part II only
if you have completed Part I and are comfortable with its content.

--'-
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DMSIBILI'rt'ii'&
PRIMES:
ADVANCED
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In This Chapter • • •

• Primes

• Divisibility and Addition/Subtraction

• Other Applications of Primes & Divisibility

• Advanced Remainders

• Advanced GCF and LCM Techniques

• Counting Total Factors
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DIVISIBILITY & PRIMES ADVANCED STRATEGY

DIVISIBILITY &.PRIMES ADVANCED
This chapter covers advanced material within the topic of Divisibility & Primes. From here
on out, it is assumed that you have already completed Part I of this book, including the
Official Guide problem sets in Chapter 9.

Primes
You should become very ~omfortable with small prime numbers-at least.the first 10. Even
better, know (or be able to derive quickly) all the primes up to 100 (2, 3, 5,7, 11, 13, 17,
19,23,29,31,37,41,43.47,53,59,61,67,71,73,79,83, 89, 97). Here are some addi-
tional facts about primes that may be helpful on the GMAT.

(1) There is an infinite number of prime numbers. There is no upper limit to the size
of prime numbers.

(2) There is ,no simple pattem in 1!bc prime numbers. Since 2 is the only even prime
number, all other primes are odd. However, there is no eaSy pattem to detemiinlng
which odd numbers will be prime. Each number needs to be tested 4icectly to
determine whether it is prime.

(3) Positive integers withontyam factors must he prime, and positive integers with
more than two factors are neYer prime. Any integer greater than or equal to 2 has
at least two factors: 1 and itself, Thus, if there are only two factors of x (with x equal
to an integer;::: 2), then the factors of x MUST be 1 and x. Therefore, x must be
prime. Also, do not forget that the number 1 is NOT prime. The number 1 has
only one factor (itself), so it is defined as a non-prime number.

These facts can be used to disguise the topic of prime numbers on the GMAT. Take a look
at the following Data Sufficiency examples.

What is the value of integer x?

(1)x has exactly 2 factors.
(2) When x is divided by 2, the remainder is O.

Statement (1) indicates that x is prime, because it has only 2 factors. This statement is
insufficient by itself, since there are infinitely many prime numbers. Statet'nent (2) indicates
that 2 divides evenly into x, meaning that x is even; that is also insufficient by itself Taken
together, however, the two statements reveal that x must be an even prime-and the only
even prime number is 2. The answer is (C): BOTH statements 'TOGETHER are suffiCient,
but NEITHER statement ALONE is sufficient.

If x is a prime number, what is the value of x?

(1) There are a total of SOprime numbers between 2 and x, inclusive.
(2) There is no integer n such that x is divisible by nand 1 < n< x.

At first, this problem seems outlandishly difficult. How are we to list out the first 50 prime
numbers in under 2 minutes? Remember, however, that this is a Data Sufficiency problem.
We do not need to list the first 50 primes. Instead, all we need to do is deterl'nine
WHETHER we can do so.

:M.anJiatttl.nSiMAt*Prep
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Chapter 10

Learn the divisibility

rules for addition and

subtraction.

DIVISIBILITY & PRIMES ADVANCED STRATEGY
For Statement (1), we know that certain numbers are prime and others are not. We also
know that x is prime. Therefore, if we were to list all the primes from 2 on up, we eventually
would find the 50th-largest prime number. That number must equal x, because x is prime, so
it MUST be the 50th item on that list of primes. This information is SUFFICIENT. .

For Statement (2), we are told that x is not divisible by any integer greater than 1 and less
than x. Therefore, x can only have I and x and factors. In other words, x is prime. We
already know this result, in fact: it was given to us in the question stem. So Statement (2)
does not help us determine what x is. INSUFFICIENT.

The correct answer is (A): Statement (1) ALONE is sufficient, but statement (2) alone is
not sufficient. (Incidentally, for those who are curious, the 50th prime number is 229.)

Divisibility and Addition/Subtraction
We saw in Part I that if you add or subtract multiples of an integer, you get another
multiple of that integer. We can now generalize to other situations. For the following
rules, assume that N is an integer.

(1) If you add a multiple of N to a non-multiple of N, the result is a non-multiple
of N. (The same holds true for subtraction.)
18 - 10 = 8 (Multiple of 3) - (Non-multiple of 3) = (Non-multiple of 3)

(2) If you add two non-multiples of N, the result could be either a multiple of N or
a non-multiple of N.
19 + 13 = 32 (Non-multiple 00) + (Non-multiple 00) = (Non-multiple 00)
19 + 14 = 33 (Non-multiple of 3) + (Non-multiple of 3) = (Multiple of 3)
The exception to this rule is when N = 2. Two odds always sum to an even.

Try the following Data Sufficiency example.

Is N divisible by 7?

(1) N = x - y, where x and yare integers
(2) x is divisible by 7, and y is not divisible by 7.

Statement (1) tells us that N is the difference between two integers (x and y), but it does not
tell us anything about whether x or y is divisible by 7. INSUFFICIENT.

Statement (2) tells us nothing about N. INSUFFICIENT.

Statements (1) and (2) combined tell us that x is a multiple of 7, but y is not a multiple of
7. The difference between x and y can NEVER be divisible by 7 if x is divisible by 7 but y is
not. (If you are not convinced, try testing it out by picking numbers.) SUFFICIENT: N
cannot be a multiple of7.

The correct answer is (C): BOTH statements TOGETHER are sufficient, but NEITHER
statement ALONE is sufficient.
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DIVISIBILITY & PRIMES ADVANCEDSTRATEGY Chapter 10

Advanced GCF and LCM Techniques
While Venn diagrams are helpful for vis~ the stepS needed to compute the GCFand
LCM, they can be cumbersome if you }'VaIlt to find the GCF or LCM oflargenumbers mof 3
or more numbers.

FINDING GCF ANQLCM USING PRIME COLUMNS
Prime colwnns is a fast and straightforward teehnique, Here are the steps:

(1) Calculate the prime factors of each integer.
(2) Create a column for each prime factor found within any of the integers.
(3) Create a row for each integer.
(4) In each cell of the table, place the prime factor raised to a power. This ~count$ how
many copies of the column's prime factor appear in the prime box of the row's integer.

To calculate the GCF, take the LOWEST count of each prime factor found ~ ALL the
integers. This counts the shared primes. To calculate the LCM, take the HIGHEST Count of
each prime factor found across ALL the integers. This counts all the primes less the shared
primes.

Here is an example to demonstrate the method:

Find the GCFand LCM of 100, 140, and 250.

First, we need to find the prime factorizations of these numbers. 100 = 2 x 2 x 5 x 5= 2a, x 52.
140 = 2 x 2 x 5 x 7 = 22 X 5 x 7. Finally, 250 = 2 x 5>< 5 x 5=2 X 53.

Now, set up.a table listing the prime factors of each of these integers in exponentialnotltion.
The different prime factors arel, 5. and 7, so we need.B columns.

Number: 2 5 7
100 22 X 52 x
140 22 x 51 X i
250 21 x 53

To calculate the GCF, we take the SMALLEST count (the lowest power) in any column. The
reason is that the GCF is formed only out of the SHARED primes (in the ovedapping part of
the Venn diagram). The smallest count of the factor 2.is one, in 250 (= 21 x 5~:The srDaIlest
count of the factor 5 is one, in 140 (= 22 X 51 x i).The smallest count of the factor 7 is zero,
since 7 does not appear in 100 or in 250. Therefore the GCF is 21 x51 = 10.

Number. 2 5
100 22 X 52
140 22 x 51

250 21 x 53

GCF: 21 x 51
LCM: r x 5'

7

x i

x
= 21XS1=14
:: 22 X 5' ><71=3,506

Use prime columns to
c:aIc:uIab!theGCF UJd,

LCM «2 or JnCHe large
nUfltbmquiddy.
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Chapter 10

Here is a tip for double-
checking your work: for
any integers Il and b. the
GCF times the LCM
must equal s x b.

DIVISIBILITY & PRIMES ADVANCED STRATEGY
To calculate the LCM. we take the LARGEST count (the highest power) in any colwnn. The
reason is that the LCM is formed out of ALL the primes less the shared primes. The largest
count of the factor 2 is two, in 140 (= 22 x 51 x i) and 100 (= 22 X 52). The largest count of
the factor 5 is three, in 250 (= 21 x 53). The largest count of the factor 7 is one, in 140 (= 22 x
51 x i). Therefore the LCM is 22 x 53 X 71 = 3,500.

FINDING GCF AND LCM USING PRIME BOXES OR FACTORIZATIONS
Also, you can use a shortcut directly from the prime boxes or the prime factorizations to
find the GCF and LCM. Once you get familiar with the Prime Columns method, you will
see that you can just scan the boxes or the factorizations and take all the lowest powers to
find the GCF and the highest powers to find the LCM.

What are the GCF and lCM of 30 and 24?

30 24
The prime factorization oBO is 2 .x 3 x 5.
The prime factorization of 24 is 2 x 2 x 2 x 3, or
23 x 3.
The GCF is 2 x 3 = 6.
The LCM is 23 x 3 x 5 = 120.

2, 3,5 2, 2, 2,
3

Three general properties of the GCF and LCM are worth noting:

(1) (GCF of m and n) x (LCM of m and n) = m x n. The reason for this is that the
GCF is composed of the SHARED prime factors of m and n. The LCM is composed
of all of the other, or NON-SHARED, prime factors of m and n.

(2) The GCF of m and n cannot be larger than the difference between m and n. For
example, assume the GCF of m and n is 12. Thus, m and n are both multiples of 12.
Consecutive multiples of 12 are 12 units apart on the number line. Therefore, m and n
CANNOT be less than 12 units apart, or else they would not both be multiples of 12.

(3) Consecutive multiples of n have a GCF of n. For example, 8 and 12 are consecutive
multiples of 4. Thus 4 is a common factor of both numbers. But 8 and 12 are exactly
4 units apart. Thus 4 is the greatest possible common factor of 8 and 12. (For this
reason, the GCF of any two consecutive integers is 1, because both integers are multi-
ples of 1 and the numbers are 1 unit apart.)

Finally, you may be asked to determine what combinations of numbers could lead to a spe-
cific GCF or LCM. This is a difficult task. Consider the following problem:

Is the integer z divisible by 6?

(1) The greatest common factor of z and 12 is 3.
(2) The greatest common factor of z and 15 is 15.

When we calculate the GCF for a set of numbers, we determine the prime factors of each
number and then take each prime factor to the LOWEST power it appears in any factoriza-
tion. In this problem, we are TOLD what the GCF is. We can use the prime columns
method to determine what conclusions can be drawn from each of these statements.
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DIVISIBILITY & PRIMES ADVANCED STRATEGY
Statement (1) tells us that ~and 12 (2 x 2x 3) have!l GCF oB. Setthat;i1}formation up
in a prime columns table to flgure out what we can deduce about the prime factors of z.

Notice that the GCF of 12 and z contains a 3. Since the GCF contains ea~h prime factor to
the power it appears the LEAST, we know that z must also contain at least one 3.
Therefore, z is divisible by 3.

Notice also that the GCF contains NO 2's. Since 12 contains two 2's, z must not contain
any 2's. Therefore, z is NOT divisible by 2. Since zi,s no~ divisible by 2, it cannot be divisi-
ble by 6. SUFFICIENT.

Statement (2) tells us that z and 15 (3 x5) have a GCF of 15. We can set that up in a
prime columns table to figure out what we can deduce about the prime factors of z:

The GCF of 15 and z contains a 3. Since the GCF contains each prime factor to the power
it appears the LEAST, we know that.tmust also contaia at least one 3. Thaefore • .tis divis-
ible by 3.

Also, the GCF contains a 5. Since the GCF contains each prime factor to die power it
appears the LEAST, we mow that z must also contain a 5. Therefore, z is divisible by 5.

However, this does NOT tells us whether z contains any 2's. We need z to contain at least
one 2 and at least one 3 in its prime factorization for it to be divisible by 6. If z had 2 as a
prime factor, 2 would still not be part of the GCF, because 15 has no 2's.Thus we cannot
tell whether z has a 2 in its prime factorization. INSUFFICIENT. The correct answer is
(A): Statement (1) ALONE is sufficient, but statement (2) alone is not suHlcient.

Now consider this example:

If the LCM of 0 and 12 is 36, what are the possible values of o?

As in the earlier example, we can use the prime columns technique to draw conclusions
about the prime factors of a.

. .
First, notice that a cannot be larger than 36. The LCM of two or more integers is always
AT LEAST as large as any of the integers. Therefore the maximum value of a is 36.

Next, notice that the LCM of 12 and a contains two 2's. Since the LCM contains each
prime factor to the power it appears the MOST, we know that a cannot contain more than
two 2's. It does not necessarily to contain any twos, so a can contain zero, one or two 2's.

Finally, observe that the LCM of 12 and a contains two 3's. But 12 only contains ONE 3.
The 32 factor in the LCM must have come from the prime factorization of a. Thus we
know that a contains exactly two 3's.

Since It must contain exactly two 3's, and can contain no 2's, one 2, or two 2's, a could be
3 x 3 = 9, 3x 3 x 2 = 18, or 3 x 3 x 2 x 2 = 36. Thus 9, 18, and 36 are the possible values of a.

9danfiattanG.MA17Prep
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Other Applications of Primes & Divisibility

COUNTING FACfORS AND PRIMES
The GMAT can ask you to count factors of some number in several different ways. For
example, consider the number 1,400. The prime factorization of this number is 2 x 2 x 2 x
5 x 5 x 7, or 23 x 52 X 7 in exponential notation. Here are three different questions that
the GMAT could ask you about this integer:

Factors of 1,400
(23 x 52 x 7):

(2) How many total
prime factors (length)?

(1) How many dif-
ferent prime factors?

• May be phrased as
"different prime fac-
tors" or "unique prime
factors"

• Count each repeated
prime factor only
ONCE

• In this example, 2, 5,
and 7 are distinct, so
there are 3 different
prime factors

• Length is defined as the
number of primes (not
necessarily distinct) whose
product is x (in this case,
whose product is 1,400)

• Add the exponents of the
prime factors. If there is
no exponent, count it as
1.

• In this example, the length
is 3 + 2 + 1 = 6.

(3) How many total
factors?

• Includes all factors, not
necessarily just prime
factors

• Can be determined using
"factor pairs" approach,
but this is cumbersome for
larger numbers

• Advanced technique dis-
cussed later in this chapter

• Do not forget to include 1
as a factor!

Consider the number 252.
(a) How many unique prime factors of 252 are there? Equivalently, how many

prime numbers are factors of 252
(b) What is the length of 252 (as defined above)?
(c) How many total factors of 252 are there?

For (a), we can determine the number of unique prime factors by looking at the prime fac-
torization of252: 2 x 2 x 3 x 3 x 7. There are 3 different prime factors in 252: 2, 3, and 7.
We do NOT count repeated primes to answer this particular question.

For (b), the "length" of an integer is defined as the total number of primes that, when mul-
tiplied together, equal that integer. (Note: on the GMAT, any question that asks about the
length of an integer will provide this definition of length, so you do not need to memorize
it.) Again we can determine the TOTAL number of prime factors by looking at the prime
factorizationof252: 2 x 2 x 3 x 3 x 7. There are 5 total prime factors in 252: 2, 2, 3, 3,
and 7. In other words, the length of an integer is just the total number of primes in the
prime box of that integer. We DO count repeated primes to answer this particular question.
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DIVISIBILITY & PRIMES ADVANCED STRATEGY
You can also answer this question by looking at the prime factorization in exponential form:
252 = 22 X 32

X 7. Simply add the exponents: 2 + 2 + 1 = 5. Notice that a number written
in this form without an exponent has an implicit aponent of 1.

For (c), one way to determine the total number of factors is to deter-
mine the factor pairs of 252, using the process described in Part 1.
Simply start at l and "walk up" through all the integers, determining
whether each is a factor. Meanwhile, the factors in the large column
will naturally get smaller. You can stop once the small column "meets"
the large column. For example, since the last entry in the large col-
umn is 18, you can stop searching once you have evaluatedl7 as a
possible factor. Once you have finished, you will notice there are 18
total factors of 252.

This method will be too cumbersome for larger numbers, so a more
advanced method is introduced later in this chapter.

PERFECT SQUARES. CUBES. ETC.
The GMAT occasional1y tests properties of perfect squares, which are squares of other inte-
gers. The numbers 4 (= 22) and 25 (= 52) are examples of perfect squares. One special prop-
erty of perfect squares is that all perfec:tsquares have an odd number oftotalfactots.
Similarly, any integer that has an odd number of total factors MUST be apetfect square.
All other non-square integers have an even number of factors. Why is this 'the case?

Think back to the factor pair exercises we have done so far. Factors come in pairs. If x and y
are integers and x .y = z, then x and y are a factor pair of z. However, if z isa perfect
square, then in one of its factor pairs, x equals y. That is, in this particular pair we have x . x
= z , or x2 = z. This means that we do not have TWO different numbers in this factor
"pair." Rather, we have a single unpaired factor:· the square root.

Consider the perfect square 36. It has 5 factor pairs that yield 36, as
shown to the right. Notice that the FINAL pair is 6 and 6, so instead
of 5 x 2 = 10 total factors, there are only 9 different factors of 36.

SmaU Large

1 36
2 18

3 12
4 9
6 6

Notice also that any number that is not a perfect square will NEVER
have an odd number of factors. That is because the only way to arrive
at an odd number of factors is to have a factor pair in which the two
factors are equal.

For larger numbers, it would be much more difficult to use the factor pair technique to
prove that a number is a perfect square or that it has an odd number of fuaors. Thankfully,
we can use a different approach. Notice that perfect squares are formed from the product of
two copies of the same prime factors. For instance, 902 = (2 X 32 x 5) (2 x 32 x 5) =
22 x 34 X 52. Therefore, the prime factorization of a perfect square coatainsonlynen
powers of primes. It is also true that any number whose prime factorization contains only
even powers of primes must be a perfect square.
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144 = 24 x 32

36 = 22 x 32

All of these integers are perfect squares.

9 = 32

40,000 = 26
X 54

By contrast, if a number's prime factorization contains any odd powers of primes, then the
number is not a perfect square. For instance, 132,300 = 22 x 33 X 52 X 72 is not a perfect
square, because the 3 is raised to an odd power. If this number is multiplied by 3, then the
result, 396,900, is a perfect square: 396,900 = 22 x 34

X 52.x 72•

The same logic used for perfect squares extends to perfect cubes and to other "perfect" pow-
ers. If a number is a perfect cube, then it is formed from three identical sets of primes, so all
the powers of primes are multiples of 3 in the factorization of a perfect cube. For instance,
903 = (2 X 32 x 5) (2 x 32 x 5) (2 x 32 x 5) = 23 x 36 x 53.

If k3 is divisible by 240, what is the least possible value of integer k?
(A) 12 (8) 30 (C) 60 (0) 90 (E) 120,

The prime box of k3 contains the prime factors of 240, which are 2, 2, 2, 2, 3, and 5. We
know that the prime factors of k3 should be the prime factors of k appearing in sets of
three, so we should distribute the prime factors of k3 into three columns to represent the
prime factors of k, as shown below.

We see a complete set of three 2's
in the prime box of k3

, so k must
have a factor of 2. However, there
is a fourth 2 left over. That addi-
tional factor of 2 must be from k
as well, so we assign it to one of
the component k columns. We
have an incomplete set of 3's in
the prime box of k3

, but we can
still infer that k has a factor of 3;
otherwise k3 would not have any.
Similarly, k3 has a single 5 in its
prime box, but that factor must
be one of the factors of k as well.
Thus, k has 2, 2, 3, and 5 in its
prime box, so k must be a multi-
ple of 60.

The correct answer is C.

:ManfiattanG MAT·Prep
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FACTORIALS AND DIVISIBILITY
The factorial of N, symbolized by N!, is the product of all integers from 1 up to and
including N. For instance, 6! = 6 x 5 x 4 x 3 x 2 x 1 = 720.

Because it is the product of all the integers from 1 toN. any factorial N!~ust be divisible
by all integers from 1 to N. This follows directly from the Factor Foundation Rule. Another
way of saying this is that NI is a multiple of all the integers &om 1 to N.

This fact works in concert with other properties of divisibility and multiples. For instance,
the quantity 10!+ 7 must be a.multiple of7, because both 10! and 7 are multiples of7.
lO!+ 15 must be a multiple of 15, because 10! is divisible by 5 and 3, and 15 is divisible by
5 and 3. Thus, both numbers are divisible by 15, and the sum is divisible by 15. Finally, 10!
+ II! is a multiple of any integer from 1 to 10, because every integer between land 10
inclusive is a factor of both 10! and II!, separately.

Because the factorial N! contains all the integers from 1 up to the number N, it follows that
any smaller factorial divides evenly into any larger factorial. For example, 9! is divisible by 8!
or by the factorial of any smaller positive integer. In a quotient of two N.ctorials, the smaller

factorial cancels completely. For instance, consider 81 :
5!

8! 8·7·6·j·4·j·l·1-= =8·7·6=336.
5! ss.s-zr
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Advanced Remainders
A remainder is defined as the integer portion of the dividend (or numerator) that is not
evenly divisible by the divisor (or denominator). For example, 23 is not evenly divisible by
4. When you divide 23 by 4, you get a remainder of 3 that cannot be divided out, because
23 = 5 x 4 + 3. Here is this example written in fractional notation:

Dividend --~ 23 3 "--Remainder
-=5+-

Divisor --~ 4 t 4

Quotient

The quotient is the resulting integer portion that CAN be divided out (in this case, the
quotient is 5). Note that the dividend, divisor, quotient and remainder will ALWAYS be
integers. Sometimes, the quotient may be zero! For instance, when 3 is divided by 5, the
remainder is 3 (because 0 is the biggest multiple of 5 that can be divided out of 3).

Algebraically, this relationship can be written as:

Dividend --~~ = Q + R.-.Remainder

Divisor ---~N t N

Quotient

This framework is often easiest to use on GMAT problems when you multiply through by
the divisor N:

Dividend --~ x = Q.N+R..-- Remainder

Quotient--_....Jt t•.. Divisor

(Example: 23 = 5 x 4 + 3)

Again, remember that x, Q N, and R all must ALL be integers.

CREATING NUMBERS WITH A CERTAIN REMAINDER
Rather than requiring you to find remainders, some GMAT problems require you to gener-
ate arbitrary numbers that yield a certain remainder upon division. If you need a number
that leaves remainder R upon division by N, simply take any multiple of N and add R to it.
This is equivalent to writing x = Q x N + R, since Q x N is a multiple of N.

For example, if you need a number that leaves a remainder of 5 when divided by 7, you can
pick 14 (a multiple of 7) and add 5 to get 19. If you want to write a general algebraic form,
you can write Txin: + 5, where int represents some random integer. 7xint is therefore a
multiple of 7, and 7xint + 5 is a multiple of 7, plus 5. Consider this example:

If x has a remainder of 3 when divided by 7 and y has a remainder of 2 when
divided by 7, what is the remainder of x + y when divided by 7?
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One way to solve this problem is simply to pick suitable numbers for xo"a&I].For ~ple,
14 + 3 = 17 could be x, and 7 + 2 = 9 could bey. Adding them together, We See·that 17 +
9 = 26, which has a remainder of 5 when dividedby 7. Inshorthand,we,~ write R3+ R2
= R5. Algebraically, you. could solve this problem bywritingx= 7xinJi + 3andy=7xin~
+ 2. (The two int's are not necessarily the same, so we have put subscripts 1 and 2 on
them.) Then x +y = 7xint} + 3 + 7xint2 + 2, which equals 7x(int} + in~l + 3 + 2, which
equals a multiple of 7, plus 5. Thus the remainder is 5. Notice that this remainder is the
sum of the remainders ofx and y'

VISUAIlZING REMAINDERS
We can visualize the problem above by conscructi?g a "Remainder Ruler" ~a number line
marked off with large and sinall tick marks. The large tick marks are for the multiples we
care about-in this case, multiples of7. The small tick marks are for all the other integers.

..I I I I I I I J I II I I rtl I 1)1
N umbers that leave a remainder of 2 after division by 7 are located tWo small. ticks to" the
right of a large tick. This is because such numbers are equal to a multiple of 7, plus. 2:

I *. 1 * ., *.• III. I I t f I I I I,ll II )I

likewise, numbers that leave.a remainder of 3 after division by 7 are located three small
ticks to the right of a large tick.

# . I # #..I I I II II I I I I I III .1I )I'

..

So, when you add a number with 2 extra small ticks to a number with 3 extrasmall ticks,
you get 5 extra small. ticks.

* *+ +

1
*# # 1 * # # 1 * #.• I I II I I >11 II I '.1 1 t )I

RANGE OF POSSIBLE REMAINDERS
When you divide an integer by 7, the remainder could be 0, 1,2, 3, 4,5,or 6. Notice that
you cannot have a negative remainder or a remainder larger than 7, and that you have
exactly 7 possible remainders. You can see these remainders repeating themselves on the
Remainder Ruler:I1 2 34 5 6 r 1 2 34 5 6 11 2 3.• I I I I I I I I I I I I I II )I

This pattern can be generalized. When you divide an integer by a positive integer N, the
possible remainders range from 0 to (N - 1). There are thus N possible remainders.
Negative remainders are not possible, nor are remainders equal to or larger than N.
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If 0 + b yields a remainder of 5, c + d yields a remainder of 8, and 0, b, c and d
are all integers, what is the smallest possible value for b + d?

Since the remainder must be smaller than the divisor, 5 must be smaller than b. b must be
an integer, so b is at least 6. Similarly, 8 must be smaller than d, and d must be an integer,
so d must be at least 9. Therefore the smallest possible value for b + dis 6 + 9 = 15.

REMAINDER OF 0
If x divided by y yields a remainder of 0 (commonly referred to as "no remainder"),
then x is divisible by y. Conversely, if x is divisible by y, then x divided by y yields a
remainder of 0 (or "no remainder").

Similarly, if x divided by y yields a remainder greater than 0, then x is NOT divisible by y,
and vice versa.

ARITHMETIC WITH REMAINDERS
Two useful tips for arithmetic with remainders, if you have the same divisor throughout:

(1) You can add and subtract remainders directly, as long as you correct excess or
negative remainders. "Excess remainders" are remainders larger than or equal to the
divisor. To correct excess or negative remainders, just add or subtract the divisor. For
instance, if x leaves a remainder of 4 after division by 7, and y leaves a remainder of 2
after division by 7, then x +y leaves a remainder of 4 + 2 = 6 after division by 7. You
do not need to pick numbers or write algebraic expressions for x and y. We can sim-
ply write R4 + R2 = R6.

If x leaves a remainder of 4 after division by 7 and z leaves a remainder of 5 after divi-
sion by 7, then adding the remainders together yields 9. This number is too high,
however. The remainder must be non-negative and less than 7. We can take an addi-
tional 7 out of the remainder, because 7 is the excess portion. Thus x + z leaves a
remainder of9 -7 = 2 after division by 7. We can write R4 + R5 = R9 = R2 (taking
out the excess 7). Algebraically, we can write x = 7 x intl + 4 and z = 7 x int2 + 5.

Then x + z = 7 x intl + 4 + 7 x int2 + 5 = 7 x (intl + in~) + 9 = 7 x (intl + int2) +
7 + 2. Now, most of that expression, 7 x (intl + in~) + 7, represents just another

multiple of7, so we can say that x + z is a multiple of 7, plus 2.

With the same x and z, subtraction of the remainders gives -1, which is also an unac-
ceptable remainder (it must be non-negative). In this case, add an extra 7 to see that
x - z leaves a remainder of 6 after division by 7. Using R's, we can write R4 - R5 =
R(-I) = R6 (adding a 7 in). To prove this algebraically, we can write x = 7 x intl + 4

and z = 7 x int2 + 5. Then x - z = 7 x intI + 4 - (7 x int2 + 5) = 7 x (intI - int~ -
1 = 7 x (intI - in~ - 1) + 7 - 1 = 7 x (intl - int2 - 1) + 6 , so x - z is a multiple of

7, plus 6. Notice that the algebra is a far more painful method!

Of course, you can often pick numbers to solve problems with remainders. Let us
pick x= 25 and z = 12:
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25 + 12 = 37 = 5·7 + 2 -+-Remainder

Quotient:-_---lt t.... Divisor

25-12=13=1,7+6 ~Remainder

Quotient __ ---It tL...--- Divisor

(2) You can multiply remainders, as longa$ you COl'rec:t excess remaimlen at the end.

Again, if x has a remainder of 4 upon division by 7 and z has a remainder of 5 upon
division by 7, then 4 x5 gives 20. Two additional 7's can: be taken out of this remain-
der, so x-z will have remainder 6 upon division by 7. In 'other words,' (R4)(R5) = R20
= R6 (taking out two 7's). We can prove this by again picking x = 25 and z = 12 {try
the algebraic method on your own!}:

25x12 =300=42·7 +6 ~Remainder

Quotient . '. . t. t ,... '.Divisor

REMAJNI>W AND DECIMALS
We say that 17 is not divisible by 5, because it leaves a remainder of 2 after,division by 5.
However, if you punch "17 + 5 =" into a calculator, it givesyou a nwnberb~ck: 3.4 .Thls
quotient has an integer portion (3) and a decimal portion (0.4). The decimal portion repre-
sents the remainder 2 divided by 5, as,shown below.

17 2
-=3.4=3+-
5 5

2 Remainder
In other words, 0.4 = -, or Decimal Part = -----'--

5 Divisor

We can use this relationship to solve remainder problems that involve dedtnm.

When positive integer A is divided by positive integer 8, the result is 4.35.
Which of the following coutd be the remainder when A is divided by 8?

(A) 13 (6) 14 (C) 15 (0) 16 (E) 17

We isolate the decimal part of the division result: 0.35. Now we set that decimalequal to
the unknown remainder R divided by the divisor B:

0.35 = Remainder = R
Divisor B

Now, express the decimal as a fraction and reduce: 35 7 R
0.35=-· -=-=-

100 20 B
Finally, we cross-multiply: 7B=20R

Now, since both Band R are integers, we can see that R.must contain a 7 in its prime factor-
ization; otherwise, there is no way for a 7 to appear on the left side. Thus, R must be a mul-
tiple of7. The only answer choice that in multiple of7 is 14, which is the correct answer.
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Counting Total Factors
We have discussed using the factor pair method to determine the number of total factors
of an integer. The problem with this method is that it is slow, tedious, and prone to error.
These problems are compounded when the number being analyzed has a large number of
factors. Therefore, we need a general method to apply to more difficult problems of this
type.

How many different factors does 2,000 have?

It would take a very long time to list all of the factors of 2,000. However, prime factoriza-
tion can shorten the process considerably. First, factor 2,000 into primes: 2,000 = 24 X 53.
The key to this method is to consider each distinct prime factor separately.

Consider the prime factor 2 first. Because the prime factorization of 2,000 contains four 2's,
there are five possibilities for the number of 2'5 in any factor of 2,000: none, one, two,
three, or four. (Do not forget the possibility of NO occurrences! For example, 5 is a factor
of 2,000, and 5 does not have ANY 2's in its prime box.)
Next, consider the prime factor 5. There are three 5's, so there are four possibilities for the
number of 5'5 in a factor of 2,000: none, one, two, or three. (Again, do not forget the pos-
sibility of NO occurrences of 5.) Any number with more than four 2's in its prime box can-
not be a factor of2,000.

In general, if a prime factor appears to the Nth power, then there are (N+ 1) possibilities
for the occurrences of that prime factor. This is true for each of the individual prime factors
of any number.

We can borrow a principle from the field of combinatorics called the Fundamental
Counting Principle to simplify the calculation of the number of prime factors in 2,000.
The Fundamental Counting Principle states that if you must make a number of separate
decisions, then MULTIPLY the numbers of ways to make each individual decision to find
the number of ways to make all the decisions. (For an elaboration of this principle, see the
"Comblnatorics" chapter of Manhattan GMAT's WOrd Translations Strategy Guide.)

The number of 2's and the number of 5's to include in a factor of 2,000 are two individual
decisions we must make. These two choices are INDEPENDENT of one another, so the
total number of factors of 2,000 must be (4 + 1)(3 + 1) = 5 x 4 = 20 different factors.

The logic behind this process can also be represented in the following table of factors. (Note
that there is no reason to make this table, unless you are interested in the specific factors
themselves. It simply illustrates the reasoning behind multiplying the possibilities.)

2° 21
5° 1 2
51 5 10
52 25' 50
53 125 250

22 23 24
4 8 16

20 40 80

100 200 400

500 1,000 2,000
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Each entry in the table is the unique product of a power of 2 (the columns) and a power of
5 (the rows). For instance, 50 = 21 X 52. Notice that the factor in the top left corner con-
tains no 5's and no 2's. That factor is 1 (which equals 2° x 5~.

We can easily see that the table has 5 columns (representing the possible power of 2 in the
factor) and 4 rows (representing the possible power of 5 in the factor). Thus, the total num-
ber of factors is given by 5 columns x 4 rows = 20 different factors.

Although a table like the one above cannot be easily set up for more than two prime factors,
the process can be generalized to numbers with more than two prime factors. If a number
has prime factorization a" x bY x c" (where a, b, and c are all prime), then the number has
(x + 1)(y + l)(z + 1) different factors.

For instance, 9,450 = 21 x 33
X 52 X r, so 9,450 has (1 + 1)(3 + 1)(2 + 1}(1 + 1) = 48

different factors.
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Problem Set (Advanced)
1. If w is a prime number greater than 3, and z =36w, what is the ,least common multiple of z

and 6w, in terms of w?

2. If Y = 30p, and p is prime, what is the greatest common factor of y and 14p, in terms
ofp?

3. a, band c are positive integers greater than 1. If a < b < c and abc = 286, what is c - H?

4. If z is an integer and z! is divisible by 340, what is the smallest ~sible value for z?

S. All of the following have the same set of unique prime factorsextEPT;

(A) 420 (8) 490 (C) 560 (D) 700 (E) 980

6. Which of the following numbers has exactly 15 factors?

(A) 105 (8) 108 (C) 120 (0)144 (E) 168 .

Solve Data Sufficiency Problems #7-14:

7.' Is p divisible by 168?
(1) p is divisible by 14
(2) p is divisible by 12

8. Is pq divisible by 168?
(1) p is divisible by 14
(2) q is divisible by 12

9. Is the sum of integers a and b divisible by 7?
(l)'a is not divisible by 7.
(2) b is not divisible by 7.

10. Is the sum of integers a and b divisible by 7?
(1) a is not divisible by 7.
(2) a - b is divisible by 7.

11. What is the greatest common factor of x and y?
(1) x and yare both divisible by 4.
(2)x- y=4

12. Is x divisible by 120?
(1) x is divisible by 12.
(2) x is divisible by 30.

13. ' Isx divisible by8?
(1) x is divisible by 24.
(2) x is not divisible by 16.
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14. What is the value of integer x?
(1) The least common multiple of x and 45 is 225.
(2) The least common multiple of x and 20 is 300.

Solve Problems #15-18:

15. If x2 is divisible by 216, what is the smallest possible value for positive integer x?

16. If x = 1,350:
(a) How many distinct prime factors does x have?
(b) How many total prime factors does x have? (In other words, what is the length of x?)
(c) How many total factors does x have?

17. What is the maximum possible length of an integer less than 600? (The length of an integer is
the total number of prime factors in its prime factorization.)

18. Which of the following numbers is NOT prime? (Hint: avoid actually computing these
numbers.)

(A) 6! - 1 (8) 6! + 21 (C) 6! + 41 (0)7! - 1 (E) 7! + 11

For problems #19-23, integer x has a remainder of 5 when divided by 9, and integer y has a remainder of7
when divided by 9.

19. What is the remainder when x + y is divided by 9?

20. What is the remainder when x - y is divided by 9?

21. What is the remainder when y - x is divided by 9?

22. What is the remainder when x . y is divided by 9?

23. What is the remainder when 5x - y is divided by 9?

Solve problems #24-26:

24. If x and yare positive integers and x ..;-y has a remainder of 5, what is the smallest possible
value of xy?

25. a and b are integers such that ~ = 3.45. If R is the remainder of ~, which of the following
b b

could NOT be equal to R?

(A) 3 (8) 9 (C) 36 (D) 81 (E) 144

26. When 15 is divided by y, the remainder is y - 3. If Y must be an integer, what are all the
possible values of y?
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1. 3610:

NumbeJ,': 2 3 w
36w 22 X 32 X W'

6w 2' X 3' X w'

LCM: 22 X 32
X WI

Chapter.lO

6t1.!=2x 3 x w.

The least common multiple is the product of all the factors of both integers,using the higher power of
repeated factors: (22instead of i and 32 instead of 3'). 22X 32

X W = 2 x 2 x 3 X 3 X w = 36w.

Notice that it is not actually necessary for w to be a prime number larger .~3 . .& lj),ngas w is a.posi~ve
integer, the same answer will hold true: the LCM of 6w and 36w is 36w.

2.2p:
Number: 2 3 5 7 P

30p z' X 3' X 5' - X i
141 2' - x i X i

GCF: 21 - x pI

The greatest common factor ofy (;.,30p) and 14p is
the product of all the common prime factors, using
the lower power of repeated factors. The only
repeated factors are 2 and p: z' x p' = 2x P = 2p.
Again, we would get the same answer if p were. any
positive integer.

3. 2: We do not know the values of a, b, and c individually, but we do kn()w. that a, b, ~d c are positive
integers greater than 1, and that the product of a, b, and c equals 286. Therefore, we should take the prime
factorization of 286: 286 = 143 x 2 = 13 x 11 x 2. There are a total of 3 intef;ers in .•this product -.
Furthermore, a, b, and cmust each be larger than one. Thus one of the primefactol$ !Jlust equal a, one of
the prime factors must equal b, and one of the prime factors must equal c. '

We know from the problem that a < b < c, so a must equal 2, b must equal 11, and c must equal 13.
c - b is therefore equal to 13 - 11 = 2.

4. 17: In order for z! to be divisible by 340, it must be divisible by all of the prime factors of 340. The
prime factorization of 340 is as £o11o)VS:

340 = 10 x 34 = 2 x 5 x 2 x 17

In order for z! to be divisible by 2, z must be at least 2. In order for z! to be divisiblel>y 2 x 2, z must be
at least 4. (4!=4 x 3 x 2 x 1 = 2 x 2 x 3 x 2 x 1). In order for z! to be divisible by 5, z must be at least 5.
And finally, in ()rder for z! to be divisible by 17, z must be. at l~t 17. Thus; z must be at least 17..

5. (A) 420: To solve this problem, take the prime factorization of each answer choice and note the unique
prime factors. One of the answer choices will have a different set of unique prime factors than the other
answer choices.

(A) 420 = 42 x 10 = 21 x 2 x 2 x 5 = 3x 7 x 2 x 2 x 5. (Unique primes: ~ 3, 5, and 7.)
(B) 490 = 49 x 10 = 7 x 7 x 2x 5 (Unique primes: 2, 5, and 7.)
(C) 560 = 56 x 10 = 7 x 8 x 2x 5 = 7 x 2 x 2x 2 x 2x5. (Unique primes: 2,5, and 7.)

. (D) 700 = 70 x 10 = 7 x2 x 5 x 2 x 5 (Unique primes: 2, 5, andl.~
(E) 980 = 98 x 10 = 49 x 2 x 2 x 5 = 7 x 7 x 2 x 2 x 5. (Unique primes: 2,5, and 7.)

The correct answer is (A), because it is the only answer choice with a prime factor of 3.
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6. (D) 144: This problem can be solved by enumerating the factor pairs of each answer choice to deter-
mine which number has exactly 15 factors. Alternatively, you could calculate the prime factorization of
each answer choice and write them in exponential notation. Add 1 to all of the exponents and multiply to
determine the number of factors.

However, first we should eliminate ALL answer choices that are not perfect squares. Why? Because only
perfect squares have an odd number of factors, and 15 is odd. As it turns out, only (D) is a perfect
square. Therefore only (D) can possibly have exactly 15 factors. Indeed, 144 has 15 factors: 1,2,3,4,6,8,
9, 12, 16, 18,24,36,48,96, and 144.

7. (E): The first step in this kind of problem is to determine what prime factors p needs
in order to be divisible by 168. The prime factorization of 168 is 2 x 2 x 2 x 3 x 7, so
the question can be restated as follows:

168

Are there at least three 2's, one 3, and one 7 in the prime box of p?

2, 2, 2,
3, 7

Statement (1) tells us that P is divisible by 14, which is 2 x 7. Therefore, we know that p
has at least a 2 and a 7 in its prime box. However, we do not know anything else about
the possible prime factors in p, so we cannot determine whether p is divisible by 168.
For example, P could equal 2 x 2 x 2 x 3 x 7 = 168, in which case the answer to the
question is "yes, P is divisible by 168." Alternatively, P could equal 2 x 7 = 14, in which
case the answer to the question is "no, P is NOT divisible by 168."
Therefore Statement (1) is insufficient.

Statement (1): p

2,7,
~....

Statement (2) tells us that P is divisible by 12, which is 2 x 2 x 3. Therefore, we know
that P has at least two 2's and a 3 in its prime box. However, we do not know anything
else about p, so we cannot determine whether P is divisible by 168. For example, P could
equal 168, in which case the answer to the question is "yes, P is divisible by 168."
Alternatively, P could equal 12, in which case the answer to the question is "no, P is
NOT divisible by 168." Statement (2) is insufficient.

Statement (2): p

2, 2, 3,
~

• •••

What about combining the information from Statements (1) and (2)? Can we simply take
all of the primes from the two prime boxes we created, put them into a new prime box,
and determine whether P is divisible by 168? Combining the primes from Statements INCORRECT:
(1) and (2), we seem to have three 2's, a 3, and a 7. That should be sufficient to prove Stmt's (1) & (2): p
that P is divisible by 168.

The short answer is no, we cannot do this. Consider the number 84. 84 is divisible
by 14. It is also divisible by 12. Therefore, following from Statements (1) and (2), P
could be 84. However, 84 is not divisible by 168. 84 = 2 x 2 x 3 x 7, so we are miss-
ing a needed 2.

BOTH statements mention that p contains at least one 2 in its prime factorization. It is possible that these
statements are referring to the SAME 2. Therefore, one of the 2's in Statement (2) OVERLAPS with the 2
from Statement (1). You have been given REDUNDANT information. The two boxes you made for
Statements (1) and (2) are not truly different boxes. Rather, they are two different views of the same box
(the prime box of p).
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Thus, we have to eliminate the redundant 2 when we combine the two v. pf is
prime box from Statements (1) and (2). Given both statements, we only know that p
has two 2's, a 3, and a 7 in its prime box. INSUFFICIENT. The correct answer is (E): .--------,
Statements (1) and (2) TOGETHER are NOT sufficient.

CORRECT:
Stmt's (1) & (2):p

2,2,
3, 7, ... ?

8. (C): The information in the two statements is NOT redundant. There is no overlap between the prime
boxes, because the prime boxes belong to different variables (p and '1). Statement (1) tells us that p has at
least one 2 and one 7 in its prime box. Statement (2) tells us that '1has at least two 2's and one 3 in its
prime box. When we combine the two statements, we combine the prime ~ without removing any over-
lap, because there is no such overlap. As a result, we know that the product Pf contains at least THREEts,
one 3, and one 7 in its combined prime box. We can now answer the question "Is p'1 divisible by 168?" with.
a definitive "Yes," since the question is really asking whether pq contains at least three 2's, one 3, and one 7
in its prime box.

The correct answer to this problem is (C): Statements (1) and (2) TOGETHER are SUFFICIENT.

9. (E): We need to determine whether a + b is divisible by 7. Statement (1) tells us that a is not divisible by
7, but does not tell us anything about b. NOT SUFFICIENT. Statement (2) tells us that b is not divisible
by 7, but does not tell us anything about a. Again, this is NOT SUFFICIENT.

Statements (1) and (2) combined tell us that NEITHER a nor b is divisible~y 7. Therefore it is possible
that a + b is divisible by 7, but also possible that a + b is NOT divisible by 7. For example, if a = 4 and b =
10, then a + b = 14, which is divisible by 7. However, if a = 4 and b = 11, ~ a + b= 15, which is NOT
divisible by 7. NOT SUFFICIENT. The correct answer is (E): Statements (I) and (2) together are NOT
sufficient.

10. (C): We need to determine whether a + b is divisible by 7. Statement (1) tells us that a is not divisible
by 7, but does not tell us anything about b. NOT SUFFICIENT.

Statement (2) tells us that a - b is divisible by 7. This is not enough information to answer the question. It
is possible that a + b is divisible by 7. For example, if a = 21andb = 14 then a - b = 7, which is divisible
by 7, and a + b = 35, which is divisible by 7. However, if a = 20 and b = 13 then a - b= 7, which is divis-
ible by 7, but a + b = 33, which is NOT divisible by 7. This is NOT SUFFICIENT.
Statements (1) and (2) combined tell us that a is not divisible by 7, but a -.b is divisible by 7. This tells us
that a and b have the SAME REMAINDER when divided by 7: if a - b is divisible by 7, then the remain-
der of a - b is zero. Therefore, the remainders of a and b must be equal.

Again, we know that a is not divisible by 7. Therefore, the remainder of a divided by 7 is nonzero. We.can
test different remainders for a (which must be equal to the remainder for b) and see whether the remainder
of a + b can be zero (in other words, let us see whether a + b can be divisible by 7):
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Remainder of a Remainder of b Remainder of a + b

1 1 1+1=2

2 2 2+2=4

3 3 3+3=6

4 4 4+4=8 ....• 1

5 5 5+5=10 ....• 3

6 6 6+6= 12 ....•5

No matter what remainder we choose for a, a + b will not have a remainder of 0, and therefore cannot be
divisible by 7. SUFFICIENT. The correct answer is (C): BOTH statements TOGETHER are sufficient,
but NEITHER statement ALONE is sufficient.

11. (C): Statement (1) tells us that x and yare both divisible by 4, but that does not tell us the GCF of x
and y . For example, if x = 16 and y = 20, then the GCF is 4. However, if x = 16 and y = 32, then the
GCF is 16. NOT SUFFICIENT.

Statement (2) tells us that x - y = 4, but that does not tell us the GCF of x and y. For example, if x = 1 and
y= 5, then the GCF is 1. However, if x= 16 andy = 20, then the GCF is 4. NOT SUFFICIENT.

Combined, Statements (1) and (2) tell us that x and yare multiples of 4 and that they are 4 apart on the
number line. Therefore, x and y are consecutive multiples of 4. In the GCFILCM section of this chapter,
we explained the following property of greatest common factors: Consecutive multiples of n have a GCF
of n. Since x and yare consecutive multiples of 4, their GCF equals 4. SUFFICIENT. The correct answer
is (C): BOTH statements TOGETHER are sufficient, but NEITHER statement ALONE is sufficient.

12. (E): 120 = 2 x 2 x 2 x 3 x 5. Therefore to answer this question, we need to know whether x has three
2's, a 3, and a 5 in its prime box.
Statement (1): x Statement (2): x Stmt's (1) & (2): x

2, 2, 3,
;>....

2, 3, 5,
;>

• •••

2, 2, 3,
5, ... ?

Statement (1) tells us that x has at
least two 2's and a 3 in its prime
box. We are missing two needed
primes: a 2 and a 5. NOT
SUFFICIENT.

Statement (2) tells us that x has at least a 2, a 3, and a 5 in its prime box. We are missing two primes: two
more 2's are needed. NOT SUFFICIENT.

Combining these statements, only TWO 2's are definitely in the prime factorization of x, because the 2 in
the prime factorization of 30 may be REDUNDANT-that is, it may be the SAME 2 as one of the 2's in
the prime factorization of 12. We are still missing a needed 2. NOT SUFFICIENT. The correct answer is
(E): Statements (1) and (2) together are NOT sufficient.

If you need more proof that we cannot determine whether x is divisible by 120, consider 60. The number
60 is divisible by both 12 and 30. However, it is NOT divisible by 120. Therefore, x could equal 60, in
which case it is not divisible by 120. Alternatively, x could equail20, in which case it IS divisible by 60.
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13. (A): 8 = 2 x 2 x 2. Therefore to answer this question, 'We need to know whether x has three 2'5 in itS
prime box.
Statement (1);x Statement (2):x

2, 2, 2,
3 ~., ....

(not 2, 2,
2, and 2)

Statement (1) tells us that x has at least three 2'5 and a 3 in its
prime box. We only need three Zs, so the 3 is superfluous. x
MUST be divisible by 8. SUFFICIENT.

Statement (2) tells us that x does NOT have four 2'5 in its
prime box. However, it is still pO¥ible that x has three 2's-,For

example, 24 has three 2'5 in its prime factorization, but not four 2'5. Thus xnupt bedtvisible by 8, but it
does not have to be divisible by 8. NOT SUFFICIENT. .

The correct answer is (A): Statement (1) ALONE is sufficient, but Statement (2) alone is NOT sufficient.

14. (C): We will try to determine the value of x using the LCM of x and certain other integers.

Statement (1) tells us that x and 45 (3 x 3 x 5) have an LCM of
225 (= 3 x 3 x 5 x 5 = 32 X 52).

x

Number. 3 5

Notice that the LCM of x and 45 contains two 3'5. 45 contains two
3's, so x can contain zero, one, or two 3'5. The LCM ofx and 45 con-
tains two 5's. 45 contains only ONE 5, so x must contain exactly two
5'5. (If x contained more 5'5, the LCM would contain more 5's. If x
contained fewer 5's, the LCM would contain fewer 5's.)

Therefore x can be any of the following numbers:

x= 5 x 5 = 25
x= 3 x 5 x 5 = 75
x = 3 x 3 x 5 x 5 = 225

NOT SUFFICiENT.

Statement (2) tells us that x and 20 (2 x 2 x 5) have an LCM of
300 (= 2 x 2 x 3 x 5 x 5 = 22 X 31 X 52),

Number: 2 3 5
The LCM ofx and 20 contains two 2's. 20 contains two- 3's, so x
can contain zero, one, or two 2's. The LCM of x and 20 Contains
one 3. 20 contains NO 3's, so x must contain exactly one 3.

Furthermore, the LCM of x and 20 contains two 5's. 20 contains
one 5, so x must contain euctly two 5's.

Therefore x can be any of the following numbers:

x = 3 x 5x 5 = 75.
x= 2 x 3 x 5 x 5 = 150.
x = 2 x 2 x 3 x 5 x 5 = 300.

NOT SUFFICIENT.
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From the two statements combined, we know that x = 25, 75, or 225 (Statement (1) tells us this). Also we
know that x = 75, 150, or 300 (Statement (2) tells us this). The only number that satisfies both of these
conditions is x = 75. Therefore, we know that x must be 75. SUFFICIENT. The correct answer is (C):
BOTH statements TOGETHER are sufficient, but NEITHER statement ALONE is sufficient.

15.36: The prime box of x2 contains the prime factors of
216, which are 2,2,2,3,3, and 3. We know that the prime
factors of x2 should be the prime factors of x appearing in
sets of two, or pairs. Therefore, we should distribute the
prime factors of x2 into two columns to represent the prime
factors of x, as shown to the right.

x x

We see a complete pair of two 2's in the prime box of x2
, so

x must have a factor of 2. However, there is a third 2 left
over. That additional factor of 2 must be from x as well, so
we assign it to one of the component x columns. Also, we
see a complete pair of two 3's in the prime box of x2

, so x
must have a factor of 3. However, there is a third 3 left over.
That additional factor of 3 must be from x as well, so we
assign it to one of the component x columns. Thus, x has 2,
3, 2, and 3 in its prime box, so x must be a positive multiple
of36.

2 2
3 3 Even though we do not
2 see them, the factors 2

3 ............ and 3 must be in these
boxes, too. All of the

x2 xs are identical!

/\
x x
2 2
3 3
2 "":f"'/
3 l s l

16. (a) 3: For this problem, we must find the prime factorization of x. It will be helpful to write it in expo-
nential notation when we are finished:

1,350 = 135 x 10 = 27 x 5 x 5 x 2 = 3 x 3 x 3 x 5 x 5 x 2. In exponential notation, this equals
z' x 33

X 52.

The distinct prime factors of 1,350 are 2, 3, and 5. Therefore, x has 3 distinct prime factors.

(b) 6: The total prime factors of x is 6: one 2, three 3's, and two 5's. You can also add the exponents in the
exponential notation of the prime factorization. 1,350 = 21 x 33

X 52, so 1 + 3 + 2 = 6.

(c) 24: Now that we have written the prime factorization of 1,350 in exponential notation, we can apply
the shortcut for calculating the number of total factors of an integer (discussed earlier in this chapter):
simply take the exponents on each prime factor, add 1 to each, and multiply them all together. 1,350 = z'
x 33

X 52, so (1 + 1)(3 + 1)(2 + 1) = 2 x 4 x 3 = 24.

We could also compute the number of factors using the factor pairs approach, but this process would be
cumbersome and it would be easy to miss a factor pair, because 1,350 is a large number and has many
factors.

17.9: To maximize the length of an integer of any given size, we want to pick the smallest factors possible.
Therefore we should use the smallest possible prime factors (that is, 2's) to get the maximum possible
length:

2x2=4
2x2x2=8

(Length of 2)
(Length of 3)
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2 x2 x 2 x 2= 16

DIVISIBILITY & PRI.MES ADVANCfD SOl..\:JTIONS

(Length of 4)
(Length of 5)
(Length of 6)
(Length of 7)
(Length of 8)
(Length of 9)
(Length of 10)

Chapter 10

2 x2 x 2 x 2 x 2 = 32
2x2x2x2x2x2=64
2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 = 128
2x2x2x2x2x2x2x2=2%
2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 = 512
2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 = 1,024

The maximum possible length for an integer less than 600 is therefore 9.

18. (B); We could solve this problem by computing each answerchoiceanq.. tesrlngeaPt one to see whether
it is divisi!>le by anY smaller integer. However, some of the numbers in the answer chQiceswill be very large
(for example, 7! is equal to 5,040), so testing to see whether these numbers are prime will be extremdy
time consuming.

A different approach can be taken: try to find an answer choice which CANNOT be-prime based on the
properties of divisibility. Earlier in this chapter, we learned the following property of factorials and divisibil-
ity: N!is a multiple of all integers from 1 to N. We can apply this concept directly roche answer choices:

(A) 6! - 1: 6! is not prime, but 6! - ·1·might be prime, because 6! and 1 do not share any prime factors.
(B) 61+ 21: 61 is not prime, and. 61+ 21 CANNOT be prime, because 6!and 21 are both multiples

of 3. Therefore, 61 + 21 is divisible by 3.
(C) 6! + 41: 6! is not prime, but 6! + 41 might be prime, because 6! and 41 do not share any prime

factors.
(D) 7! - 1: 7! is not prime, but 7! - 1 might be prime, because 7! and Lde not share anY'prime factors.
(E) 7! + 11: 7! is not prime, but 7! + 11 might be prime, because 7! and 11 do not share any prime

factors.

By the way, because (B) cannot be prime, we can infer that all the other answer choices MUST be prime,
without having to actually check them. There cannot be more than one correct answer choice.

19. 3: If x has a remainder of 5 after division by 9 and y has a remainder of 7 after division by 9, then
adding the remainders together yields 12. This number is too high, however. The remainder must be non-
negative and less than 9. Notice that we can take an additional 9 out of the remainder; 12 - 9 = 3.
Alternatively, we could pick numbers. For example, x = 14 and y = 25 yields x +y = 39, which has a
remainder of 3 when divided by 9, because 39 = (4 x 9) + 3.

20. 7: If x has a remainder of 5 after division by 9 and y has a remainder of7 after division by 9, then sub-
tracting the remainder of x from the remainder of y yields -2. This number is too small, however, since
remainders must be non-negative. The remainder must also be less than 9. We have to shift the remainder
upwards by adding 9: -2 + 9 = 7. Alternatively, wecould pick numbers. For example, x= 23 and
y = 16 yields x - y == 7, which has a remainder of 7 when divided by 9, because 7 = (Ox· 9) + 7.

21. 2: If x has a remainder of 5 after division by 9 and y has a remainder of 7 after division by 9, then sub-
tracting the remainder of y from the remainder of x yields 2. We do not need to adjust this result.

Alternatively, we could pick numbers. For example, x = 14 and y = 25 yields y - x = 11, which has a
remainder of 2 when divided by 9, because 11 = (1 x 9) + 2.
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22. 8: If x has a remainder of 5 after division by 9 and y has a remainder of 7 after division by 9, then multi-
plying the remainder of x by the remainder of y yields 35. This number is too large-the remainder must be
non-negative and must also be less than 9. We have to shift the remainder downward by multiples of9: 35-
9 = 26; 26 - 9 = 17; and 17 - 9 = 8. (Or, we could shift 35 down by 27: 35 - (3 x 9) = 35 - 27 = 8.)

Alternatively, we could pick numbers. For example, x = 14 and y = 25 yields x . y = 350, which has a
remainder of 8 when divided by 9, because 350 = (38 x 9) + 8.

23. 0: If x has a remainder of 5 after division by 9 and y has a remainder of 7 after division by 9, then
multiplying the remainder of x by 5 and then subtracting the remainder of y yields (5 x 5) - 7 =
25 -7 = 18. This number is too large-the remainder must be non-negative and must also be less than 9.
We have to shift the remainder downward by multiples of9: 18 - 9 = 9, and 9 - 9 = o. (Or, we could
shift 18 down by 18: 18 - (2 x 9) = 18 - 18 = 0.) Therefore, 5x - y will always be divisible by 9 in this
scenario.

Alternatively, we could pick numbers. For example, x = 14 and y = 25 yields 5x - y = 5(14) :- 7 =
70 -7 = 63. The number 63 has a remainder of 0 when divided by 9, because 63 = (7 x 9) +0.

24. 30: The remainder must always be smaller than the divisor. In this problem, 5 must be smaller than y.
Additionally, y must be an integer, so y must be at least 6. If Y is 6, then the smallest possible value of x is 5.
(Other values of x that leave a remainder of 5 when divided by 6 would be 11, 17, 23, etc.) If y is chosen
to be larger than 6, then the smallest possible value of x is still 5. Thus, we will get the smallest possible
value of the product xy by choosing the smallest x together with the smallest y. The smallest possible value
of xy is 5 x 6 = 30.

25. (A): We can separate the division operation into two components: the integer portion of the result (i.e.,
the quotient), and the remainder portion of the result:

Dividend a Remainder
-=3.45=3+0.45-+- D ..

Divisor ---!..- b L rvisor

Quotient

The remainder divided by the divisor equals 0.45. Therefore, R + b = 0.45:

R 45 9
-=0.45=-=-
b 100 20

Cross-multiplying leads to:

20xR =9xb

Since Rand b must be integers, R must be divisible by 9. The right-hand side of the equation is divisible by
9, so the left-hand side must be divisible by 9. The number 20 does not provide any needed prime factors
to help make the left-hand side divisible by 9. Therefore, R must have two 3's in its prime factorization to
make the left-hand side divisible by 9. (Incidentally, b must be divisible by 20-the same reasoning
applies.)

The only answer choice that is not divisible by 9 is (A).
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IN ACTION ANSWER KEY DIVISIBIUTY & PRIMES ADVANCED SOLUTIONS Chapter 10
26.3,6,9, and 18:There are two ways we can solve this problem effectively. The first way is to pick num-
bers for y to see which values of y yield a remainder 3 less than y. The second way is to use algebra to deter-
mine which values for y are possible.

The first thing to note is that the remainder isy - 3. Since the remainder must be non-negative, y must be
at least 3.

The second thing to note is that y is at most 18. When y = 18, the divisor (18) is 3 larger than 15, and the
quotient is zero . .& y increases, the remainder will not change. For example, if the divisor is 19, the remain-
der is still 15 and the quotient is still zero (the divisor is now 4 more than 15). If the divisor is 20, the
remainder is still 15 and the quotient is still zero (the divisor is now 5 more than 15). Thus asy increases
beyond 18, the difference between y and the remainder will continue to grow, and the remainder will never
again be within 3 units of y.

From this point you could pick numbers, dividing 15 by these numbers to check to see whether the
remainder is 3 lower than the number you have picked. Only 15 divided by 3,6,9, and 18 yield remain-
ders three less than the divisor:

15 = (5 x3) + 0
15 = (2 x 6) + 3
15 = (1 x 9) + 6
15 = (0 x 18) + 15

Remainder of 0 is 3 less than divisor of 3.
Remainder of 3 is 3 less than divisor of 6.
Remainder of 6 is 3 less than divisor of 9.
Remainder of 15 is 3 less than divisor of 18.

Alternatively, you could take an algebraic approach. The dividend is 15, the divisor is y, the quotient is
irrelevant (though it can be represented as x, as a placeholder), and the remainder is y - 3:

15 = (x x y) + (r - 3)

Now, we can solve for y.

18=X)'+y
18 = y(x+ 1)

Since x and y must both be integers, this simply tells us that y needs to be a factor of 18. (So does x + 1,
but the quotient x is irrelevant in this problem). Therefore it appears y could equal 1, 2, 3, 6, 9, or 18.

However, remember that the remainder is y - 3 and that remainders must be non-negative. Thus, y cannot
equal 1 or 2, because that would make the remainder negative. Therefore, y can equal 3, 6, 9, or 18.
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O&E/P&N/CONSEC INTS ADVANCED STRATEGY

Special Case of Divisibility (Odds·&..Evens)
As we. have seen, the definition of an even integer is that it is divisible by 2. Therefore, some
Odds & Evens problems require analysis using divisibility rules and remainder rules.

If X, Y and z are integers and xyz is divisible by 8, isx even?

(1) yz is divisible by 4
(2) X, Y, and z are all NOT divisible by4 2,2,2

;>... _.
The problem stem. tells us that xyz is divisible by 8. Therefore, in its
prime factorization, xyz has three 2'$, and possibly more.

Statement (1) tells us that yz has at least two 2's in it. However, the third 2 could be in x, or
it could be in Y or z. For example, x could be 2 and yzcould be 4, or x could be 1 andyz
could be 8. Note that Statement (1) does not preclude the possibility that yz is divisible by
8, 16, etc. INSUFFICIENT.

Statement (2) tells us that x, y, and z do NOT have at least two 2's in them. Since there
must be three 2's in xyz, EACH variable must contain one and ONLY one 2 in its prime
factorization. Thus, x is even (divisible by 2). SUFFICIENT. The correcdtnsweris(B).

x y

2, g, ... ? 2, g, ... ?
Divisibility by 2 has a special property that divisibility by other numbers does. not have.
Recall from Chapter 10 that in general when we add or subtract two numbers, neither of
which is divisible by x, we cannot tell whether the result will be divisible bYx. However,
when adding or subtracting two integers, neither of which is divisible by 2, the result will
always be divisible by 2. (This is an advanced way of saying that the sum or differen~ of
two odd numbers is even.)

Remainder Rules to Remember: ",
Odd integers are those integers that leave a remainder 'of 1after division. by 2.
Even integers are those integers that leave a remainder of 0 after division by 2..

If we add two numbers that are odd, the remainder R seems to be 1 + 1.:: 2. However, you
cannot have a remainder of 2; the only possible remainders after you divide ky 2 are 0 ~d 1.
You then subtract the excess 2 from R. and the remainder R ls now O. Thus.jhe sum is divis-
ible by 2. Again, we are simply saying that Odd + Odd = Even.

If W, X, Y and z are integers and w + X = y, is y divisible by z?

(1) wand X each have a remainder of 1 when divided by z
(2) z = 2

:M.anliattttnGMA!Prep
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Statement (1) tells us that wand x are each 1 larger than a multiple of z. If z = 5, for exam-
ple, then w could be 6 and x could be 11. Then y would equal 17, which is NOT divisible
by z. However, if z = 2, then no matter what numbers we pick for w and x, they must be
odd, in which case y is even, or divisible by 2. INSUFFICIENT.

Statement (2) tells us nothing about to, x, or y. INSUFFICIENT.

Statements (1) and (2) combined tell us that wand x are odd, so y must be even and thus
divisible by 2. The correct answer is (C).

Representing Evens and Odds Algebraically
Even numbers are multiples of 2, so an arbitrary even number can be written as 2n, where n
is any integer. Odd numbers are one more or less than multiples of 2, so an arbitrary odd
number can be written as 2n + 1 or 2n - 1, where n is an integer.

Using algebra to represent odd and even numbers can be helpful in answering questions in
which all that is known about a variable is whether it is odd or even.

What is the remainder when a is divided by 4 ?
(1) a is the square of an odd integer.
(2) a is a multiple of 3.

One way to evaluate Statement (1) is to square a series of odd integers, divide each of the
squares by 4, and observe the remainders. However, you can use theory to solve this prob-
lem faster.

An arbitrary odd integer can be written 2n + 1, where n is an integer. Therefore, the square
of an arbitrary odd integer can be written as (2n + 1)2 = 4n2 + 4n + 1. The first two terms
of this expression are multiples of 4, which have remainder 0 upon division by 4, so the
overall expression must have remainder 1 upon division by 4. Thus, Statement (1) is
SUFFICIENT.

Statement (2) can be proven insufficient by picking examples. When 3 is divided by 4, the
remainder is 3; when 6 is divided by 4, the remainder is 2. Therefore, statement (2) is
INSUFFICIENT. The correct answer is (A).

Absolute Value of a Difference
The absolute value Ix - y I can be interpreted as the distance between x and y. Using this
interpretation, you can rephrase Ix - 3 I < 4 as "the distance between x and 3 is less than 4
units," or equivalently, "x is less than 4 units away from 3." This means that -1 < x < 7.
This concept is also useful in reverse, when you have to write an absolute value equation
that shows a particular relationship.

To perform in a certain youth dance group, girls must be between 4 feet tall
(48 inches) and 4 feet 6 inches tall (54 inches), inclusive. If x represents a
girl's height, in inches, write an absolute value equation for the heights of
girls who are eligible to perform.
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The eligible girls' heights satisfy the double inequality 48 :S .x :5 54. To eJWressthis
inequality in terms of absolute value, we need to flndthe midpoint, or ave~e, of the
range. The average of 48 and 54 is 51 inches. .

The eligible girls' heights range from 48 inches, which is 3 less than the midpoint of51
inches, to 54 inches, which is 3 greater than 51 inches. Therefore, the dis~ce between x
and 51 is at most 3. In other words, Ix-51 I :5 3.

On the number line, this looks like:

x --~~

• II.
54•48 51

For more on Absolute Value, see the "Complex Absolute Value Equations" section of this
chapter and the "Basic Equations Strategy" and "IneqtiaHties"chapters of the Manhattan
GMAT Equations, Inequalities, and VICs Strategy Guide.

DisguisedPositive, &. Negative Questions,
Some Positives & Negatives questions are disguised as inequalities. This generally occurs
whenever a question tells you that a quantity is greater than or less than 0, or asks you
whether a quantity is greater than or less than O.

a-b
If--<0 I is a>b?

c

(1) c < 0
(2) a + b < 0

This problem is a disguised Positives & Negatives question, because we are ~ld in several
places that a variable expression is greater or less than zero.

The fact that a - b < 0 tells us that d - b and c have DIFFERENT signs. Thus one of the
c

expressions is positive and the other is negative.
Statement (1) tells us that c is negative. Therefore, a - b must-be positive:

a-b>O
a>b

Statement (1) is SUFFICIENT.

Statement (2) tells us that the sum of a and b is negative. This does not tdlus whether a is
larger than b. INSUF:}lICIENT. The correct answer is. (A).

Generally speaking, whenever you see inequalities with zero on either side of the inequali-
ty, you should consider testing positivelnegatiw cases to help solve the ptoblem. For
more on testing disguised Positive & Negatives problems, see the "lnequalitits"· chapter of
the Manhattan GMAT Equations, Inequalities, and VICr Strategy Guide.
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Complex Absolute Value Equations
So far we have looked at two basic attributes of absolute value: it is always positive, and it
can be interpreted as distance on a number line. Absolute value problems on the GMAT
can get more complicated in two primary ways: .

(1) The equation or inequality contains two different variables in absolute value expres-
sions. These problems, which generally do not have constants in them, are NOT easy to
solve algebraically. Rather, a more conceptual approach is preferable.

(2) The equation has more than one absolute value expression but only one variable and
one or more constants. These equations are usually easier to solve with an algebraic
approach than a conceptual approach. Problems of this type are discussed in the "Basic
Equations Strategy" and "Inequalities" chapters of the Manhattan GMAT Equations,
Inequalities, and VICs Strategy Guide.

Solving the first type of problem algebraically would require testing several cases, which
quickly becomes unmanageable. Hence, try the simpler method of picking and testing
numbers, specifically positives, negatives, and zero.

If I x I-I y I= I x + y I and xy does not equal 0, which of the following must be true?

(A) x- y > 0
(8) x - Y < 0
(C)x+y>O
(0) xy > 0
(E) xy < 0

To solve this problem algebraically, we would need to consider many theoretical cases: one
for each possible positive/negative/zero combination of the expressions inside the absolute
value signs. Since xy does not equal 0, we can eliminate the x = 0 and y = 0 cases. We can
eliminate two more cases upon reflection: x and y cannot be positive while x +y is negative,
and x and y cannot be negative while x +y is positive. Still, that leaves many cases to test,
and testing these cases would take too much time and be too confusing.

An alternative is that we could pick numbers for x and y and test positive/negative scenarios
for them. Note that Ix I has to be bigger than or equal to Iy I, since Ix I - Iy I is equal to an
absolute value and therefore I x I - Iy I ~ 0 (absolute values cannot be negative):

x 1 Ixl-111 IX+11 Valid?

3 2 131-121=1 13+21=5 NO

3 -2 131-1-21 = 1 13+ (-2) 1=1 YES

-3 2 1-31-121 = 1 1(-3) + 21 = 1 YES

-3 -2 1-3 I -1-2 I = 1 I (-3) + (-2) 1=5 NO

The cases that work are the those in which the two variables have a DIFFERENT SIGN.
The answer is the condition that also obeys this "different sign" criterion: the product of x
and y is negative, or (E) xy < O.
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Consecutive Integers and Divisibility
We saw in Part I how we could use prime boxes to track divisibility for consecutive integers.
Problems involving these concepts can become very difficult. Consider this example:

Ifx3
- x = p, and x is odd, is p divisible by 24?

If we factor x out of the expression x3 - x, we get x(x2 - 1). If we further factor this expres-
sion, we get x(x + l)(x - 1). If we rearrange these terms, we can see that this is a product of
consecutive integers:

p = (x - 1) x(x + 1)

If x is odd, then (x - 1) and (x + 1) must be even.
Thus, P is divisible by at least 4. Furthermore, (x - 1)
and (x + 1) are consecutive multiples of 2. So either (x -
1) or (x + 1) must have another 2 and be divisible by 4.
Therefore, P is divisible by 8.

In addition, one of the numbers-(x - 1), x, or (x + 1)-
is divisible by 3, because in any set of 3 consecutive inte-
gers,
one of the integers will be a multiple of 3. We can
therefore conclude that if x is odd, P will be divisible by
at least 2 x 2 x 2 x 3 = 24.

(x-I) (x+ 1)

22

3 2

Note that if we were told that x is even, we would have the (x - 1)
product of two odd integers and one even integer. One ---......----.....-- .•.••
even number in the product would guarantee that the
product would be divisible by 2. The product would also
be divisible by 3, as before. However, we would not know
anything more' about the prime factors of the product.
Therefore, unless we also knew that x itself were divisible
by 8, 24 would not necessarily be a factor of p.

x (x+ 1)

2

3
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Problem Set (Advanced)

1. If p, q, and r are integers, is pq + r even?

(1) p + r is even.
(2) q + r is odd.

2. If k = 2n - 1, where n is an integer, what is the remainder of k
2

?
8

(A) 1
(B) 3
(C) 5
(0) 7
(E) Cannot be determined from the information given.

3. If x, y, and 1 are prime numbers and x < y < 1,what is the value of x?

(1) xy is even.
(2) xz is even.

4. If c and d are integers, is c - 3d even?

(1) c and d are odd.
(2) c - 2d is odd.

s. For each of the following, what are the possible remainders upon division by 4?

(A) The product of two consecutive even integers
(B) The square of an odd integer
(C) The square of an even integer
(0) The product of two consecutive odd integers
(E) The product of two consecutive integers

6. Classify each of the following as ALWAYSan integer, SOMETIMES an integer, or NEVER
an integer:

(A) An even number divided by a smaller even number
(B) An even number divided by a smaller odd number
(C) An odd number divided by a smaller even number
(0) An odd number divided by a smaller odd number

7. Which of the following inequalities is equivalent to
the shaded part of the number line shown to the
right?

.•..---x --~
• • I
-7 -1 0

(A) [x] 2=-7
(0) [x] s-l

(B) Ix- 41 2= 3 (C) Ix+ 41 s 3
(E) Ix+31 s4
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8. Is pqr>O?

(1) pq >0

(2) !I<O
r

9. Ifx * 0, is -1:1 = 1 ?

(1) -xlxl > 0
(2) ~ = 9

10. Which values of x are solutions to the inequality [x + 11 + [x - 11 !5 2? (Hint: try a conceptual
approach. Your answer will be an inequality as welL)

11. A machinist's salary at a factory increases by $2,000 at the end of each full year the machinist
works. If the machinist's salary for the fifth year is $39,000, what is the machinist's average
annual salary for his first 21 years at the factory?

12. Is the average of n consecutive integers equal to 1?

(1) n is even.

(2) If 5 is the sum of the n consecutive integers, then 0 <5 <n.

13. The product 7 x 6 x 5 x 4 x 3 is divisible by all of the following EXCEPT:
-.

(A) 120 (8) 240 (C) 360 (D) 840 (E) 1260

14. If 5 is a set of consecutive integers, what is the sum of the elements in 5?

(1) The largest element in 5 is 55.
(2) There are 11 elements in 5.
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1. (E): Statement (1) tells us that P + rls even. Therefore bothp and r are even, or Mdt p andr are odd.
For each of those scenarios, q could be odd or even. We need to set up a table·tO ani!.lyzeall of these
possibilities:

Scenario P iJ r H+r
1 ODD ODD ODD OxO+O=E
2 -ODD EVEN ODD Ox E+'O=O
3 EVEN ODD EVEN ExO+O=O
4 EVEN EVEN .EVEN OxE+E=E

Since pq + r could be odd or even, Statement (1) is INSUFFICIENT.

Similarly, we can evaluate Statement (2) with a scenario table. The variables iJ and r must either both be
odd or both be even, and P can be odd or even:

Sceoario P IJ r m+r
5 ODD EVEN ODD OxE+O=O I

6 EVEN EVEN ODD ExE+O=O
7 ODD ODD EVEN OxO+E=O
8 EVEN ODD ~VEN ExO*~=E

Thus Statement (2) is INSUFFICIENT.

Notice that Scenarios 2 and 5 are identical, as are Scenarios 3 and 8. Therefore both sets of scenarios meet
the criteria laid forth in Statements (1) and (2), but they yield opposite answers to the question:

Scenarlo P iJ r PiJ+ r
2&5 ODD EVEN ODD OxE+O=O
3&8 EVEN ODD EVEN ExO+E=E

Since both scenarios are possible, Statements (1) and (2) combined are INSUFFICIENT. The correct
answer is (E).

2. (A) 1: Since k = 2n - 1, we can represent k2 as:

We can factor this expression as follows:

k = 4n(n - 1) + 1

If n is even, then n - lis odd, while if n is odd, then n- 1 is even. Therefore no matter what integer n is,
k will equal 4 x even x odd, plus 1. In other words, k will equal a multiple of 8, plus 1. Therefore, the

. d f k
2

• 1remam er 0 - IS •
8
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3. (D): If xy is even, then x is even or y is even. Since x < y, x must equal 2, because 2 is the smallest and
only even prime number. Statement (1) is SUFFICIENT.

Similarly, If xz is even, then x is even or z is even. Since x < z, x must equal 2, because 2 is the smallest and
only even prime number. Statement (2) is SUFFICIENT.

4. (A): Ifboth c and d are odd, then c - 3d equals 0 - (3 x 0) = 0 - 0 = E. Statement (1) is
SUFFICIENT.

If c - 2d is odd, then c must be odd, because 2d will always be even. However, this tells us nothing about
d. Statement (2) is INSUFFICIENT.

5. (A): 0, (B): 1, (C): 0, (D): 3, (E): 0 or 2
(A) Each of the two even integers is divisible by 2. Therefore, the product is divisible by 2 twice, making it
divisible by 4. Therefore, since the product is evenly divisible by 4, it must leave a remainder of 0 upon
division by 4. Alternatively, write an algebraic expression for consecutive even integers, 2n and 2n + 2, and
multiply them, giving 2n(2n + 2) = 4n2 + 4n. Both terms of this expression are divisible by 4, making the
whole expression divisible by 4. Therefore, the remainder upon division by 4 is zero.

(B) A generic expression for an odd integer is 2n + 1; squaring gives (2n + 1)2 = 4n2 + 4n + 1. Since the
first two terms are multiples of 4, the remainder upon division by 4 is 0 + 0 + 1 = 1. Alternatively, we
know that Odd + 4 leaves R1 or R3. Odd2 = (Rl)(Rl) = R1 OR (R3)(R3) = R9 = R1 (taking out two 4's).

(C) A generic expression for an even integer is 2n; squaring gives (2n)2 = 4n2. Since this is a multiple of 4,
the remainder upon division by 4 is O.

(D) A generic expression for consecutive odd integers is 2n + 1 and 2n + 3; multiplication yields (2n +
1)(2n + 3) = 4n2 + 8n + 3. Since the first two terms are multiples of 4, the remainder upon division by 4 is
o + 0 + 3 = 3. Alternatively, we know that Odd + 4 leaves R1 or R3. The product of (Odd) (Odd + 2) =
(Rl)(R3) = R9 = Rl (taking out two 4's).

(E) Examine the first three products of consecutive integers: 1 x 2 = 2, 2 x 3 = 6, 3 x 4 = 12. The first two
products leave a remainder of 2 upon division by 4, but the last leaves a remainder of o. Therefore, there is
not a unique remainder, and the remainder would be 0 or 2 (Note that the product will always be even, so
the remainder cannot be 1 or 3).

6. (A): SOMETIMES, depending on whether the smaller integer contains any prime factors that are not

also part of the larger integer. For instance, ~ is an integer, but ~ is not (because the prime factorization
4 6

of 6 contains 3, a factor not present in the prime factorization of 8).

(B): SOMETIMES, depending on whether the smaller integer contains any prime factors that are not also

part of the larger integer. For instance, ~ is an integer, but ~ is not (because the prime factorization of 5 is3 5
5, a factor not present in the prime factorization of 6).
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(C): NEVER. All even numbers, no matter how small, contain at least one 2in their prime factorization.
However, no odd number has a 2 in its prime factorization. Therefore, this quotient can never be an inte-
ger, because at least one "2" in the denominator will not cancel.
(D): SOMETIMES, depending on whether the smaller integer contains any prime factors that are not also

part of the larger integer. For instance, 2. is an integer, but 2. is not (because the prime factorization of 5 is3 5
5, a factor not present in the prime factorization of 9).

7. (C) Ix + 41 s 3: The first step for this problem is to find Miclpoint
the midpoint of the region in the graph. The midpoint is the t
average of the endpoints (-1 and -7), which is -4. Next, • "I . • I
notice that the maximum possible distance that x can be away -7 . -4 -1 0
from -4 is 3 units (-1 is 3 greater than -4, and -7 is 3 less
than -4). Therefore, x- (-4), or x+ 4, cannot be more than 30r less than -3. Thus, /x+ 41S 3.

8. (E): Statement (1) tells us that p and q have the same sign. This tells us nothing about r, so Statement
(1) is INSUFFICIENT. Statement (2) tells us that q and r have opposite signs. This tells us nothing about
p, so Statement (2) is INSUFFICIENT. Combined, we know that p and qhavethe same sign, and "has
the opposite sign. If p andq are positive, r is negative and ptp is negative. Ifp and If are negative, r is posi-
tive and pqr is positive. INSUFFICIENT. The correct answer is (E).

9. (A): If -1:1 = I, it must be true that -x = Ixl. This will only be true when x is negative. Statement (1)

tells us that -xlxl is positive. Since Ixl cannot be negative, this implies that -x is positive, so x is negative ..
SUFFICIENT. Statement (2) tells us that Ixl = 3, so x = 3 or -3. This does not tells us whether x is nega-
tive. INSUFFICIENT. The correct answer is (A).

10.-1 s x S 1: Even though this problem only contains one variable, it is extremely difficult to solve
with algebra. However, you can interpret the absolute values as distance expeessions: The distance of x from
-1, plus the distance of x from 1,is smaller than or equal to 2.

Draw a number line, separating it into three regions according to the points -1 and 1:

-;X<-I t -I~X<I.! x>1 -

-1 0 1
No point in the left-hand region can satisfy the inequality, because if x is less than -1, then the distance
between x and 1 is larger than 2. Similarly, if x is larger than 1, then its distance from --I is larger than 2.
For any point in the middle region, though-including -1 and 1themselves-the distances from -1 to x
and from x to 1 add up to exactly 2. If, for example, x :::0.2, then the distaace to -1 is 1.2, and the dis-
tance to 1 is 0.8. We see that 1.2 + 0.8 = 2. You can demonstrate that this will be truefor any value of x
that satisfies -1s x s 1.
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11. $51,000: The annual salaries of the machinist are an evenly spaced set, because each year the salary
increases by the same amount. From the properties of evenly spaced sets, we know that the number we are
seeking is both the median and the mean of the 21-year salary scale. It is also the average of the first and
last years' salaries:

(First year's salary) +(Last year's salary)
Average Salary =---=---=----=----..:..-

2

To find the salaries for the first and twenty-first years, use the fact that the salaries increase by constant
increments of $2,000 per year.

The 1st year is four years before the fifth year, so the Ist year salary is $39,000 - 4(2,000) = $31,000.
The 21st year is sixteen years after the fifth year, so the 21st year salary is $39,000 + 16(2,000) = $71,000.

($31,000 +$71,000)
Therefore, the average salary for all 21 years is 2 $51,000.

12. (D): Statement (1) states that there is an even number of consecutive integers. This statement tells us
nothing about the actual values of the integers, but the average of an even number of consecutive integers
will never be an integer. Therefore, the average of the n consecutive integers cannot equal 1. SUFFICIENT.

Statement (2) tells us that the sum of the n consecutive integers is positive, but smaller than n. Perhaps the
most straightforward way to interpret this statement is to express it in terms of the average of the n num-
bers, rather than the sum. Average = Sum + Number, so we can reinterpret the statement by dividing the
compound inequality by n:

O<S<n
o S n
-<-<-
n n n

S
0<-<1

n

This tells us that the average integer in set S is larger than 0 but less than 1. Therefore, the average number
in the set does NOT equal 1. SUFFICIENT. The correct answer is (D).

As a footnote, this situation can happen ONLY when there is an even number of integers, and when the
"middle numbers" in the set are 0 and 1. For example, the set of consecutive integers to, I} has a median
number of 0.5. Similarly, the set of consecutive integers {-3, -2, -1, 0, 1,2,3, 4} has a median number of
0.5.

13. (B) 240: First, determine the prime factorization of the product:

7 x 6 x 5 x 4 x 3 = 7 x (3 x 2) x 5 x (2 x 2) x 3 = 23
X 32

X 5 x 7.

Next, write the prime factorization of each answer choice and determine which choice has a prime factor
that is NOT in the prime factorization of the product above. Note that you can re-use a lot of your work,
because the answer choices share many common prime factors.
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IN ACTION ANSWER KEY O&E/P&N/CONSEC INTS ADVANCED SOLUTIONS Chapter 11
(A): 120 = 10 x 12 = 23 x 3 x 5. All of these primes are in the factorization of7 x 6 x 5 x 4 x 3.
(B): 240 = 10 x 24 = 2'*x 3 x 5. There is an extra 2 in this factorization that is NOT part of the fac-

torization of7 x 6 x 5 x 4 x 3. Therefore, the product is not divisible by 240.

(C): 360 = 10 x 36 = 23 x 32
X 5. All of these primes are in the factorization of7 x 6 x 5 x 4 x 3.

(D): 840 = 10 x 12 x 7 = 23
X 3 x 5 x 7. All of these primes are in the factorization of7 x 6 x 5 x 4 x 3.

(E): 1260 = 10 x 18 x 7 = 22 X 32 X 5 x 7. All of these primes are in the factorization of7 x 6 x 5 x 4 x 3.

An alternative method is to recognize that 120 = 5!, which is a factor of the product of any 5 consecutive
integers. Thus, answer choice (A) can be eliminated. Going further, we can rearrange 7 x 6 x 5 x 4 x 3 as
the product 7 x 3 x 2 x 5 x 4 x 3, which in turn can be rewritten as 7 x 3 x 5!. Since 240 = 2 x 5!, we
can now observe that (7 x 3 x 51)+ (2 x 5!)= 21 + 2, which is not an integer. This tells us that (B) is the
right answer.

14. (C): Statement (1) tells us that the largest (last) element in 5 is 55. However, we do not know how
many elements are in 5, or what the smallest (first) number in 5 is, so we cannot determine the average.
For example, if the smallest number is 53, then the average is (53 + 55) + 2 = 54. If the smallest number is
11, then the average is (11 + 55) + 2 = 33. INSUFFICIENT.

Statement (2) tells us that there are 11 elements in the set. However, we know nothing about the size of the
numbers in 5. For example, if S is the set of integers from 1 to 11, the average is (1 + 11) + 2 = 6. If 5 is
the set of integers from 35 to 45, the average is (35 + 45) + 2 = 40. INSUFFICIENT.

Combining Statements (1) and (2), we know that 55 is the largest element in 5 and there are 11 elements
in 5. Using the formula for the number of terms in a set of consecutive integers, we can find the smallest"
number in the set:

Number of terms = (Last - First) + 1

11 = (55 - First) + 1
First = 55 + 1 - 11 = 45

Therefore, Set 5 is the set of consecutive integers from 45 to 55. The average of the elements in 5 is (45 + 55)
+ 2 = 50, and there are 11 elements. The sum of the elements is 50(11) = 550. SUFFICIENT.

The correct answer is (C). Note that we did not need to compute this sum, because we knew three
required pieces of information: (a) the last number in the series, which is 55; (b) the increment, which is 1;
and (c) the number of terms, which is 11. As mentioned in the text, these three pieces of information fully
define ANY evenly spaced set.
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In This Chapter ...

• Simplifying Exponential Expressions

• Factoring and Distributing Exponents

• Simplifying Roots with Prime Factorization

• Adding and Subtracting Roots

• Using Conjugates to Rationalize Denominators
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EXPONENTS & ROOTS ADVANCED- STRATEGY

Simplifying Exponential Expressions
As we saw in Part I, wheaever two or more terms with exponeats are ad4ed orsubtra<:t-
ed, consider factoring the terms. There may be common factors across the terms that can
be factored out.

(r+77\Jl5
Simplify the following expression: ~_-,r~

83'25

This type of expression can be factored by applying rules of exponents using a 4-step
process. Use this process whenever a problem contains multiple exponential terms that
need to be combined--especially if some of the terms share common prime factors:

Hte., Process

(75+77)45 = 75(1+72)45 = 75(50)45

83.25 83·25 83.251. Simplify or factor any additive
or subtractive terms

2. Break every non-prime base
down into prime factors

75 x(5.5 .2)x(2 .2)5

(2.2.2)3(5 ·5)

3. Distribute the exponents to
every prime factor

4. Combine the exponents for
each prime factor and simplify

This process may not be the fastest way to combine exponential expressions such as this one
(for example, the "5" terms in the numerator and denominator could have been eliminated
earlier on). However, if you apply the prime factorizations and rules of exponents correctly,
these steps will always lead you to the right answer.

Factoring and Distributing of Exponents
As discussed earlier, GMAT problems often contain exponential expressions that can be
factored or distributed. Distributing a factored expression or factoring a distributed expres-
sion can often help the solution process. A general rule of thumb is that when you
encounter any exponential expression in which two or more terms include something
common in the base, you should comider factoring. Similarly, when an expression is
given in factored form, conslder distributing it. It is especially important to note that you
should feel comfortable going both ways: from distributed form to factored form, and vice
versa

Chapter 12

The 4-step process can
help you sill)plify even
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Chapter 12 EXPONENTS & ROOTS ADVANCED STRATEGY
Below are some advanced examples of factored and distributed exponential expressions that
are equivalent. For more on Factoring and Distributing, please see the "Basic Equations"
chapter of Manhattan GMAT's Equations, Inequalities, and VICs strategy guide.

DISTRIBUTED FORM

2 •• ••x -x

4 2 •• IIIx -x

i-73 II ••
Look for different ways
to factor or distribute

58+59 +510 •• ••exponential expressions.

Z3 -z •• •
lO(h+l) •• •
lO(h-l) •• •

35+35+35 •• •
ab _ab-I II III

pq+ pr+qs+rs •• III

:ManliattanG MAT'Prep
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FACTORED FORM

x(x-l)

X2(X2 -1) = x2(x+ l)(x-l)

Z(Z2 -1) = z(z+ 1)(z-l)

p(q+r)+s(q+r)=

(p+ s)(q + r)·
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EXPONENTS & ROOTS ADVANC~SSTR:AtEGY

Simplifying Roots with Prime Factorization
Because the GMAT is multiple-choice-and because you are not allowed to use a calCu:Ia-
tor-you should recognize different forms of the same expression.

To simplify a root, follow this procedure:
(1) Factor the number under the radical sign into primes.
(2) Pull out any pair of matching primes from under the radical sign, and place one of

those primes outside the root. (When you do this step, you are using the property

that defines square roots: .[;:; = x, where x is any positive numbee)
(3) Consolidate the expression.

Consider this example:

Simplify JiBO.
First, factor 180 into primes, yielding ..)3·3·2.2·5. Next, remove each pair of primes and
replace it with a single prime for that pair OUTSIDE of the radical:

..)3·3.2.2.5= (3·2).J5. Finally, consolidate the 3 and 2, yielding 6..[s.

Adding and Subtracting Roots
Roots act like variables in addition and subtraction: you can only combine them if they are

"like terms" or similar terms. In other words, you cannot combine .J3 and . ..[s in the

expression .J3 +..[s. The only root expressions you can combine in sums ordifferenc:es are
expressions that, once simplified, have the same number under the radical sign.

Therefore, you must simplify roots before you add or subtract them to see whether the final
number under the radical is the same. Sometime roots that do not appear at first to be simi-
lar can in fact .be combined.

Simplify.J80 -.J45.

First, factor each number under the radical into primes. Then, simplify by removing the
pairs of primes and placing one number from each pair outside the radical, and consolidate:

.J8O-J45 =..)2.2.2·2·5 -.J3T5 =(2·2)$-3$ =4$ -3$

Because the remaining number under the radical sign is identical in both terms, we can
combine these terms when we subtract:

4..[s - 3..[s = J5

This result is probably unexpected. This is why you must always simplify roots.

!MannattanGMA"fgrep
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Chapter 12
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nator of any &action
with a square root PLUS
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EXPONENTS & ROOTS ADVANCED STRATEGY

Using Conjugates to Rationalize Denominators
Some GMAT problems involve fractions that contain square roots in the denominator.
When the denominator is a square root alone, it is easy to simplify the fraction by simply
multiplying the numerator and denominator by the square root:

4
Simplify .fi.

By multiplying the numerator and denominator by the square root, we can remove the root
from the denominator entirely:

However, simplifying a denominator that contains the sum or difference of a square root
AND another term is more difficult:

4
Simplify --;;:.3-...,2

To simplify this type of problem, we need to use the conjugate of the denominator. The
conjugate for any square root expression involving addition or subtraction is defined as
follows:

For a+../b, the conjugate is given by a -../b.
For a-../b, the conjugate is given by a+../b.

In other words, simply change the sign of the square root term to find the conjugate. By
multiplying the numerator and denominator by the conjugate, we eliminate the square root
from the denominator:

4 (3+..fi) 4(3+..fi)
3-..fi 3+..fi = (3- ..fi)(3+..fi)

12+4Ji 12+4Ji
79+3Ji-3Ji-2
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INACTION EXPONENTS & ROOTS AOVANCEO PROBLEM SET _ Ch.apter 12

Problem Set (Advanced)

1. If x3 = X 15, and x» a, what is x?

2. If a2 = 64 and b4 = 1, what are all the possible values of ab?

3.
ma 712

Simplify: P x p2r3m4
m3rp

Which of the follow expressions has the largest value?4.

5. (a) What is the greatest common factor of the terms in the expression
(415 + 416 + 417 + 418)?

(b) Factor out the greatest common factor ascertained in part (a), and simplify the
resulting expression to an integer multiple of that common factor.

7. If 40 + 40
+1 = 40+2-176, what is the value of a?

8. If a = 520 - 5 19+ 518, what is the length of a? (The length of an integer is the number of
prime numbers, not necessarily distinct, in the prime factorization of the integer.)

9. If m and n are positive integers and (218)(sm) = (20n
), what is the value of m?

10. If x, y, and z are integers, is x even?

(1)' 10" = W)W)
(2) 3x+s = 27Y+1

11. Which ofthe following is equivalent to (~) -4(~ J3 (217J2 ?

For #12-14, write the expression in factored form (if distributed) and in distributed form (if factored):

14. (a +b)(r + 5)
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Chapter 12 EXPONENTS & ROOTS ADVANCED PROBLEM SET

For #15-25, either solve or simplify, using the properties of roots:

15. 25-%

16. Estimate 4\13 to the nearest tenth.

17. V15O-VsO

18. V15O-v%

19. W

20. V20(4) - 5(7)

21. V20 +70,assuming 0 is positive.

22. WS

23. ~
if;,

24. 1 . 0.J; Ji+i' assuming x > .+ x+l

25.
4

8+3J]

26.
6+.Js

Which of the following is equal to ~ ?
2-,,5

(A)17 (B) -17 (C) 17+8.Js

5WanhattanGMAT·prep
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IN ACTION ANSWER KEY EXPONENTS &. ROOTS ADVANCED SqUJTIONS Chapter 12
1. 1: If x~ = XiS, x could be -1, 0, or 1. Given the additional fact that x > 0, x can ortly be 1.

2.8 and -8: If a2 = 64, a can be either 8 or -8. IU4 = 1, b can be either 1 or -LThetefore, the product
ab can be equal to either 8 or -8.

ms 712 2. 4 ml2p9.rlS
3 ,. Ii P r:3 . _ __.m(J2-)I'P~9-J) 115-9)__m9pS..6.mpr:39 xprm= 39 r rmrp m rp

4. (0) 4(351): Use the rules of exponents to simplify each expression:

(A) (34)13 = 3S2

(B) [(330 )12JKo=;= (?3fiJ fa = 3360
;(0= 3'"

(C) 330 +330 +330 = 3(330
) = 331

(D) 4(3sl) cannot be simplifled further.

(E) (3loof =31~ =350

Answer choice (A) is dearly larger than (B), (C), and (E). We must now compare 4(351) to 352.To make
them most easily comparable, factor one 3 out of 352:352= 3(3SI). 4(3SI) ~ .greater th,an 3(3SI), so (D) is
the correct answer.

5. (a) 415
: Just as the greatest common factor of the terms in XiS +xl6 + X

l7 + XiS would be xiS, the greatest
common factor of the terms in 415+ 416+ 417+ 41s is 415.

(b) 85(415
): Factor 41s out of the expression the same way you would factor XiS out of the expression

Xl5 + Xl6 + XI7 + XiS:

7. 2: The key to this problem is to express all of the exponential terms in terms of the greatesr common
factor of the terms: 4". Using the addition rule (or the corresponding numerical examples), we get:

44 + 44+1= 4"+2_ 176
176 = 44+2_ 44 _ 44+1
176 = 44.(42)_ 4" - 44·W)
176 = 44·W - 4° - 41)

176 = 4".(16 - 1 - 4)
176 = 44.(11)

44 = 176 + 11 = 16
a=2

8.20: The first step is to factor the greatest common factor (5IS) out of each of the terms:

a = 520- 519+ 518 a = 518(21)
a = 518(52- 51 + 5~ a = 5Is.3.7
a = 518(25- 5 + 1)

a contains eighteen 5's, one 3, and one 7. Thus, a has 20 total primes, so the length ofa is 20.

Ui9
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Chapter 12 EXPONENTS & ROOTS ADVANCED SOLUTIONS IN ACTION ANSWER KEY

9. 9: With exponential equations such as this one, the key is to recognize that as long as the exponents are
all integers, each side of the equation must have the same number of each type of prime factor. Break down
each base into prime factors and set the exponents equal to each other:

(21S)(5"')= (20j
21S·5"'= (2.2.5)"
21S.5m = 22".5" .
18 = 2n; m = n
n = 9; m = n = 9

Because m and n have to be integers, there must be the
same number of 2'5 on either side of the equation,~-------------- and there must be the same number of 5'5 on either
side of the equation. Thus 18 = 2n and m = n.

10. (A): Statement (1) tells us that HY = (4')(5). We can break the bases down into prime factors:
(2·5)'" = (2.2),S, so 2xS = 22,S. This tells us that x = 2y and x = z. (We need the same numbers of 2's
and the same number of 5's on either side of the equation.) SUFFICIENT: y is an integer, so x must be
even, because x = 2y.

Statement (2) tells us that 3x+5 = 27,+1. We can again break the bases down into prime factors:
3"+5= (3.3.3),+1, so 3,,+5= 331+3• This tells us that x + 5 = 3y + 3, so x + 2 = 3y. (Again, we need the same
number of 3's on either side of the equation.) INSUFFICIENT: y is an integer, so x must be 2 larger than a
multiple of 3, but that does not tell us whether x is even. If y = 1, then x = 5 (odd), but if y = 2, then x = 8
(even).

The correct answer is (A): Statement (1) ALONE is sufficient.

11. (C) (k) -16: Once again, we should break each base down into its prime factors first. Then, we apply

the negative exponent by taking the reciprocal of each term, and making the exponent positive:

Because all of the answer choices have negative exponents, we can perform the same transformation on
them-simply take the reciprocal of each and change the exponent to a positive:

(A) GJs
= 3

8
(D) (irS = 3

1S

(B) (ir

9

= 3
9

(E) (ir

44

= 3
144

(C) cr = 3
16

14. (a+b)(r+s) = ar+as+br+bs
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IN ACTION ANSWER KEY EXPONE~S & ROOTS ADVAti~D SOLutIONS Chapter 12

1 _1/ 1 I I
15. -: 2572=-=-=-

5 25Yz 55 5

16.6.9: 4v3 can be combined into one radical: Y4 x Y4 x v'3 =Y4 x 4 x 3 =v'48. 48 is in between
two perfect squares: 36, which is 62

, and 49, which is 72
• Note that 48 is very close to. 72• Therefore, a rea-

sonable estimate for v'48 is 6.9. _

17.5\16 - 5V2: v'i5o - v'5O = (\1'25 x V6) - (\1'25 x Vi) = 5\1'6 - 5Vz

18. \16: v'i5o - v'% = (\1'25 x \1'6) - (v'i6 x \1'6) = 5\1'6 - 4\1'6= \1'6..
19. Xl: W = 1'.Note that we do not need to restrict x to non-negative values, because both i and l' are
always non-negative.

20. 3Y5: Y20(4) - 5(7)= v'45 = v'9 x v5 = 3\1'5

21. 3Va: Notice that we have two terms under the radical that both contain a.We can add like terms
together if they are under the same radical: Y 2a +7a = y'9';;. Now factor out and isolate squares under
their own radical sign so that you can take their square root: y'9';; = v9 x Va = 3Va.

$/644¥23.2: 4f7 = 4 - = #16 = 2{,4 4

24. .J x +1 - ..r; : For this problem, we need to multiply the numerator and denominator by the conjugate

of the denomi~ator. The conjugate is ..r; -.J x + I :

I (.,J; -.J;+l) (.,J; - .J;+l)
(.,J; +.Jx+l)" (.,J; -.Jx+l) = x-(.,J;X.Jx+l }-(.,J;X.Jx+1 )-(x+l) =

(.,J;-.J;+l)=(.,J;-.J;+l)=_(J;;_.JX+I~.JX+I_.,J;
x-(x+l) -I

25. 32 -12fj :For this problem, we need to multiply the numerator and denominator by the conjugate

of the denominator. The conjugate is 8 - 3.fj:

4 (8-3.fj) 32-12.fj 32-12.fj 32-12.fj
. (8+3.fj)" ~-3.fj) 64-(8)(3).fj +(8)(3)Ji-32'7 64-63
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Chapter 12 EXPONENTS & ROOTS ADVANCED SOLUTIONS· IN ACTION ANSWER KEY

26. (D) -17 - s.j5 : In order to simplify a fraction that has a difference involving a square root in the
denominator, we need to multiply the numerator and denominator by the sum of the same terms (this is
also known as the "conjugate"):
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OFFICIAL GUIDE Pp.()BLEM SEtS ~PAAT II Chapter 13

Practicing with REAL GMAT problems
Now that you have Completed Part II of NUMBER PROPERTIES it is time to test your skills OIl problems
that have actually appeared on real GMAT exams over the past several yeatS.

The problem sets that follow are composed of questions from three books published by the Graduate
Management Admission Council- (the organizarlonthat develops the of&bl GMATetam):

The Official Guide for GMAT Review, 12thEdition
The Official Guidefor GMAT Quantitative Review
The Official Guide for GMAT Quantitative Review, 2nd Edition
~: The two editions of the Quant Review book largely overlap. Use one OR the other.

These books contain quantitative questions that have appeared on past official GMAT exams. (The ques-
tions contained therein are the property of The Graduate Management Admission Council, which is not
affiliated in any way with Manhattan GMAT.)

Although the questions in the Official Guides have been "retired" (they will not appear on fu~eoffl.cial
GMAT exams), they are great practice questions.

In order to help you practice effectively, we have categorized every problem in The Official Guides by topic
and subtopic. On the following pages, you will find two categorized lists:

(1) Problem Solving: Lists MORE DIFFICULT Problem Solving Number Propertits questions contained
in The OffiCial Guides and categorizes them by subtopic.

(2) Data Sufficiency: Lists MORE DIFFICULT Data Sufficiency Number Properties questions contained
in The Official Guides and categorizes them by subtopic.

Remember that Chapter 9 in Part I of this book contains the first sets of Official Guide problems, which
are easier.

Each book in Manhattan GMAT's 8-book strategy series contains its own Official Guide lists that pertain
to the specific topic of that particular book. If you complete all the practice problems contained on the
Official Guide lists in each of the 8 Manhattan GMATstrategy books, you will have completed every single
question published in The Official Guides.
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Chapter 13 OFFICIAL GUIDE PROBLEM SOLVING SET: PART II

Problem Solving: Part II
from The Official Guide for GMAT Review, 12th Edition (pages 20-23 & 152-185), The Official Guide for
GMAT Quantitative Review (pages62-85), and The Official Guide for GMAT Quantitative Review, 2nd
Edition (pages62-86).

Note: The two editions of the Quant Reviewbook largely overlap. Use one OR the other.

Solveeach of the following problems in a notebook, making sure to demonstrate how you arrived at each
answer by showing all of your work and computations. If you get stuck on a problem, look back at the
NUMBER PROPERTIES strategies and content contained in this guide to assist you.

~: Problem numbers preceded by "D" refer to questions in the Diagnostic Test chapter of The Official
Guide for GMAT Review, 12th Edition (pages 20-23).

ADYANCED SET NUMBER PROPERTIES
This set picks up from where the General Set in Part I leaves of[

Divisibility Be Primes
12th Edition: 106, 142, 198,217, Dl3, D15
Quantitative Review: 125, 164, 169 OR 2nd Edition: 68, 112, 125, 149, 164, 169

Odds Be Evens
12th Edition: 185
Quantitative Review: 150 OR 2nd Edition: 152

Positives Be Negatives
QR 2nd Edition: 152

Consecutive Integers
12th Edition: 201, 219, 224
Quantitative Review: 160

Exponents Be Roots
iz» Edition: 117, 137,216,230
Quantitative Review: 149, 152, 163, 170 OR 2nd Edition: 108, 147, 163, 170

CHALLENGE SHORT SET NUMBER PROPERTIES
This set covers Number Properties problems from each of the content areas, including both easier and harder problems, but with
a focus on harder problems. The Challenge Short Set duplicates problems from the General Set (in Part I) and the Advanced Set

above.
12th Edition: 36,50, 82,85, 106, 110, 116, 117, 137, 142, 157, 164,216,217,219,230,D13
Quantitative Review: 103, 117, 122, 125, 145, 147, 149, 152, 160, 169, 170
OR 2nd Edition: 68, 86, 108, 112, 117, 122, 125, 147, 152, 169, 170
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OFFICIAL GUIDE DATA SUFFICIENCY SET: PART II Chapter 13

Data Sufficiency: Part II
from The Official Guidefor GMAT Review, 12'" Edition (pages 24-26 & 272-288), The Official Guidefor
GMAT Quantitative Review (pages 149-157), and The Official Guide for GMAT Quantitative Review, 2nd
Edition (pages 152-163).

Note: The two editions of the Quant Review book largely overlap. Use one OR the other.

Solve each of the following problems in a notebook, making sure to demonstrate how you arrived at each
answer by showing all of your work and computations. If you get stuck on a problem, look back at the
NUMBER PROPERTIES strategies and content contained in this guide to assist you.

Practice REPHRASING both the questions and the statements. The majority of data sufficiency problems
can be rephrased; however, if you have difficulty rephrasing a problem, try testing numbers to solve it. It is
especially important that you familiarize yourself with the directions for data sufficiency problems, and that
you memorize the 5 Axed answer choices that accompany all data sufficiency problems.

Note: Problem numbers preceded by "D" refer to questions in the Diagnostic Test chapter of
The Official Guide for GMAT Review, 12th Edition (pages 24-26).

ADVANCED SET - NUMBER PROPERTIfS
This set picks up from where the General Set in Part I leaves off.

Divisibility & Primes
12th Edition: 98, 128, 171
Quantitative Review: 83, 86,88, 100, 110 OR 2nd Edition: 82, 87, 90, 92, 115

Odds & Evens
12th Edition: 106, 172

Positives & Negatives
12th Etf,ition: D41
Quantitative Review: 111

Consecutive Integers
12th Edition: 170
Quantitative Review: 82 OR 2nd Edition: 86

Exponents & Roots
12th Edition: 166
Quantitative Review: 106, 108, 116 OR 2nd Edition: 31, 79, 110, 113

CHALLENGE SHORT SET - NUMBER PROPERTIES
This set covers number properties problems from each of the content areas, including both easier and harder problems, but with
a focus on harder problems. The Short Set duplicates problems from the General Set (in Pan I) and the Advanced Set above.

12th Edition: 76, 82,90, 106, 128, 159, 166, 170, 171, 172
Quantitative Review: 3, 45, 53,63, 75, 78, 82, 83, 86, 108, 110, 111, 116

. OR 2nd Edition: 3, 31, 45, 54,64, 78, 79, 81, 82, 86, 87, 90, 113, 115
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2. Fractions, Dedmals,
& Percents

1. Number Properties

3. Equations, Inequalities,
&VICs

4. Word Translations
5. Geometry
6. Critical Reasoning
7. Reading Comprehension
8. Sentence Correction

0>

Chapter By Chapter Jvlanliattan GMAT
PART I: GENERAL
1. DIVISIBILITY & PRIMES:
Integers, Rules of Divisibility, Factors, Multiples, Divisibility & Addition/Subtraction, Prime Factorization, Factor Founda-
tion Rule, Prime Boxes, Greatest Common Factor, Least Common Multiple, Remainders
2. ODDS & EVENS:
Arithmetic Rules, Testing Odd & Even Cases, Sum ofTwo Primes
3. POSITIVES & NEGATIVES:
Absolute Value, Double Negative, Multiplying & Dividing Signed Numbers, Testing Positive & Negative Cases
4. CONSECUTIVE INTEGERS:
Properties of Evenly Spaced Sets, Counting Integers in Series, Sum of Consecutive Integers, Products & Sums ofConsecutive Integers & Divisibility
5. EXPONENTS:
Properties and Rules of Exponents, Special Bases,Simplifying Exponential Expressions, Common Exponent Errors
6. ROOTS:
General Rules of Roots, Roots and Fractional Exponents, Simplifying Roots, Imperfect vs. Perfect Squares, Simplifying &
Estimating Roots of Imperfect Squares, Common Root Errors, Common Squares and Cubes
7.PEMDAS:
Order of Operations, Subtraction of Expressions, Fraction Bars as Grouping Symbols

PART II: ADVANCED

Includes separate chapters on numerous Advanced Number Properties topics, as well as additional practice problems

• Clear explanations of fundamental principles.
• Step-by-step instructions for important techniques.
• Advanced chapters covering the most difficult topics.
• In-Action practice problems to help you master the concepts and methods.
• Topical sets of Official Guide problems listed by number (problems published separately by GMAC)

to help you apply your knowledge to actual GMAT questions.
• One full year of access to 6 Computer Adaptive Practice Exams and Bonus Question Bank.

• Challenges you to do more, not less
• Focuses on developing mastery
• Covers the subject thoroughly

• Not just pages of guessing tricks
• Real content, real structure, real teaching
• More pages per topic than all-in-l tomes

"I've loved the materials in the Strategy Guides. I've found I really learned a lot through them.
It turns out that this was the kind of in-depth study and understanding that I needed.
The guides have sharpened my skills. I like how each section starts with the basics and advances
all the way through the most complicated questions."

"The material is reviewed in a very complete and user-friendly manner. The subjects are taught
in a way that gets to the heart of the matter by demonstrating how to solve actual problems in
a very thorough and uncumbersome fashion."
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